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Editorial 

This new issue of Colloquy sees three significant changes in the jour-
nal. First, the look of the journal has changed. From now on, the material 
will be published in pdf format. The decision to adopt pdf is not only due to 
the fact that most internet journals have already switched to that format. It 
is also easier to print and to read than hypertext. And, it makes it possible 
for citations from Colloquy to be by page number. 

The second change concerns an increased emphasis on translation. 
In collaboration with the postgraduate programme in translation studies at 
Monash University, the journal has sought to publish both translations � 
such as the one by Vicky Kristoffersen � and articles in the theory of trans-
lation � such as Ce Rosenow�s article. 

Thirdly, from this year onwards the journal will be publishing two is-
sues annually. This will further facilitate the dissemination of ideas through 
Colloquy, allowing a greater number of articles to be published with less 
waiting time between issues. 

The second issue for this year will come out in November and it will be 
dedicated to the work of author, critic and intellectual Maurice Blanchot. Af-
ter the conference �Blanchot, the Obscure� that Colloquy organized in Au-
gust 2004, the journal invited the participants to submit their presentations 
as articles. In addition, friends and colleagues, who for one reason or an-
other were unable to attend the conference, have also submitted articles. 

While the May 2006 issue will be a general one, the November issue 
for 2006 will be based on the conference �Be true to the earth� that was co-
organized by Colloquy on 30 March�1 April this year. Colloquy is commit-
ted to the organization of, and participation in, conferences. After the con-
ferences on Blanchot and on eco-criticism, the journal is involved in the 
conference �Imagining the Future: Utopia, Dystopia, and Science Fiction� 
which will be held at Monash on 6�7 December 2005. The proceedings of 
this conference will be published as Issue 13 of Colloquy in May 2007. 
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Colloquy is unwavering in its support for originality in academic writing. 
This pursuit would have been impossible without the numerous referees 
who have written reports for us. Their contribution is gratefully acknowl-
edged. In addition, the very existence of the journal is predicated upon the 
continual support from the School of Languages, Cultures and Linguistics 
and the School of English, Communications and Performance Studies, as 
well as the Centre for Comparative Literature and Cultural Studies. Their 
enthusiasm for the journal has made the present issue possible. 
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Sebald’s Anatomy Lesson: 

About Three Images-Documents from On the Natural History 

of Destruction, The Rings of Saturn and Austerlitz 

Muriel Pic 

(Translated from French by Laura Winn in conjunction with the author) 

 
W. G. Sebald�s work endorses the use of archives: notably image-

documents, which are widely used in his narratives as well as in his es-
says. The author is figured as the observer who records witness accounts 
(Erzählen/Berichten) and reconstructs them through montage. Sebald did 
not begin his career as a writer until his university career had reached ma-
turity. He was first and foremost a researcher, and this is how he always 
presents himself in his narratives: inevitably their primal scene is that dur-
ing some research he comes across some document whose particularity 
attracts his attention. As researcher and writer, Sebald is a man of the ar-
chives. His narratives encounter the fugitive and sublime shadows of the 
past in documents, images and texts found during his research. They are 
invaded by all sorts of documents that lend them an atmosphere of Un-
heimlichkeit, the angel of the bizarre crossing familiar space. In the work of 
Sebald, however, the quest for traces does not lead to historical fables. 
Quite on the contrary, the author�s goal is to reinstate reality as it has been, 
to find a language through which the beings whose memory is confined to 
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the archives can survive: �One does not resuscitate the lives that have 
ended up in the archives. It is not a reason for making them die a second 
time. The space is narrow in which a narrative can be built that does not 
cancel or dissolve them, that keeps them available so that one day, and 
elsewhere, another narration can be made from their enigmatic presence. 
� To have a taste for archives is visibly to wander through the words of 
others, to seek a language which preserves their pertinence.�1 What is this 
language in the work of Sebald? How legitimate is the literature in which it 
is elaborated?  

I. Historical demagogy and literary montage 

With his essay Luftkrieg und Literatur, this question takes a polemical 
turn. In this text, Sebald argues that German post-war literature has not 
played the essential role that he seeks for it: to give over to collective 
memory images of the destruction of German towns during the allied bomb-
ings: a plan for an all-out bombing campaign, which had been supported by 
groups within the Royal air force since 1940. This event of destruction ac-
tually poses serious problems, according to the author, concerning history 
and historical discourse because, between passive silence and a fanatical 
will to reconstruct, Germany chose to �banish memory.�2 What does this 
mean? 

On the one hand, according to Sebald, it means that it is possible to 
diagnose in the survivors a double state of apathy and hysteria. This rec-
ognition of traumatic mutism and superactivity in the face of the shock ex-
plains that all the accounts of the horror of the destruction are trapped in 
�stereotyped lines�. Sebald underlines �the psychological aspect of the re-
call of the traumatic experiences� and claims that we cannot ignore this 
natural reaction of the memory. On the other hand, there remains a cultural 
fact: �In my view, such a preoccupation with retrospective improvement of 
the self-image they wished to hand down was one of the main reasons for 
the inability of a whole generation of German authors to describe what they 
had seen, and to convey it to our minds.�3 Behind this declaration, there is 
the argument that memories are destroyed by the use of �pre-established 
images fixed inside our heads�4 which are the representations of history. 

To struggle against this repression, Winfried Georg Sebald sought ex-
ile quite early on, and this choice is related to his problematic relationship 
with Germany as is shown in his essay. Born in Bavaria at Wertach in the 
Allgäu Alps, in 1944, he left Germany, and finally became a university as-
sistant at Manchester. He later became a lecturer at Norwich, where he 
founded a centre for literary translation in 1988, and where he died in a car 
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accident in 2001. 
But exile, even if it is in the enemy country, is not enough to free the 

memories. The author proposes to take the archives back into hand, espe-
cially those of the Imperial War Museum in London, and from them, with 
them, re-member. This means to trace a �Natural History of destruction,� an 
expression that Sebald owes to an English journalist, Solly Zuckerman, and 
that was going to be the title of a documentary by Zuckerman on Hamburg 
devastated. But the text, never written, has become a phantom document, 
victim of the unconscious censorship also active in the English collective 
memory. So, to fight against these �false Absolutes�5 of history, Sebald ex-
periments with a new method of historical knowledge, envisaged by Walter 
Benjamin, a cardinal reference for Sebald according to his private library:6 
�The method for this work: literary montage. I have nothing to say. Only 
things to show. I am not going to uncover anything precious or attribute to 
myself spiritual formulae. But rags and cast-offs: I do not want to make their 
inventory, but allow them to obtain justice in the only possible way: by using 
them.�7 Thus Sebald always chooses in the archives marginal testimonies 
and documents, �which show very clearly the process of deterioration�: 
these �are without a doubt the constitutive pieces of a natural history of de-
struction as Solly Zuckerman probably imagined it at the time.�8 These 
documents not only show and testify to the destruction, they are also vic-
tims of it, because it is the archives that oblivion threatens to destroy. 
�Remnants of flaunted reality�9 waiting to be noticed in order to set free 
what they know of the past, these are the riddles of history, the carriers of 
its secret disease: the destruction of memory by �pre-established images 
fixed inside our heads.�10 Literary montage founds Sebald�s writing and im-
plicates literature in a critique of historical representations. And this ap-
proach cannot but also entail the transformation of the literary text because, 
according to Benjamin once again, reading Berlin Alexanderplatz by Döblin 
(an author about whom Sebald also wrote): �montage shatters the novel, as 
much from a structural as a stylistic point of view, creating new quite epic 
possibilities, notably in terms of form. Indeed, not any old montage material 
will do. True montage starts with the document.�11  

So, Sebald seeks through montage to recover a historical reality which 
escapes the constructions of history. And what is more, the literary mon-
tage is the condition of the readability of documents because it is also a 
montage of points of view. In Luftkrieg und Literatur, Sebald places oppo-
site the accounts which are less credible because of their subjectivity, a 
document whose objectivity is that of a clinician: the account of an ana-
tomical dissection, Findings of pathological and anatomical investigations 
after the raids of Hamburg in 1943-1945. With thirty illustrations and eleven 
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plates. Here, he shows a taboo image, that of opening a corpse, the meta-
phor of a real argument about destruction. What is more, it is a description 
which does not imagine reality but actually puts it into images, because he 
respects one of the particularities of anatomical treatises, from Vésale on-
wards, which is to be always accompanied by a large number of plates. 
With this text, written by a certain Dr. Siegfried Gräff, the objective point of 
view is at work. But Sebald does not claim this objectivity to be the only 
way to tell the reality of destruction. This text is of interest not so much be-
cause of its objective status as document, but because of its context: in 
fact, Sebald takes this extract from Hubert Fichte�s novel Detlevs Imita-
tionem, Grünspan.12 In this way, the document (found in a library by 
Fichte�s hero) whose reality is hyperbolic, is only of interest when placed 
within a fictional context. In the example we have just seen, the montage is 
operated via a fiction, Fichte�s novel. If literary montage is placed right from 
the start within the framework of the relationship between fiction and his-
tory, it is in order to criticise this dichotomy and recognise the effectiveness 
of the particular in the investigation of knowledge. What does this entail? It 
entails not considering a document as proof that brings all of the reality with 
it and delivers a positive truth, nor as an account whose value is compro-
mised by subjectivity. The literary montage of documents exposes the role 
of literature in epistemological writing, a definition of literature as the par-
ticular in history, as the place where a form of reasoning, or rather a mon-
tage, is elaborated from a double point of view, from a montage of looking, 
history�s objectivity and witness accounts� subjectivity. This montage of 
looking characterised the public operation of dissection in the anatomical 
theatres of the Renaissance: the point of view of the anatomist who opens 
up the body is doubled by that of the spectators. More than simply a mon-
tage of points of view, this is the elaboration of an experience in looking, 
and we are dealing with the displacement of the point of view of the anato-
mist in literary space.13 In Luftkrieg und Literatur, the montage of the ana-
tomical document is operated through a quotation from Fichte�s novel: it 
means that the objectivity and the reality of the account are doubled by the 
subjectivity and the fiction of the novel. A montage of points of view, which, 
in the eyes of this man ready to sacrifice everything but the �experience of 
looking,� is essential in order to see and show the taboo reality of destruc-
tion. In fact, with the opening of memory, the discovery of a taboo and an 
unconscious trauma comes to light. 

II. The body of history 

But the account of the Dr. Siegfried Gräff is not the only anatomical 
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document in the work of Sebald. And it is time to place alongside the text of 
the anatomical account an image taken from The Rings of Saturn, a narra-
tive by Sebald: I mean the famous Rembrandt�s Doctor Tulp’s Anatomy 
Lesson (fig.1). Why did Sebald choose this image from 1632, at the heart 
of a long pictorial tradition since the fourteenth century of the representa-
tion of this exercise of knowledge, the anatomical dissection? Not only be- 

 

 
Fig. 1 Rembrandt, Dr. Tulp’s Anatomy lesson, 1632, oil on canvas, 169, 
5 x 216, 5 cm, Mauritshuis, The Hague. 

 
cause it is one of the most famous images of this tradition, but I suggest for 
two other reasons: firstly, because this painting had a double that was de-
stroyed in a fire in 1723, Doctor John Deyman’s Anatomy Lesson from 
1656. Secondly, because this painting presents a montage: that of an ana-
tomical plate in a painted image. The exhibition of the tendons of an 
opened forearm in Doctor Tulp’s Anatomy Lesson is directly inspired by the 
frontispiece of Vésale�s illustrated work of 1543, De corporis humani fabrica 
libri septem. When Sebald approaches this painting, in the first chapter of 
Die Ringe des Saturn, he is in the middle of tracing the biography of Tho-
mas Browne, author of a strange work of 1610 entitled Hydrotaphia urn 
burial, with an account of some urns found at Brampton in Norfolk (where 
Sebald lived) which discusses sepulchral rituals and the decomposition of 
bodies through a reflection on death. Sebald considers it highly likely that 
Thomas Browne was present at this lesson. Sebald analyses Rembrandt�s 
painting in terms of a montage of points of view and notably compares the 
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spectator of the painting with the spectator of the dissection, a comparison 
which implicates the reader. An analysis of points of view which is shown in 
the painting through a montage and leads to the acknowledgement of the 
disappearance of the real body replaced by a mechanical body. That one is 
the body of Descartes� man-machine, the body of the anatomical atlas 
which appears in this painting: in the dissected left hand which is �purely an 
academic figure taken from the anatomical atlas.�14 According to Francis 
Barker, in his book The Tremulous Private Body,15 Sebald thus wants to 
thwart the claim that Rembrandt�s painting does not respond to the rules of 
realism: he shows the montage of a plate of an anatomical atlas in the 
painting. However, he is more than a realist in the sense that he is preoc-
cupied by the impossible point of view, that of the corpse that has lived 
right to the end the experience of destruction. This point of view is at the 
centre of the division between the pictorial and the anatomical, between 
historical time and subjectivity, it is the blind spot and the illumination which 
must characterise all true experiences of the point of view in Sebald�s work, 
and which allows for the montage, here created by the painter.  

So, we have to operate a dissection on the body of history, the body of 
time that we carry on our wrists. We have to break this time in order to go 
back, reconstructing a particular time-space through montage. But the 
practice of literary montage bears witness especially to a particular notion 
of time which emerges in the twentieth century with the cinematic process 
from which literary montage, whether manipulating texts or images, bor-
rows its model of composition. Montage in turn supposes disassembly, de-
composition, a form of destruction; all literary montage is a secondary de-
struction. For Sebald, discovering the reality of destruction, reconstructing 
this reality, implies a destruction, a �disarticulation of time� to use Cioran�s 
phrase from Précis de Décomposition, which Sebald cites in �Against the Ir-
reversible: On Jean Amery.�16 We have to disarticulate historical time, open 
the image it gives us,17 which destroys our particular images, break the 
clocks of this time whose universality is senseless.18 And without any 
doubt, Sebald�s narratives bear witness to a concept of time where anach-
ronisms pour in continually, where writing, through a mise en abyme of 
body and place, asserts itself as a temporal reconstruction leading towards 
lived experience. The experience of the shock and vertigo, felt when we 
recognise something, a never-ending experience which from resemblance 
to resemblance �grabs the view and renders it interminable.�19 

III. Poetics of the gases: an atmospheric experience 

This experience is the one that Sebald offers to his reader through the 
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montage by resemblance. And it is time again to place alongside the text of 
the anatomical account and Doctor Tulp’s Anatomy Lesson a third image 
taken from Austerlitz: a plan of Liverpool Street Station (fig.2) which, Se-
bald notes, �resembles an anatomical plate.�20 This time, the author pro-
vides us with a plan of the space where the revival of the memory happens: 
when Jacques Austerlitz�s steps are guided by �a confused internal neces-
sity� towards a disused waiting room in Liverpool Street Station in London,  
   

 
Fig. 2 Map of Liverpool Street Station, Austerlitz. 

 
where he will rediscover the truth about his past, the place is filled with 
�dust, soot, steam� whereas �only a diffused greyness filters through the 
panes.�21 This disused waiting room, which is soon to be knocked down, 
the same room where many years before he arrived for the first time in 
England from Prague, was sent at the last minute by his mother who was 
deported soon after and never returned. In fact, a whole lexicon of atmos-
phere appears when memory moves towards violent remembrance, a ver-
tiginous experience that occurs at key moments in Sebald�s narratives. It is 
through a �thick fog,� �vapours� or �gases� that memory will remember what 
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it has repressed for too long. And, as Sebald remarks in The Rings of Sat-
urn, this vapour is exactly the vapour that the dead body lets off when it has 
just been opened by the anatomist. The will to open the body of history, a 
metaphor suggested by Sebald�s narratives, can be understood in the 
terms of a poetics of gases, an expression connected, obviously, to the 
theme of genocide in his works. Between history and natural history, this 
poetics leads the reader to confront images and documents where gases, 
vapours or dust appear, for example in a series of anatomical images.  

If we are to believe the testimonies of those familiar with archives, the 
material contact with the past produces an emotional shock, a feeling, a 
stupor, a singular experience for each of us. Through its traces, the past 
becomes close, envelops and transports us. A scene is conjured up before 
our eyes, a smile is drawn once again. The auratic experience in the time 
of remembrance is translated in the work of Sebald � strongly influenced by 
Walter Benjamin�s theory of memory,22 which takes the image as its central 
point � by a series of atmospheric phenomena. Indeed, more effective in 
some people�s eyes than literary fiction, the document is this trace that cre-
ates an exchange between the near and the far, produces a dialectic be-
tween the present and the past: �Traces and aura. Traces are the appear-
ance of proximity, however far away that which left them may be. Aura is 
the appearance of the far off, however near that which evokes it may be. 
With traces we seize the object; with aura it is the object that becomes our 
master.�23 Aura and atmosphere, trace and archive are thus the essential 
components of a reconstruction of the past which transmits the familiar ex-
perience of those who have a taste for archives: �One can slowly examine 
[the close weave of the archive] and dissect it in minute detail: something 
else subsists however, which is nameless and which scientific experiment 
is at a loss to explain. Indeed, it would not claim such explanation to be its 
role, even if confronted by it. This is of course the surplus of life that floods 
the archive and provokes the reader in his most intimate self.�24 A �surplus 
of life� or again �something more that remains unexpressed,� according to 
Hubertus Tellenbach�s definition of the atmospheric: �In any experience of 
our senses [in this case the touch of the document] there is something 
more that remains unexpressed. This something more exceeds the real 
fact, but that we feel at the same time, we can call it the atmospheric.�25 

But if atmosphere is to archive what aura is to trace, that is to say the 
sine qua non of an experience of remembrance wherein the reality of the 
past lies, then it is difficult to prove its historical legitimacy. Indeed, as 
Arlette Farge notes, the emotion felt by the historian working in the archives 
has no place in scientific discourse. Yet, it must necessarily breathe life into 
the language charged with reconstructing the past. And if �we can rid our-
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selves of the illusion of universality, a total and definitive truth � we cannot 
dismiss truth, nor even spurn it, we can never lead it astray and the space 
between these two poles is very narrow.�26 Probably, Sebald�s work is 
dedicated to the investigation of this historiographer�s room for manoeuvre 
and the language that he chose to preserve the words of the other is that of 
a poetics of gases. But the writer speaks about the most difficult events of 
history in order to show us how destruction begets destruction: the 
Luftkrieg and the Holocaust. As literary montage (montage of point of view 
and montage by resemblance) is the language that Sebald chooses to re-
instate the enigmatic presence of the past, one will comprehend that his 
narratives cannot go without the images and documentary texts that ac-
company them: traces offered up to the reader in the materiality of the 
work, they carry him along with the narrator in a series of wanderings on 
the �banks of time.�27 

Freie Universität, Berlin and EHESS, Paris 
muriel.pic@gmail.com 
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Mimetic Theory and Hermeneutics 

Paolo Diego Bubbio 

The thought of René Girard has been object of much interest in the 
last few years, both in the �Continental� and in the �English-speaking� phi-
losophical areas.1 Nevertheless, René Girard�s thought is not always ac-
cepted in the academic circles. The main cause for this is that his theory is 
considered too �philosophical� in the Human Sciences Departments, and it 
seems too close to cultural anthropology and literary criticism to be appre-
ciated by philosophers. This is the reason why it could be fruitful to focus 
the attention on the philosophical aspects � I am tempted to say �on the 
central philosophical nucleus� � of René Girard�s way of thinking. 

I will try to clarify what is meant exactly by �philosophy� within the mi-
metic theory of René Girard and will attempt to define the borders of the 
problem of the �death of philosophy,� as it appears from Girard�s work. 
Then, I will focus my attention on hermeneutic philosophy and its relation-
ship with the mimetic theory. Finally, I will try to answer a question which I 
consider absolutely central: is it still possible to speak of �philosophy� within 
the Girardian universe? 

I. What is “Philosophy” according to Girard? 

(A) Religion 

To understand what Girard means precisely by �philosophy,� we have 
to first clarify what Girard means by �religion.� 
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The hominisation process begins when one man starts to imitate the 
desires of another, that is when a man feels inferior, devoid of something 
other men seem equipped with. �Wanting to be like an other� means want-
ing to possess what he possesses: the mimetic rivalry thus appears and 
the violence increases with it. Inevitably, rivals tend to resemble each other 
more and more, as they are models for each other, and also mutual vio-
lence grows proportionately: this is the critical moment of the birth of every 
culture. The resulting event is the choice � a substantially arbitrary choice � 
of a scapegoat: the victim is expelled and so the community finds itself 
united. 

The miracle of the rediscovered peace is later attributed to the scape-
goat, which is therefore worshipped and deified. Two events are necessary 
in order that the miracle can happen again and the community does not 
collapse in the chaos of the violence. The first is the conceptualisation of 
the victimage expulsion so as to be able to repeat it. The second is the ex-
pression of such an expulsion in order for the other community members to 
agree to it. Reason and language appear originally in this way. 

The expulsion is always repeated, replacing the original victim with 
newer and newer scapegoats: thus rites come into being. The memory of 
this experience will be preserved and distorted at the same time in myths. 
In all myths and rites we can find the presence, hidden or explicit, of a 
scapegoat. Rites and myths are the spine of every religion: so every relig-
ion is a combination of actions fitted to repeat the victimage expulsion for 
enjoying its beneficial effects, and narrations fitted to guarantee a good out-
come for the sacrifice. The sacred which is at the heart of every religion is 
only a mask for violence. 

Therefore, there is no doubt about the sacrificial nature of every relig-
ion. Every religion can be attributed to the victimage mechanism. However, 
the Old Testament is not merely a series of myths, because sometimes the 
chorus of lynchers, devout followers of Yahweh, a jealous and violent god, 
is broken by a voice standing up in defence of the victim. Sometimes the 
victim itself refuses his part and proclaims its innocence, as does Job. 

Christianity is an exception among other religions; we can affirm, in-
deed, that the Gospels have nothing to do with the violent sacred. As a 
matter of fact Christ undergoes the collective lynching, but refuses the role 
of the scapegoat and reveals the truth of the victimage mechanism. How-
ever, if the Christian message escapes from the accusation of mystification, 
the Christian religion does not. Christianity has become a religion, with an 
impressive internal sacred core: the death of Christ is interpreted as sacri-
fice, the Father as a cruel god who needs the death of his son to save hu-
manity, the self-sacrifice as a holy action. 
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Religion is one of the main tools, and chronologically the first one of 
them, fitted to perpetuate the victimage mechanism. 

(B) Philosophy 

We can emphasize a strong identity between religion and philosophy 
in the sacrificial framework. The sacrificial mechanisms are not reserved to 
the religious, they are the mechanisms of every thought. 

First of all, philosophy is, in the dominant trend of the Western phi-
losophical thinking from Plato onwards, research of knowledge through 
reason. If reason is a faculty born to conceptualise the victimage expulsion, 
then philosophy is sacrificial by definition. The second argument is that re-
ligion and philosophy hold the same function. Myths conceal the presence 
of the victim and of the worshipped and hated model. In the same way, 
even philosophical systems hide the presence of a mediator. This philoso-
phical dissimulation is more false than the mythical one. Religions connect 
violence with the sacred and attribute it to a divinity which is the only one 
ruling the destinies of men. Philosophies, generally, tend to defend an illu-
sory autonomy of man. 

Philosophy also conceals a ritual aspect, and I will focus my attention 
on this point later on. Now, we have to answer a possible objection. In fact, 
one could say that, if philosophy really plays the same role as religion, then 
we also have to find the sacred at the heart of philosophy. However, this 
does not always happen, and in any case this does not happen within mod-
ern philosophy, which on the contrary appears as desacralisation. 

Jean-Pierre Dupuy answers this objection.2 He says that the desac-
ralisation process led by modern philosophy is paradoxical. The most de-
sacralising philosophies finally refer to a new sacred. Sacred is everything 
which is pertinent to the scapegoat, to the worshipped and hated rival. This 
love and hate creates the sacred. When one leaves a model which has 
disappointed him, the model stops being sacred. However, the sacred does 
not disappear. It reappears very soon as the attribute of a new model, 
which does not seem as disappointing as the previous. This is the paradox 
of the desacralisation process within modern philosophy. 

This conclusion can be confirmed by two examples: Descartes and 
Nietzsche. Both of them live in a historical moment of passage: they are 
narrators and protagonists of a sacrificial crisis. There is a phenomenon 
which is connected with all moments of crisis, according to Girard: the 
monstrous double. In this way, Girard defines each phenomenon of halluci-
nation caused, at the paroxysm of the crisis, by the monstrous reciprocity. 
The monster takes the place of all that everyone wants to absorb and de-
stroy at the same time, that is, the rival. During the crisis, each one is a ri-
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val of everyone else, each one is also the double of everyone else. These 
dynamics cause the hallucinatory phenomena of splitting. To illustrate this, 
it is convenient to read how Girard examines the words of Georges Poulet 
concerning the biography of Descartes: 

We turn to the biography of Baillet, as does Georges Poulet in his 
Etudes sur le temps humain, in order to set in relief all the self divi-
sion that the Cartesian experience involves. This critic shows us that 
�in the intoxication of Descartes, there is � a shadow side and there 
is a light side � These two sides are � tragically dissociated.� The 
mind of the philosopher is affected by a �pendulum movement� � 
Poulet speaks even of the �enemy brother� whom the philosopher 
harbors in his breast. He describes �the great misfortune of a time 
torn between a mind which is situated in nontemporal reality and the 
remainder who live only an obscure and indistinct duration.� Beside 
the �dominating� Descartes here is a Descartes �swept off his route 
by a power that dominates him and transcends him.� This is to say 
that �we enter into that dark country of anxiety � which subsists 
subterraneously in us and whose action upon us never ceases.� It 
should be understood that this experience of underground division is 
strictly bound to what is most fundamental in the philosopher�s con-
duct. �One in its goal, his research was double in its method.�3  

Girard emphasizes that the method, that is the foundation of Cartesian re-
search, is subject to a splitting. If we can recognize the presence of the 
monstrous double not only in the biography of the founder of modern ra-
tionalism, but also in the founding act of that philosophy, then it is a sacrifi-
cial way of thinking. 

And a second example. Girard discusses the famous �vision of Ra-
pallo� of Nietzsche: 

On the route to Portofino the writer saw his hero appear and pass 
him without saying a word to him. Nietzsche evoked this strange 
event in a poem which lets no doubt exist concerning the nature of 
the experience: �Then, suddenly friend! One became two! / And 
Zarathustra passed by beside me.�4 

In Girard�s view, we can recognize the experience of the monstrous double 
in the philosophy of Nietzsche, which represents a moment of crisis within 
the history of philosophy � the history of a sacrificial cycle. 

As a mystification, philosophy will never show the truth about the 
scapegoat, exactly as a ritual ceremony, whose only purpose is to perpetu-
ate the original victimage expulsion, will never be able to reveal the mecha-
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mechanisms producing it. 

Ritual thinking can never turn back to its own origin. It perpetuates 
itself in philosophical thinking and, in our time, in the modern human 
sciences. These are inheritors as much of the powers of rite as of its 
fundamental impotence.5 

II. The Death of Philosophy 

If philosophy plays the same role as myth � in a certain sense, accord-
ing to Girard, it is a myth � then it will have the same destiny of every myth 
in every culture. This means that in the long run, as the following sacrificial 
crisis is imminently nearer and nearer, philosophy will become less and 
less significant, hiding more and more the founding sacrifice. This is the 
reason why Girard says that philosophy is dying. 

I do believe that philosophy has used up its resources. � I believe 
� that the end of philosophy brings with it a new possibility of scien-
tific thinking within the human domain; at the same time, however 
strange this may seem, it brings with it a return to religious faith.6  

The �scientific thinking,� which Girard talks about, is the knowledge of the 
victim, voicing the truth about the scapegoat. In the face of this knowledge, 
philosophy, as myth, is destined to fade. 

However, one could say that science is a human form of knowledge, 
led by reason. If reason is substantially sacrificial, how can science tell the 
truth about the victim? This objection has to be considered seriously. In 
fact, Girard himself considers it. We read: 

In comparison with the astonishing work of demystification effected 
by the Gospels, our own exercises in demystification are only slight 
sketches, though they may also be cunning obstacles that our minds 
erect against the gospel revelation.7 

In a strict sense, it is impossible to perform a logical demystification of 
the mechanism, as logical means corrupted by reason, and reason is a 
sacrificial tool. So, does this mean the delivery to silence, the renunciation 
of thinking? Not necessarily. It is possible that our demystifications are 
cunning obstacles to the gospel revelation; nevertheless, human thinking 
can, at least, try to construct a demystifying knowledge, on condition that it 
be enlightened by the Gospels. This can happen in two different ways. The 
first one is in the negative, the second is in the positive. 

We could define the first one as �textual archaeology� or �the unveiling 
of the sacred.� A clumsy lie unintentionally points out the truth that it wants 
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to hide. For instance, the reports of the Medieval Inquisition appear to our 
eyes as narrations of sacrificial persecutions. These reports consider the 
scapegoats guilty, but we understand that they were innocent. In the same 
way, a philosophical system can unintentionally show, so to say �in the 
negative,� the working of a mechanism precisely when seeking to conceal 
it. A demystifying knowledge can show these philosophical clumsy lies. 
However, these dynamics are possible only if the one who analyses texts 
refers to the Gospels, as only if his analysis is based on the evangelical 
truth, then he can find the traces of mystification. Today, it is evident to us 
that witches were not culpable for a plague epidemic, but this was not so 
evident for a man living in the eleventh century. Why? Because, according 
to Girard, the Revelation has not ended with the death and resurrection of 
Christ, but has continued and still continues. The Paraclete, the Spirit of 
Truth which the Gospels talk about (overall Gospel according to St. John, 
16, 8-11), is the knowledge revealed more and more in the world, continu-
ing the revelation of Christ.8 

We could define the second way in which a thought can try to be a 
demystifying knowledge as �unveiling of the lie of the sacred.� If the point of 
view of the victim, and not that of persecutors, is assumed, then the truth 
can appear �in the positive.� Shortly, I will try to indicate some examples of 
these two ways of thinking. However, I would first underline that �the death 
of philosophy,� as it appears in Girard�s work, is a Christian death, because 
it is mainly resurrection. A sacrificial way of thinking dies, but its death 
makes it possible to suppose a non-sacrificial knowledge. The evangelical 
message places man in the doorway of absolute knowledge: we are still in 
the world of reason, of thought, but this thought opens on to transcen-
dence. 

III. Profane and Religious Hermeneutics 

I will try to find the examples of those two ways of thinking which I la-
belled �the unveiling of the sacred� and �the unveiling of the lie of the sa-
cred� within hermeneutic philosophy. The reasons for this choice will soon 
become clear. 

The birth of modern hermeneutics dates back to the Protestant Refor-
mation: the awareness of the hermeneutical problem, substantially extra-
neous to the previous conceptions of interpretation, appears in that histori-
cal context. The first field of application of the hermeneutic method were 
the Holy Scriptures: Flacius Illyricus emphasizes that interpretation reveals 
itself only if the interpreter approaches the texts not in an abstractly neutral 
way, but animated by a religious sensitivity, by a pre-understanding of the 
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truth of the text that itself searches and discovers its own confirmation. 
Such an affirmation fits with the Girardian view: texts have to be interpreted 
in the light of principles which only the Holy Scriptures hold.  

However, it is interesting to note that Johann Heinrich Ernesti distin-
guished between �a theological hermeneutics� and �a profane hermeneu-
tics.� This distinction, from a Girardian perspective, generates the illusion 
that a text can express its truth � the truth of the victim � apart from the 
demystifying principles of the Holy Scriptures. Ever since, hermeneutics 
has maintained this fundamental ambiguity. Even today, we can identify be-
tween �profane� hermeneutics, asserting that there are infinite interpreta-
tions, and �religious� hermeneutics, leading to the unveiling of the only valid 
interpretation, that is the only one revealing the truth about the victim. 

(A) Profane Hermeneutics – Jacques Derrida and the Unveiling of the 
Sacred 

I define �profane hermeneutics� as the position of those who assert the 
equivalence of all possible interpretations. They emphasize that their posi-
tion is the only one which respects differences. They are sincere: �they do 
not know what they are doing,� in the literal sense that Girard attributes to 
the words of Jesus. In fact, this �respect for differences� legitimates the 
lynching of the innocents, because it asserts that the lie of the persecutors 
is an interpretation as valid as any other. As a result, this way of thinking 
leads towards the refusal of any knowledge and truth, as basing itself on 
the false principle that to believe in anything and to be violent are the same 
thing. 

Modern philosophers usually tried to prove the divinity of man, each 
one asserting to be closer to the truth than the others. Today, there are phi-
losophers who are trying to prove the same thing, but through opposed 
means. They assert to be closer to the truth as suspending the verdict 
about every truth. This is the reason why the truth, from this philosophical 
view, is the absence of every truth. Girard writes: 

This still partial deconstruction confounds our present philosophical 
and cultural crisis with a radical impotence of thought and language. 
One no longer believes in philosophy but one keeps rehearsing the 
same old philosophical texts. And yet beyond the current crisis there 
are possibilities of a rational but no longer philosophical knowledge 
of culture. Instead, deconstruction seems content with a pure mirror-
ing of the sacred that amounts to nothing, at this stage, but a purely 
literary effect; it risks degenerating into pure verbalism. And what the 
literary critics and academic disciples of deconstruction do not real-
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ize is that as soon as one seeks nothing but the essence of literature 
it disappears.9 

In this way, the philosophical text becomes the place in which the victimage 
expulsion is continuously repeated and, therefore, ritualised. However, Gi-
rard says, it never reaches a conclusion and for this reason it is possible to 
repeat it. 

According to Girard, this is the case of Jacques Derrida.10 About this, 
Girard writes: 

If you examine the pivotal terms in the finest analyses of Derrida, 
you will see that beyond the deconstruction of philosophical con-
cepts, it is always a question of the paradoxes of the sacred, and al-
though there is no question of deconstructing these they are all the 
more apparent to the reader.11 

Beyond every deconstruction, in Derrida�s works there is the undemystified 
sacred. Therefore, his thinking is an unveiling of the sacred, because it is 
proposed again, on an interpretative level, in its lie. It is a �profane herme-
neutics,� because it does not make use of the demystifying principles pro-
vided by the Gospels.  

As an example of these dynamics, we can consider Derrida�s work 
�Plato�s Pharmacy.� Derrida�s thesis is that the platonic condemnation of 
writing in the Phoedrus is ambiguous. On the one hand, Plato asserts that 
the grammè falsifies philosophical speech, as replacing the �alive voice.� 
On the other hand, Plato underlines the duplicity of writing and writes his 
dialogues. Therefore, writing is a poison and a remedy at the same time, 
that is, a pharmakon.12 

From a demystifying point of view, everything becomes clearer. Phi-
losophy was born with an expulsion, the expulsion of writing. However, like 
every victim, writing returns and it becomes, in fact, the milestone of a new 
culture � Western culture, and then also philosophical culture. Every culture 
is based on the sacred violence done to the victim. In �Plato�s Pharmacy� 
the sacred is absent and present at the same time. It is absent as it is de-
nied; it is, indeed, the only thing which is not deconstructed. It is present 
because everything, in the deconstructions themselves, refers to a com-
pletely unexamined ground.  

Derrida�s analysis is basically correct. However, from the Girardian 
point of view, Derrida does not understand that writing could become a 
pharmakon only with the expulsion, not before: this is the reason why Der-
rida accuses Plato. In other words, this kind of hermeneutic thinking enters 
into the lie of philosophy and religion, unveils their metaphysical and violent 
claims, but reproduces their structure. The sacred does not disappear, it is 
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indeed at the heart of the �interpretative rite.� Unveiling the sacred, con-
cealed in religion as well as in philosophy, does not yet mean revealing the 
truth, but means reproducing the lie on an interpretative level. The �profane 
hermeneutics� can be, therefore, the unveiling of the sacred, but not the 
unveiling of its lie. 

(B) Religious Hermeneutics – Paul Ricoeur and the Unveiling of the 
Lie of the Sacred 

Interpretation has always been relevant in the process of demystifica-
tion. The Gospels can be read as sacrificial texts or as the main tool of de-
mystification. A �history of interpretation,� that is to say a progressive un-
derstanding of the truth of violence, is possible only as a result of Gospel 
revelation. On the other hand, a �history of salvation� is possible only if the 
Holy Scriptures are reinterpreted beyond their sacrificial interpretation.13 
Girard writes: 

Traditional Christian thinkers could proclaim the cleavage between 
Christianity and everything else, but they were incapable of demon-
strating it. Anti-Christian thinkers can note the continuity but they are 
unable to come to terms with its true nature. Among our contempo-
raries, only Paul Ricoeur, particularly in his fine work La symbolique 
du mal, is willing to argue with determination that both positions are 
necessary.14 

According to Girard, Paul Ricoeur�s thinking is therefore an example of the 
one which I defined as �religious hermeneutics� or �unveiling of the lie of 
the sacred.� In the work cited by Girard, Ricoeur considers myth as a sym-
bol, that is, a revealing text, only if it is interpreted in the light of demystify-
ing principles. Ricoeur distinguishes between mythical heritage and the 
narrations contained in the Holy Scriptures. For example, we can see this 
distinction in the opposition, which Ricoeur gives as evidence, between the 
Jewish Genesis and the other cosmogonic myths. In the myths, violence is 
central; in the book of Genesis, the Word is central. 

The distinction between the mythical element and the Christian ele-
ment is clearer in the way in which Ricoeur treats the figure of Christ. He 
emphasizes the profound change between the protagonist of myths, who 
finally ended up by accepting the violence and his guilt, and Jesus, who 
lets the violence destroy him, but only in order to lucidly unmask its role. 
The figure of Christ appears to Ricoeur irreconcilable with the mythical heri-
tage. Ricoeur notes that, whereas all the myths can be read through the 
hermeneutic method, the evangelical narration cannot. Hermeneutic think-
ing reads myths, but only the evangelical demystification can read the her-
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meneutics. 
The hermeneutics of Ricoeur is therefore a demystification of mythical 

heritage made possible thanks to the principles of interpretation provided 
by the evangelical texts. The interpretation of myths opens a way to a 
knowledge which, reading myths, drops the false and keeps the true. Ri-
coeur positions himself within a religious hermeneutics. Because the inter-
pretation of the evangelical texts given by him does not run the risk of re-
lapsing into sacrificial logic, he puts into practice the unveiling of the lie of 
the sacred. The hermeneutics of Ricoeur is therefore the overcoming of the 
oblivion of the sacred. 

In La symbolique du mal Ricoeur often emphasizes that the symbolism 
of the sacred coincides with the aporia of the representation, but, at the 
same time, it is also the representation of the aporia, in the doorway of ab-
solute knowledge. If we are in the doorway of absolute knowledge, this 
means that we are still in philosophy, in the logos; on the other hand, it also 
means that this logos opens us to transcendence, to a faith which is not 
blind and groundless.  

We can therefore conclude that hermeneutics can be a revealing 
thinking. However, it runs the risk of ritualising its interpretative act and 
therefore of perpetuating the mechanism. If we want to avoid this, we have 
to follow that idea of freedom which Dostoevskij�s �Great Inquisitor� refused 
to follow, in so far as he considered it too dangerous: the freedom to leave 
the way of mystification and to set out on the way of demystification. Leav-
ing the way of mystification is called by Girard the �death of philosophy.� 
This means to recognize the truth of philosophy, that is, its lie with regard to 
the sacred. However, if the truth of philosophy is its death, the death is not 
the truth of �knowledge,� of the philosophy which has been freed from every 
mystification.  

Hermeneutic thinking seems therefore to be a problematic place, am-
biguous and decisive at the same time, which presages the possibility of a 
non-sacrificial philosophy. The question which I will try to answer, at the 
end of this analysis, concerns exactly the right of citizenship of such a pos-
sibility. 

IV. Knowledge in Faith 

We have established that reason has, since its origins and also in its 
fundamental practices, shown itself to be a sacrificial tool. To develop a 
demystifying action, reason should be more than what it wants to demys-
tify; but this is not the case, because the subject of this demystification is 
pure reason (reason without outside help), and the object is reason itself.15 
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However, in the Girardian universe, what could appear to be a defeat 
is then revealed as a victory from the point of view of the history of salva-
tion, because it prevents the same mistake from happening again. We can 
therefore say that the mimetic-victimage mechanism, which we can label 
the �logic of the world,� is, above all, a set of thoughts. Such a system is all-
inclusive of reason, language and every other intellectual, cultural and so-
cial form of civilization. It will therefore never be able to produce, at least 
not without �external� contributions, a doctrine, a hypothesis, or a theory 
able to demolish it. The aim is to go beyond the kingdom which violence 
and its untruth have been building �since the foundation of the world� and a 
mere form of human �wisdom� is not sufficient for this. So, it is necessary 
for evangelic cunning to oppose the cunning of reason. Nothing in the Gos-
pels seems to push man to disown his mimetic nature; in fact he could not 
do so, because this is the nature of man. The Gospels, according to Girard, 
do not preach an ethic of spontaneity. They do not expect man to give up 
imitation; they recommend imitating the only model which cannot change 
into a charming rival. And this only model is Jesus, because, thanks to his 
divine nature, he is not in fact bound by the chains of desire and violence, 
does not compete with those who imitate him, but he returns imitation with 
love. The Gospels furthermore push man to the imitation of the desire to re-
fuse every imitation. The real difference between slavery produced by 
every other imitation and freedom produced by the imitation of Christ be-
comes one between a charmed imitation and an imitation in full humility of 
that model which promises the biggest happiness, the most lasting wealth. 

What link has this knowledge, illuminated by faith, with philosophy? If 
we deprive philosophy of its logical framework to replace it with the Chris-
tian message and if, moreover, we deprive it of a specific field of investiga-
tion and of the pretension to the intelligibility of the world according to the 
canons it has always given, can we still talk about �philosophy� in the de-
mystified Girardian universe?  

What we can do is: we can still talk about philosophy as a gateway to 
knowledge that is the narration of the difficulties encountered in the search 
for truth. Philosophy not as possession, but as research. Now, this �knowl-
edge in faith� is precisely the non-sacrificial philosophy which we were look-
ing for. A knowledge in faith assumes reason, cancelling its violent effects. 
This non-sacrificial philosophy is �incarnation�: the point from which the 
strength of the Logos of revelation can work with all its efficacy, the centre 
of that circle of violence on which humanity has always moved. This knowl-
edge does not bring with itself residues of violence because the centre is 
not �the privileged point of view,� but the gathering place of every point of 
view, that is, the nothingness of all the �points of view.� This does not mean 
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that it is not possible to understand the centre as such (this would be a 
�mystical� result); it rather means that this possibility is not a �concept�: it is 
not, an �idea,� in the Greek sense of the term (idéin) � it is not a �point of 
view.� Girard insists on the fundamental inadequacy of every purely phi-
losophical and rational effort to gather what, by definition, eludes the Greek 
logos to be met again, now transfigured, in an �other� form of knowledge. 
The choice between destruction and palingenesis, between violence and 
love, is then totally delivered in the hands of humanity and of every single 
man. The ways which culture will decide to behave constitute this choice in 
its deepest essence. If the reason remains a pure sacrificial tool, man will 
choose apocalypse; if instead man accepts the evangelical illumination, the 
choice will be palingenesis, that is, the regeneration which will happen after 
the coming of God�s Kingdom. 

Sure, �knowledge in faith� emerging from the Girardian reflections is a 
borderline concept: it always remains beyond our descriptive possibilities. 
In fact, we are in the time of no more (because the omnipotence of the sac-
rifice definitively waned) and of not yet (because revelation is not com-
pletely accomplished) and because of this, we need knowledge that can 
perceive the distance that separates us from the �last times.� If and when 
humanity is able to reach, or better, to build God�s Kingdom, the knowledge 
itself will have served its purpose, or it will undergo a palingenesis. In any 
case, we are venturing into hypotheses that are not really demonstrable, 
because they refer to another time and another condition, so far from ours 
that it would be a presumption (or superstition, so, once more, sacrificial 
thinking) to try to imagine them. In any case, this is really the direction in 
which all the Girardian thinking can be developed. 

As a conclusion to this work, I want to point out the fruitfulness of re-
search in the field of philosophy as knowledge in faith. We can call upon a 
metaphor of such knowledge in faith in the parable of the �Great Inquisitor,� 
as Girard presents it. Nowadays, philosophy (or human reason, if it is pre-
ferred), exactly like the Inquisitor, sees everything, knows everything, even 
understands the silent appeal of love, but it is unable to answer. The mean-
ing of the kiss that Christ, without saying a word, gives to the unfortunate 
old man is that, when there is no answer, all that can be done is to reaffirm 
the presence of this love. So this kiss can be the image of that Logos the 
�Gospel According to St. John� talks about, of that �knowledge in faith� 
which may constitute the future of philosophy. 
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Aesthet(h)ics: 

On Levinas’ Shadow 

Matthew Sharpe 

So if we are visited in our state by someone who has 
the skill to transform himself into all sorts of characters 
and represent all sorts of things, and he wants to show 
off himself and his poems to us, we shall treat him with 
all the reverence due to a priest and giver of rare 
pleasure, but shall tell him that he and his kind have no 
place in our city, being forbidden by our code, and s 
him elsewhere, after anointing him with myrrh and 
crowning him 
Plato, Republic, Book III, 398a 

Emmanuel Levinas� aesthetics has been critically discussed much less 
than other components of his philosophy. In one way, this is not surprising, 
given Levinas� wider post-war project. Nevertheless, in the late 1940s, the 
very time his influential later philosophy was taking shape, Levinas pub-
lished a series of papers on literary criticism, and on the nature of art.1 Ex-
istents and Existence, the text where Levinas first announces his project of 
�leaving the climate� of Heidegger�s thought, contains in its heart a remark-
able discussion of modernist painting.2 Levinas� aesthetics, moreover, 
represents a provocative standpoint within modern aesthetic theory in its 
own right. As such, it stands as a partial corrective to the comparative � 
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and surely surprising � dearth of phenomenological analyses of art, which 
at the same time contrasts markedly with Heidegger�s renowned position in 
�The Origin of the Work of Art.� 

From a critical perspective, however, an examination of Levinas� aes-
thetics is interesting in another, and perhaps deeper way. As critics have 
intimated,3 Levinas� aesthetics arguably marks what could be called (invok-
ing the late Jacques Derrida) a �supplement� within his texts. As is well 
known, Levinas� post-war works defend his own post-Husserlian version of 
what Kant called �the primacy of practical reason� which he calls � in a 
more classical vein � �ethics as first philosophy.�4 In this light, Levinas� 
texts feature an axiological devaluation of aesthetics in comparison with the 
ethical encounter with the Other. What this paper will argue � in line with 
but beyond Derrida�s masterful �Violence and Metaphysics�5 � is that aes-
thetic experience as analysed by Levinas has an uncanny structural prox-
imity to his analyses of �ethics.� And recognition of this primacy might well 
cause us to reconsider Levinas� classically “Greek” as much as Judaic de-
valuation of aesthetics as one dimension of human experience. 

Part I takes a poem (�Sleep,� by Kenneth Slessor) as the basis to con-
struct Levinas� account of the aesthetical or art-quality of artworks. Part II 
examines what Levinas takes his analysis of the work of art to point to-
wards in terms of a more general [de]ontology, wherein the reality given in 
phenomenological (ap)perception is doubled by its own �shadow.� Part III 
questions not Levinas� aesthetics but how it signifies in terms of his avowed 
project of elevating ethics as �first philosophy.� 

I. From Slessor’s Sleep to Levinas’ Aesthetics: 
Exoticism, Materiality, and Participation 

In line with Kant�s well-known remarks on the �exemplarity� of works of 
art,6 I want to begin by analysing a particular work of art, as a way towards 
Levinas� aesthetics. The example is the poem Sleep, by Australian modern-
ist Kenneth Slessor: 

Do you give yourself to me utterly,  
Body and no body, flesh and no-flesh, 
Not as a fugitive might, blindly or bitterly,  
But as a child might, with no other wish?  
Yes, Utterly. 
 
Then I shall bear you down my estuary, 
Carry you and ferry you to burial mysteriously, 
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Take you and receive you, 
Consume you, engulf you, 
In the huge wave, my belly, lave you, 
With huger waves continually.  
 
And you shall cling and clamber there  
And slumber there,  
Beat with my blood�s beat, hear my heart move 
Blindly in bones that ride above you, 
Delve in my flesh, dissolved and bedded, 
Through viewless valves embodied so�7 

My choice of this example is a motivated one in ways that will become 
clear. The question I want to address in Part I is this: from whence comes 
the art-quality of this work of art? Or: in what does the poetry of Sleep’s po-
etry consist? 

Slessor himself makes the following critical remarks. �Sleep� 

is explained by the title. It imagines the nightly human mystery of go-
ing to sleep as a surrender to complete selflessness, in the form of a 
return to the unconsciousness of a child in the mother�s body. Thus 
the nature of sleeping is pictured as the oblivion of pre-life � Tech-
nically, this poem is an experiment in the narcotic effect of the repeti-
tion of certain consonant-structures and vowel-sounds. The signifi-
cant vowel sound is the long �U� in such words and phrases as �hear 
you,� �engulf you,� �huge cave� and �huger waves� � There are also 
many internal rhymes and assonances such as �ferry� and �burial,� 
�cave,� �lave,� �waves,� �slumber,� �dumb� � and so on.8 

Slessor�s comments proceed, in a traditional manner, to divide the content 
of the poem from issues concerning its �technique� or form. 

At the level of content, the poem imagines the common, ineffable mo-
ment when humans pass from consciousness and wakefulness to the un-
consciousness of sleep. It deals with this through an extended metaphor: 
that of a mother addressing a child. We will return at the close to this �figure 
of speech.� For now, what is important is that even the most cursory reflec-
tion is enough to establish that the poem�s art-quality cannot be meaning-
fully explained through considering only its content, however mysterious 
this content might be. One can imagine any number of alternative ways that 
Sleep�s topic could be raised, up to the thoroughly �anaesthetic� approach 
of the physician. What is at stake in Sleep�s art-quality, then, is not the sig-
nified or �said� phenomenon the poem mimetically represents or invokes. 
To approach Sleep in its singularity as an art work will be to approach its 
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�technique� or presentation.  
Now, notably, this is the first point that Levinas� aesthetics insists 

upon. For Levinas, the confrontation of a subject with a work of art is never 
an untroubled act of apperception. (Again, we will be returning to this). 
Levinas� writings on aesthetics instead assert that the confrontation with a 
work of art involves a troubling of subjects� sense of what Heidegger called 
�world.�9 According to Levinas � here at least in tune also with Kant10 � this 
is because any work of art, as such, is always in some way exterior or for-
eign to our standard circle of experience. An interesting comparison holds 
here, in fact, between Levinas� aesthetics and the understanding of art im-
plicit in Marcel Duchamp�s famous gesture of presenting a urinal � the most 
banal of objects � as a work of art. Levinas contends that the elementary 
action of the artist is that of setting apart a thing � the work itself � from 
other objects, thus divesting it from its existential environment. This found-
ing aesthetic gesture of �setting aside� an artwork �brings about the coexis-
tence of worlds that are mutually alien.�11 Even in photography, the most 
mimetic of arts, Levinas would argue, this �positive aesthetic function� is at 
work: �the way of interposing an image between ourselves and the thing 
has the effect of extracting the thing from the perspective of the world.�12 
Levinas calls the resultant, �de-worlded� status of the work � independently 
of its �content� � its �exoticism.� According to him, this �exoticism� is the key 
to understanding the lasting fascination artworks have upon us, even when 
(as in still lifes) they are framed as wholly mimetic representations. Light is 
also cast on the otherwise puzzling phenomenon that �everything that be-
longs to past worlds, the archaic, the ancient (�the forever bygone past of 
ruins�13) produces an aesthetic impression.�14 

Two sets of questions arise at this point which go to the heart of Levi-
nas� aesthetics, and perhaps to that of his wider oeuvre � as will be shown 
in the final section of the present paper. The first concerns the mode or way 
in which the artwork stands out from other objects. What, more precisely, is 
involved in this �exoticism� � and we are tempted to say �exteriority� � of 
works of art that Levinas evokes? And what, if anything, does it reveal? Is 
Levinas� position to be aligned with that vein of philosophical aesthetics 
running from Book X of Plato�s Republic up to Nietzsche�s remarks about 
art as posing redemptive illusions, but illusions nevertheless? Or is Levinas� 
position to be read instead in that line that runs from Aristotle�s prioritisation 
of poetry over history in the Poetics, through to Heidegger�s �The Origin of 
the Work of Art,� which treats art as revelatory of registers of truth usually 
hidden from subjects?  

The second set of questions concern what can be called heuristically 
the �subjective� moment to the experience of works of art. If Levinas main-
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tains that in some way our normal phenomenological way of being-in-the-
world is troubled by the exoticism of the artwork, what precisely is at stake 
in this �troubling� of the subject? How, if at all, can it be phenomenologically 
specified? 

To recall, Slessor states that his poem Sleep involves a �technical� ex-
periment with the phonic character of the signifiers the poem comprises. 
The poem involves the repetition in particular of �certain vowel sounds,� 
particularly the long �U,� which as it were crests in lines 6 through 17. It is 
to the efficacy of this �technical� device � contrasted with the sharp conso-
nant-formations in the final verse � that Slessor assigns the subjective im-
pression he hoped to achieve in the poem: what he describes as a type of 
�narcosis,� itself evocative � as we can add � of falling asleep.  

Slessor�s remarks then point directly towards Levinas� second, central 
aesthetic concept: that of the �materiality� of the elements that comprise 
any work of art: whether they are words (in poetry), images (in painting), 
gestures (in acting), sounds (in music), or shapes hewn in stone. Talking of 
poetry, Levinas reflects that �word cannot be separated from meaning. But 
there is first the materiality of the sound that fills it, by which it � is capable 
of having rhythm, rhyme, meter, alliteration, etc.�15 His meaning here can 
be specified through juxtaposing this observation with the central concern 
of Jacques Derrida�s early work: the spoken word and its relation to the 
Western �metaphysics of presence.� Levinas� account of poetry (and Sles-
sor in his remarks on Sleep) effectively point in an opposite direction to 
Derrida�s analysis of the �transcendental illusion� of a subject �hearing itself 
speaking� and thereby in sovereign control of her/his meanings.16 The 
words of a poem, as audible phonemes and combinations of phonemes, 
Levinas is saying, always have another, pre-semantic register or potential-
ity, with which the poet works. Because of their audible, �material� charac-
teristics, words are capable of being aligned and realigned in art in a way 
that contrasts with, or contests, their capabilities as bearers of signification 
and representation. Like dreams, as understood by Freud or Lacan, so for 
Levinas poetry must always be in one or other natural language, and mini-
mally resistant to translation. The space for poetry is opened by the 
capability of the words in natural languages to be attached ambiguously to, 
or to disseminate, multiple meanings. In more abstract works, a poet may 
bring together words without regard for any meaning at all, simply on 
grounds of �their sensible proximity to other words� (we are reminded here 
of Slessor�s �blindly in bones that ride above you,� or �through viewless 
valves embodied so�). As Mallarme is reputed to have said: �My dear 
Degas, one does not make poetry with ideas, but with words.�17 

According to Levinas, then, an essential �detachment from objective 
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meaning� characterises art. Philosophical aesthetics, he charges, has been 
insufficiently attentive to �the way in which in art the sensible qualities 
which constitute it do not lead to an object but are in themselves.�18 An 
adequate position on art cannot accordingly be oriented (at least in a sim-
ple way, as will be argued shortly) around inherited philosophical philoso-
phemes of Geist and/or Truth. Art puts in place a contestation of the sover-
eignty of these logocentric preoccupations. It is telling here that, against 
both Hegel and Heidegger (although not Nietzsche), Levinas argues that 
music is the highest form of art. What singles music out is its non-
representational aspect: how �in music the way a quality can divest itself of 
all objectivity seems completely natural.�19 Musical notes do not � at least 
simply � narrate, represent, describe or disclose anything beyond them-
selves. They are in this way distinguishable from the colours of a painter�s 
palette or the sculptor�s stone, whose �bond with things is more intimate.�20 
�Sound,� Levinas emphasises, �is the quality most detached from an object 
� the musician�s element realises the pure de-conceptualisation of real-
ity.�21 Because of this, Levinas goes so far as to elevate the musical term 
�rhythm� to a synecdoche describing the functioning of art works as such. 
As Robbins underscores, in Levinas� aesthetics, rhythm �designates not so 
much an inner law of the poetic order as the way the poetic order affects 
us, closed wholes whose elements call to one another like the syllables of a 
verse.�22 

The implications of Levinas� aesthetics, in terms of our second con-
cern about the �subjective reception� of artworks, hence begin to emerge. 
In classic phenomenological fashion, Levinas argues that the �exoticism� of 
the artwork has an intentional correlate on the side of the subject: a particu-
lar �rhythmic� mode in which artworks show themselves to subjects, outside 
of which they cease to appear as art. In agreement with Kant, Levinas ar-
gues that a subject�s reception of a work of art differs from both detached 
theoria and involved (moral) praxis.23 Levinas accepts Being and Time�s 
disclosure that both theory and practice are grounded in existential under-
standing: �the concept is the object grasped, the intelligible object. Already 
by action, we maintain a living relationship with the object, we conceive it, 
we grasp it.�24 But it is precisely this elementary �relationship� that Levinas 
argues is �neutralised� when a subject encounters an artwork.25 Our recep-
tion of a work of art, Levinas says, �excludes� the �freedom� evinced in our 
actively conceiving of objects. It �does not engender a conception, as do 
scientific cognition and truth, it does not involve Heidegger�s �letting be,� 
sein-lassen.�26 

This is why Levinas argues that, if we insist upon speaking of our �con-
templation� of works of art, we should also maintain that �exoticism modi-
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fies the contemplation itself.� For Levinas, the way of seeing proper to an 
art work is anything but �disinterested� in the object�s existence. Here again 
Levinas sides with Nietzsche, as against Kant.27 For Levinas, our reception 
of a work of art is above all a type of vulnerability or receptivity. It involves 
�a hold over us rather than our initiative�: a �fundamental passivity.� In 
words that invoke Slessor�s reflections on the �narcotic effect� engendered 
by the �word play� in �Sleep,� by drawing on the ethnology of Levy-Bruhl,28 
Levinas can say that before an artwork our subjectivity undergoes a kind of 
�reversal of power into participation� in what we would theoretically or con-
templatively �grasp.�29 We will return to this in the final section. 

II. From Aesthesis / “Sensation” to Aesthetics: Reality’s 
Shadow, and the Dis-closure of Art 

For Levinas, then, the work of art is an object that has been �de-
worlded.� Outside of its existential environs, it appears in its �materiality.� It 
could rightly be said that if for Levinas the work of art is a sign of anything, 
it is a sign of itself. This is why, he says, art does not stand by itself, but 
calls for or invites critical and theoretical reflection. This position in turn 
provides the basis for a remarkable challenge to the classical and Kantian 
understandings of the supposed �disinterestedness� of our reception of 
works of art. Like the image of Narcissus on the surface of the water, the 
materiality of art draws us in. As we shall comment in Part III, if this singular 
experience bears any comparison, it is to religious experience. There is 
then continuity between Levinas� aesthetics and the Platonic and 
Nietzschean conceptions of art as tangential to the Truth. Art is beguiling, 
for Levinas. To the extent that artworks do (re)present things, this presenta-
tive act itself transforms what subjects become able to �see� in what is pre-
sented. It is this thought that we need to elaborate here. For if, as we have 
seen, Levinas denies that artworks reveal any truth about the �worldly� na-
ture of objects, he insists that this is not to say that artworks reveal nothing 
about “reality.� It is just that what art reveals, according to his phenomenol-
ogical aesthetics, is that about an object that eludes or exceeds its “belong-
ing-ness” within any existential environment. In Levinas� telling words, art 
�expresses the very obscurity of the real.� This �obscurity� is what, in his 
1948 essay �Reality and Its Shadow,� he dubs reality�s �shadow.�30 

Levinas develops his position in the contemporaneous Existents and 
Existence in conjunction with his distinctive phenomenology of aesthesis, 
�sensibility� or �sensation.� �The movement of art consists in leaving the 
level of perception so as to reinstate sensation,� Levinas claims.31 This 
claim depends on the differentiation of �sensation� from �perception,� con-
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ceived as �the as-yet unorganised quality that Kantian psychology teaches 
us.�32 Like the later Husserl, Levinas contends that the Kantian subordina-
tion of sensation (Anshauung) to the faculty of understanding (Verstand) is 
phenomenologically indefensible.33 It veils or passes over sensation�s sui 
generis �ontological function.�34 Levinas espies this �ontological function� in 
Husserl�s invocations of �horizonal� syntheses supporting eidetic intuition, 
particularly in the Logical Investigations.35 Sensation involves, according to 
Levinas, a kind of pre- or proto-eidetic �contact� with the world as an 
�hyletic datum� (from the Greek hyle, �matter�). In this �contact� � and in a 
way that might remind us of certain of Merleau-Ponty�s celebrated analyses 
� Levinas says �consciousness of the sensed � coincides with [the 
sensed].�36 In Totality and Infinity, Levinas thus talks of the subject�s �living 
from� its sensible, material world: a world that is only ever subsequently 
constituted by the transcendental activity of consciousness or Dasein. Sen-
sation involves a kinaesthetic bodily �enjoyment [jouissance]� of �the ele-
ments�: �the body is a permanent contestation of the prerogative attributed 
to consciousness of �giving meaning� to each thing.�37  

What art as art does, in the terms of this Levinasian ontology, is �put 
us in touch� with the level of �reality� before the phenomenological world.38 
As we saw earlier, Levinas never denies the correctness of Heidegger�s 
disclosure of how things just do normally show up to humans within the ho-
rizons set out by their existential concern. But, at this point as at others, 
Levinas supplements Heidegger, claiming that it also belongs to the human 
condition to be able to enjoy (jouis) even the most utilitarian of tools and 
tasks, or �release their elemental essence.�39 �The world of things,� Levinas 
claims, 

calls for art, in which the intellectual accession to being moves into 
enjoyment � tools and implements, which themselves presuppose 
enjoyment, offer themselves to enjoyment in their turn. They are 
playthings [jouits]; the fine cigarette lighter, the fine car.40 

In art, Levinas thus qualifies, it can be said that a certain �doubling� or 
�resemblance� of reality takes place, however much we must leave behind 
all simple understandings of art as mimesis. The mode of �resemblance� in 
play is not one in which the art work, �outside� of what it represents, stands 
as its double. In Levinas� more dialectical thought, the aesthetic �image,� in 
its materiality, shows up how reality itself is always already doubled within 
itself � between itself and its own �image� or �shadow.� This �shadow,� in 
Levinas� earlier terminology, is the pre-worldly or elemental plenitude into 
which our sense of world and meaning can always collapse or revert. �Here 
is a familiar thing,� Levinas says rhetorically in �Reality and Its Shadow�: 
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but its qualities, colour, form and position at the same time remain 
as it were behind its being, like the old garments of a soul that has 
withdrawn from them � There is a duality in the thing itself. A being 
is that which it is, that which reveals itself in truth and, at the same 
time, its own image � and there is a relationship between these two 
levels.41 

With this in mind, we can also see why Levinas also asserts that the 
artwork is a symbol in reverse. Far from being a vehicle of enlightenment 
about what it would ostensibly represent, it involves an �obscuring,� �ero-
sion,� or �degradation� of phenomenological sense.42 The material �hither 
side� of reality exposed in art always verges on what Levinas called 
throughout his career � with and against Heidegger43 � the il y a or �there 
is�: �the third person pronoun in the form of a verb.�44 In an account which, 
despite its author, does invoke Heidegger�s position on the essence of truth 
(as well as, differently, the �earth� of �The Origin of the Work of Art�45), 
Levinas says that art invokes �the non-truth of being.�46 

We remarked above both the parity between Levinas� understanding 
of the �exoticism� of art and that behind Duchamp�s urinal, and the prox-
imity � if not the debt � of Levinas� thought on poetry to Mallarme�s doctrine 
that poetry is a business of words, not ideas. As Bruns comments, arguably 
one of the most interesting aspects of Levinas� aesthetics is how it repre-
sents a post-classical philosophy of art, yoked as little to tropes of the 
beautiful or the sublime as we have seen it is to an estimation of Truth. Be-
cause of this, it furnishes a much more articulate framework with which to 
approach modernist artworks than other philosophical perspectives, includ-
ing Heidegger�s �monumental� understanding.47 Existence and Existents�s 
remarks on aesthetics, notably, focus upon cubist painting as an exemplar 
of art. Levinas� ontology allows him to read this cubist abstraction as a le-
gitimate and revelatory phenomenon in its own right, a �quest� to �preserve 
the exoticism in artistic reality.� Far from striving towards the perfection of 
form, whatever this might intimate about nature in its ordered appearing,48 
cubist paintings show �counter-nature, what is disturbing and foreign of it-
self�; �materiality as thickness, coarseness, massivity, wretchedness.� Cub-
ist canvasses, Levinas goes so far as to assert, �present reality as it is in it-
self after the world has come to an end.�49 

What remains to be analysed, then, is what we might term, borrowing 
from Levinas himself, a further �doubling� in Levinas aesthetics. As Levinas� 
texts on aesthetics cited here, if not all of his later oeuvre,50 themselves 
have an unmistakably rhetorical, if not poetic, quality. It is as if, at times, 
these works participated themselves in the nature (or counter-nature) of 
what they would represent. Yet, given the terms of how Levinas situates 
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the aesthetics, as we will now examine, this participation would itself be 
deeply revealing, and call for theoretical reflection of its own. 

III. On Aesthetics and Ethics, or Levinas’ Shadow 

In his definitive earlier work on Levinas, �Violence and Metaphysics,� 
Derrida is concerned to show the complexity of how Levinas� work stands 
towards �Greek� metaphysics. Levinas� maverick formulation of the face-to-
face relation (or non-relation) as involving an ethical dimension which at 
once resists, and founds from above, the categories of Greco-Western phi-
losophy makes us dream, if we would want this, �of an inconceivable proc-
ess of dismantling and dispossession� of this philosophy. As Derrida later 
avowed in Adieu to Emmanuel Levinas, in this formulation of ethics, Levi-
nas� oeuvre constitutes an unprecedented event within the history of 
French ideas.51 Yet Derrida�s reading of Levinas in �Violence and Meta-
physics� is a double one. Derrida is interested, here as elsewhere, in the 
language that an advocate of a break with philosophy-as-metaphysics is 
drawn to use in order to instrument this rupture. In line with what Derrida 
reads as a structural �double bind� � the impossibility to either fully inhabit 
or to fully escape logocentrism52 � he shows how Levinas� thought, in its 
decisive formulations of ethics and the Other, turns upon tropes character-
istic of the �Greek� conceptuality it imputably overcomes.53  

For all of its peerless virtuosity, however, �Violence and Metaphysics� 
remains silent about one decisive, and hierarchical, opposition that strad-
dles Levinas� later philosophy. �Violence and Metaphysics� does not con-
sider Levinas� lasting differentiation of ethics from aesthetics, and his at-
tempt to secure the primacy, and the purity, of the former over the latter. 
Now: it scarcely needs mentioning that such a binary opposition and privi-
leging is as famously �Platonic� as that which Derrida identifies in Levinas� 
prioritisation of speech over writing. Despite certain ambiguities in The 
Phaedrus, Plato�s Ion and the Republic Book X famously denigrate art and 
artists as literally �not knowing what they are doing.� Art is �at third re-
moved� from the Truth of the Ideas, Plato contends.54 More than this, as 
Socrates confides to Glaucon, anxious that his words do not get back to the 
�tragedians� and the �imitative crowd�: �Between ourselves- and you 
mustn�t give me away to the tragedians and other dramatists- [artistic dra-
matic] representations definitely harm the minds of their audiences, unless 
they�re inoculated against them by knowing their real nature.�55 The para-
dox evident in the Platonic devaluation of art is then precisely that which 
Derrida uncovers again and again in his �deconstruction[s]� of philosophers� 
attempts to secure the priority of living speech over writing. Art is at once 
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strictly secondary to philosophy, yet close enough to be dangerous � a 
threat to the highest human activity, and (so) to the best city. We are then 
left at every moment to wonder how something that is so far beneath our 
proper concern could at the same time pose such a �ruinous� threat.  

However, the point is this: for all of its real novelty and insights, Levi-
nas� aesthetics ends, whether knowingly or not, by reproducing something 
very similar to this oldest of Platonic � and hence Greek � schematisations 
of the place of art in the �plot� of the human condition. The decisive pas-
sages on this topic are in Totality and Infinity, Part B, Section II. In this text 
(�Enjoyment and Representation�), Levinas expounds his phenomenologi-
cal account of �sensation� (aesthesis), whose intimate connection with his 
aesthetics we saw earlier. The final subsection, however, introduces a sig-
nificant, double anxiety into Levinas� account of the solitary, enjoying ego. 
The enjoyment subjects are able to take in the elements, Levinas argues, is 
threatened by what he calls �the indetermination of the future� or of �the 
morrow.� Because of this indetermination, the egoic subject can never fully 
secure itself in its solipsistic �living from.� At exactly this point, then, Levinas 
introduces a programmatic contrast between the �ambivalent� aesthetic en-
joyment of the ego, and the �absolute� and �infinity� that he will systemati-
cally assign to the �uprightness� of ethics only later in Totality and Infinity: 

The resistance of matter as does not block like the absolute � it 
opens up an abyss within enjoyment itself. Enjoyment does not refer 
to an infinity beyond what nourishes it, but as the virtual vanishing of 
what presents itself, to the instability of happiness. Nourishment 
comes as a happy chance. The ambivalence of nourishment, which 
on the one hand offers itself and contents, but which already with-
draws, losing itself in the nowhere, is to be distinguished from the 
presence of the infinite in the finite and from the structure of the 
thing.56 

Secondly, introducing an almost-prophetic tone into his phenomenology, 
Levinas figures this contrast between aesthesis and infinity by way of what 
might be termed, after Max Weber, a clash of competing gods: 

the future of the element as insecurity is lived concretely as the 
mythical destiny of the elements. Faceless gods, impersonal gods to 
whom one does not speak, mark the nothingness that bounds the 
egoism of enjoyment � The separated being must run the risk in 
which this separation is accomplished, until the moment that the 
death of these gods will lead it back to atheism and to the true tran-
scendence.57 
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It is the conceptual politics of this phenomenological theogony that 
concern us. Unlike for Kant, there is no question for Levinas of art � 
whether beautiful or sublime � �symbolising� or recollecting the moral Law 
or the Good, whose providence might then lead us to postulate an Infinite 
God, or the Immortality of Soul.58 For Levinas, ethics will be secured in a 
way that allows no contamination of the absolute, infinity, and � later in To-
tality and Infinity � a monotheistic God who leaves His trace in the face of 
the Other, hence safeguarding speech against the �impersonal� �nowhere� 
of the il y a.59 Aesthesis, by contrast, is aligned by Levinas as �mythical,� on 
the side of �the Sacred� (versus �the Holy�), and of polytheistic gods who 
dwell in �the interstices of Being.�60 There will then be as little place for art 
in Levinas� ethical politeia as there was in Socrates� for the pantomimic art-
ist. What we are confronted with in art, for Levinas as for Plato, is nothing 
less than a false or ersatz transcendence, a dangerous simulacrum � or the 
danger of simulacra per se � that would �double� and so contest the �true 
transcendence.� At this point moreover, the force of Levinas� adoption for 
aesthetics of Levy-Bruhl�s anthropological notion of �participation,� gleaned 
from observations of non-monotheistic societies, becomes fully clear.61 Art, 
Levinas warns us, 

brings into the world the obscurity of fate, but it especially brings the 
irresponsibility that charms as lightness and as grace. It frees. To 
make or appreciate a novel and a picture is to no longer have to 
conceive, is to renounce the effort of science, philosophy, and ac-
tion. Do not speak, do not reflect, admire in silence and in peace � 
such are the counsels of wisdom satisfied before the beautiful. 
Magic recognised everywhere as the devil’s, enjoys as incompre-
hensible tolerance in poetry. There is something wicked and egoist 
and cowardly in artistic enjoyment. There are times when one can 
be ashamed of it, as of feasting during a plague.62 

Levinas, as we see, thus goes much further than Sartre�s contempo-
rary aligning of art with ethico-political irresponsibility. He reads art as the 
historical and transcendental inheritance of the paganistic �magic� from 
which National Socialism drew its demonic appeal. In order, as it were, to 
cast out this �devil� who would �double� the True God, Levinas under-
standably then moves to locate the aesthetic as precisely a �third remove” 
from the �Good beyond Being.�63 Art is not above the being given to �athe-
istic� Greek philosophy � in the dimension of height. It is below it, on its 
�hither side.� As Peperzak has said, for Levinas, even the philosophy that 
Levinas is better known for critiquing, � has had the merit of protesting 
against participation � the error of this philosophy was to identify the sepa-
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rate existence with the existence of an egological I, integrating all beings as 
subordinate moments of the Same.�64 

If deconstruction has taught us anything concerning such properly Pla-
tonic gestures, then, what should we say concerning Levinas’ double seg-
regation here? There is not only, as Robbins has demonstrated, Levinas� 
own ambivalence about the ethical potential of art, as early as in the 1947 
piece �The Other in Proust.�65 Levinas� situation is arguably made so acute 
precisely given the way that he famously contests �Greek� philosophy, in 
terms of a revamped Platonic(-Judaic) insistence that the Good of ethics is 
beyond being, and so beyond what can be �said� in language, certainly in 
the calm and level discourse of prose. In the terms of Levinas� system it-
self, that is, ethical �saying� or �inspiration� is like aesthetical �participation,� 
in that it is also outside (ou-dela) the order of what can be said in a theo-
retical discourse. Despite Levinas� programmatic intentions, then, it simply 
cannot surprise us that � as Bruns, Robbins and Josh Cohen have all ob-
served66 � the terms of Levinas� invocations of the (properly indescribable 
or indescribably proper) ethical relation mirror, almost term for term, his de-
scriptions of aesthetic �participation.� To recall only the most manifest fea-
tures: the Other is a being or non-being who, like the artwork, signifies oth-
erwise than in terms of any worldly environs67; the subject�s confrontation 
with the Other is accordingly an experience (or non-experience) that chal-
lenges the boundaries and sovereignty of phenomenological (self-
)consciousness; this ethical confrontation, like that with art, hence involves 
a fundamental passivity of the subject that would precede the transcenden-
tal activity of constitution68; moreover, this ethical passivity is increasingly 
figured in Levinas� later works, as Cohen has observed, precisely in sensi-
ble or corporeal terms (those of �ageing,� �vulnerability,� or even �expo-
sure�).69  

Perhaps the deepest question we should pose to Levinas� Greek-
Jewish figuring of aesthetics, hence, is exactly the one which Derrida poses 
to Levinas at the heart of �Violence and Metaphysics.� This is the question 
of precisely whether and how, beyond the semantic �violence� of language 
which Levinas would decry,70 it could yet remain possible to secure one fur-
ther (ipso facto �non-conceptual�) distinction � which for Levinas would in 
fact be the first distinction � between ethics, with its One God Who brooks 
no graven images, and aesthetical �participation,� with its other divinities? 
What would such a distinction be like, and how would it show itself? Fur-
ther, what �saying� would have to be operating at this level that could, ex-
ceptionally, prophetically, secure this foundational distinction before all dis-
tinctions, if it were not one that � exactly, like Levinas� own later texts � 
would operate in an essentially poetic register, repeatedly invoking the un-
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sayable Infinity of the Other only to patiently unwind, like Penelope, the 
threads of its own �said� constructions? In this light, it is difficult not to read 
Levinas� later, more nuanced remarks particularly on the poetry of Celan 
and Agnon as deeply symptomatic testimony to the unsustainability of his 
own earlier programmatic disavowals of art, and � indeed � to aesthetics� 
uncanny �doubling� of his project as a whole: 

The absolute poem does not say the meaning of being � It speaks 
the defection of all dimension � The ineluctable: the interruption of 
the playful order of the beautiful and the play of concepts, and the 
play of the world: interrogation of the Other, a seeking for the Other. 
A seeking, dedicating itself to the Other in the form of the poem. A 
chant rises up in the giving, the one-for-the-other, the signifying of 
signification.71 

Derrida�s earlier response in �Violence and Metaphysics� to Levinas� 
attempt to elevate ethics beyond the Being of philosophy is, certainly, a 
cautionary one. If Levinas, invoking Heraclitus, figures the Truth of Being 
as �war� or �violence,�72 and locates ethics outside its ken, for Derrida the 
issue is not one simply of �war and peace.� For Derrida, it is a question � or 
the question as such73 � of contrasting, plural violences. In this general 
economy there remains, as Levinas highlights, the violence of the word and 
totality, which mediates our relations to the Other and the Others. Yet, Der-
rida suggests, this violence is itself pitted against, and mollifies, what he 
calls �the pure and worst violence�: that of the primordial �night which pre-
cedes or represses discourse,�74 and which indeed evokes what Hegel 
dubbed (criticising Schelling), �the night wherein all cows are black.� To 
quote Maurice Blanchot, Levinas� lifelong friend: 

When Levinas defines language as contact, he defines it as immedi-
acy, and this has grave consequences. For immediacy is absolute 
presence � which undermines and overturns everything. Immediacy 
is the infinite, neither close nor distant, and no longer the desired 
and demanded, but violent abduction � the ravishment of mystical 
fusion. Immediacy not only rules out all mediation; it is the infinite-
ness of a presence such that it can no longer be spoken of, for the 
relation itself, be it ethical or ontological, has burned up all at once in 
a night bereft of darkness. In this night there are no longer any 
terms, there is no longer a relation, no longer a beyond � in this 
night God himself has annulled himself.75  

Slessor�s �Sleep,� too, evokes by poetic saying the lapsing of wakeful-
ness into the primordial night and indetermination � �body or no body� � of 
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sleep.76 Yet the poet evokes this night in a metaphor � of perhaps the most 
intimate human relation: that of the mother and its child. Notably, this 
�metaphor� of maternity has a privileged place in Levinas� later invocations 
of the ethical exigency. In Otherwise Than Being, indeed, maternity figures 
ambiguously, both as one metonym for ethical substitution,77 and as some-
thing like its substance or name �par excellence�: 

Is not the restlessness of someone persecuted but a modification of 
maternity, the �groaning of entrails,� wounded by those it will bear or 
has borne? In maternity what signifies is the responsibility for Oth-
ers, to the point of substitution for Others and suffering both from the 
effects of persecution and from the persecuting itself in which the 
persecutor sinks. Maternity, which is bearing par excellence, bears 
even responsibility for the persecuting by the persecutor.78 

In Slessor�s �Sleep,� too, it is exactly at the point of a radical passivity of the 
I, when s/he � impossibly � accedes to the address of the [m]Other, that 
the artwork�s most affecting assonances, alliterations, and rhythms are re-
leased. The mother, asymmetrically, addresses the sleeper as her child, in 
the intimacy of the second person. And this singular I who is also the 
reader of the artwork, thus interpellated, responds by pledging her/himself 
without reserve: �Yes, Utterly� (Line 5): 

�Till daylight, the expulsion and awakening, 
The riving and the driving forth, 
Life with its remorseless forceps beckoning � 
Pangs and betrayal of harsh birth.79 
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Surface Strategies and Constructive Line: 

Preferential Planes, Contour, Phenomenal Body 

in the Work of Bacon, Chalayan, Kawakubo 

Dagmar Reinhardt 

The paper investigates Maurice Merleau-Ponty�s discussion of body 
and space and Gilles Deleuze�s reading of Francis Bacon�s work, in order 
to derive a renegotiated interrelation between habitual body, phenomenal 
space, preferential plane and constructive line. The resulting system is ap-
plied as a filter to understand the sartorial fashion of Rei Kawakubo and 
Hussein Chalayan and their potential as a spatial prosthesis: the operative 
third skin. If the evolutionary nature of culture demands a constant change, 
how does the surface of a third skin, which embodies the generative of sta-
ble/ unstable, respond to changes of context? 

The fleeting, shifting conditions of contemporary culture/ lifestyle rely 
upon, result in, and reflect one constant, change: change of working condi-
tions, family structures, modes of inhabitation, relation networks, of user-
profile and identity, of social and territorial boundaries. We occupy the shift-
ing spatial parameters of a transitional supermodern environment.1 Culture, 
as enacted or embodied through each of these fields, is regulated by a 
number of abstract and factual variables that interplay constantly: time, 
space, movement, surface, individual, and data. 

Elizabeth Grosz argues that culture is an evolutionary effect: it re-
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generates itself in order to ensure the survival of the species.2 Each �pros-
thetic� expression of culture � language, fashion, architecture, etc. � 
changes repeatedly. Here change is not an end in itself, but a means. And 
the most successful prosthesis may not be the one that is able to answer 
the largest number of challenges, but one which itself undergoes a process 
of learning, self-modification, and differentiation � in short, a process of 
evolution. Any prosthesis is by nature an extension of the body.3 In the 
case of architecture and fashion the prosthesis addressing change is most 
often external to the body � a �cultural fur� or a surface phenomenon, that 
is, a highly profiled supplementary skin. As with all prostheses, their re-
spective life-span depends on their ability to reflect a change in context and 
value systems. They are adapted or updated, if not, they vanish. 

Any situation of change is processed as a differentiation between the 
actual and the virtual of a given context. Grosz identifies distinctions be-
tween the actual and virtual, the real and the possible: the possible is a pre-
formed real that has not yet received its final materiality, and thus deline-
ates a range of options of becoming. The real is the blueprint of the possi-
ble, negotiated by factual limitations, and it is conjoint with the actual 
through a process of differentiation and divergence. The virtual comprises 
alternate variations of the actual, it defines a realm of deviation from the 
blueprint. In order to be responsive to change, the balance between the ac-
tual and virtual thus must be rendered unstable: �The virtual requires the 
actual to diverge, to differentiate itself, to proceed by way of division and 
disruption, forging modes of actualisation that will transform this virtual into 
others unforeseen or uncontained within it.�4 The integration of the virtual 
allows a re-ordering of the blueprint, a return to the crossroad of possibili-
ties, unlimiting and processing an alternative real, and establishing a state 
of continual change.  

A repeated change � not as a choice between a number of options but 
as a gradual process � marks the moment of evolution, and requires a dy-
namic system. Such a dynamic can be rendered as an adaptable, flexible, 
modular, mobile, or morphing system of change. The key lies with the flu-
ency and ability of adaptation for the proposed differentiation between ac-
tual and virtual � thus it is an elastic change that is required. The nature of 
this elasticity is encoded in a repeated repositioning of the variables: a con-
stant fine-tuning of a maximum number of parameters that engineer, alter 
and define the blueprint. 

When looking for a dynamic system that incorporates a transformation 
of (sartorial/ architectural) skin or space, we are in search of dynamics 
through an operative surface, controlled by means of the constructive line. 
Both operative surface and constructive line are generative methods for the 
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formation and form finding of the second and third skin of sartorial fashion 
and architecture respectively, as they both produce inhabitable or wearable 
envelopes with a specific responsiveness. Both professions share commu-
nication, coding and signage, form information programs, pattern charts, 
volume outlines, texture fields, surface operations, and implement elec-
tronic or digital extensions. In both, the constructive line shapes the surface 
twice: before production and in operation. The surface demarcates space, 
spatial envelope, enclosing garment, field of action. In which way can an 
operative system of the surface with stable/ unstable conditioning generate 
a phenomenological or evolutionary change in the reconstruction of body 
and context? How do time, space, movement, surface, individual and data 
interact in this framework? What is the impact of surface strategies and 
constructive line on that system?  

Preferential Plane/ Perceptual Body Surface 

Space is body-dependent. Though it has been described as a con-
tainer for/ of the objects of experience, as a medium or as a representation, 
the phenomenon of space is more complex. Maurice Merleau-Ponty names 
properties of space that can be interpreted as prosthetic: �Space is not the 
setting (real or logical) in which things are arranged, but the means by 
which the position of things becomes possible.�5 Furthermore, space is de-
scribed as neither provided by the act of using one�s senses (subjective), 
nor is it an intellectual construct (objective), but its main origin derives from 
the body. The pre-personal body, the body devoid of any subjective motif, 
defines spatiality between form, movement and content, in correspondence 
to its environment. 

An absolute perpetual ground within a field of relativity receives the 
body impact through which the body anchors itself on the world, as �[o]ur 
perceptual experience discloses that to be is to be situated.�6 The per-
ceived body is an assumption in reference to a specific plane (the operative 
surface), which is isolated from a general context (perpetual ground) and 
establishes a first situationing (as placement) of the body. The trajectory of 
movement is the construction of the body within a relational field on the ref-
erence plane. It is the immaterial but registered pattern chart of space. 
Usually the positioning occurs unregarded, the habitual body does not con-
sciously register a body movement previously recognized. Presumed body 
and context space fade into the background, rendered invisible to leave 
room for information to be processed as priority. When the estimated pref-
erential plane is disturbed, the former generalized, pre-reflective self is 
abandoned in favour of an experience. A re-balancing of the variables oc-
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curs, which is consciously perceived. This is a striation that isolates the in-
finite field of action to a specific frame, and at this moment the body and its 
reference plane become one organisational complex.7 Merleau-Ponty de-
scribes the act of rebalancing as the main cause for phenomenal space, in 
the articulation of spatiality, depth, distance and temporality.8 We sense, 
constantly processing stimuli through the cognitive systems that connect us 
with the world, estimating and confirming information, cross-referencing be-
tween the possible and the real, and reacting upon the data given. We 
make sense. 

Merleau-Ponty further argues that it is not our actual, own physical 
body, which is sensed, but the body as sufficient for inhabiting the preferen-
tial plane.9 The combination of sense and sensing therefore frames an ex-
tension of the phenomenal body as a spatial or surface extension. In this, 
the fine line between the actual and the virtual becomes congruent. A sur-
face as prosthesis, attached to the body, becomes part of the body, evi-
dences this congruence and operates according to principles of body tech-
nology: restoring, normalizing, reconfiguring and enhancing it.10 The pros-
thesis or addition amplifies the set of variables with each new property it in-
troduces, un-limiting the potentialities of body, space and context. 

Preferential plane and surface volume are prosthetic devices, opera-
tive elements of a spatial context. What becomes then of a re-direction and 
re-coding of phenomenal space or habitual body when a reset through ad-
dition or alteration through a surface prosthesis occurs? Does such an ac-
tion not evoke an unprecedented motility of the body, an unexpected 
space, and a new sensation? 

Logic of Sensation/ (De)Constructive Lines 

Merleau-Ponty�s definition of the respective roles of the preferential 
plane, habitual body and surrounding space are cross-referenced and ex-
tended with Gilles Deleuze�s reading of Francis Bacon�s work. The 
intersection between Merleau-Ponty and Deleuze reveals so far �hidden� 
parameters in a dynamic system network: Deleuze identifies three shared 
elements of the system, as referenced in the paintings: 1. the large (opera-
tive) field of a material structure; 2. the figure or figures and their fact; and, 
3. the additional element of the contour, which is the common limit of the 
figure and the field.11 (Fig. 1) 

Again, the defined zone of the material structure isolates a field within 
the infinite, as a first preferential plane. At the same time, it delimits the 
area of attention: the field resembles an arena, circus, stage, though no 
show is ever on. On the contrary, the sole reason all three major elements 
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are established is to eliminate spectacle and spectator. The material struc-
ture is no background story, it does not provide the representation of a fact: 
any narrative is disposed in favour of a genuine experience, the sensation. 
The preferential plane works similar to the Duchampian programme surface 
� a non-descriptive surface that carries a content, which can only be un-
derstood in the process of unfolding and is incorporated in the act. The ob-
server witnesses a spectacle of effort, the figure in waiting position, or the 
spasm of dissolution in the sensation.12 Effect and affect are set into motion 
in the observer�s perception/ imagination while entering the programme 
surface. The referential plane becomes an operative field. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Francis Bacon, “Study for a Bullfight No 1” (1969). 
Source Deleuze, Francis Bacon, n.p. 

 
The contour acts as a mediator between the material structure and the 

figure. It is a method of confinement as it delineates the range of the fig-
ures, it holds them in place, and gives them their corporeal and spatial 
sense. Within the specialisation of the referential plane, it is a functional 
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sub-group, active as a separation, but not yet material. The contour is also 
the main agent in a process of transformation. Deleuze variously defines it 
as an isolator, a de-populator, a de-territorializer, a deformer, a trapeze ap-
paratus. On another level, the contour is the limiting line of an experimental 
setup, introducing a duration, climatic, numerical, growth zoning. At the cli-
max of metamorphosis, it becomes a spatio-temporal prosthesis, when the 
figure passes through a hole or a vanishing point.13 The contour is the con-
structive line of the operative surface. 

The figure finally is the non-subjective image of a body that no longer 
represents a story, but demonstrates a process. The consigned figure is 
not immobile, but rendered twice in progression. First, when an energetic 
flow moves from material structure, the field, onto the body, and secondly, 
when a tension develops and culminates from within the cerebral plexus.14 
The movement engenders a deformation that constitutes the sensation: the 
�[f]igure is no longer simply isolated but deformed�What makes the de-
formation a destiny is that the body has a necessary relationship with the 
material structure: not only does the material structure curl around it, but 
the body must return to the material structure and dissipate into it, thereby 
passing through or into these prosthesis-instruments which constitute pas-
sages and states that are real, physical and effective, and which are sensa-
tions and not imaginings.��15 The sensation is the moment of dissolution of 
the body in the trajectory of motion, or of becoming. The defining line of the 
contour establishes a framework that assists both figure and preferential 
plane, in fact generates their realities. At the origins of sensation stands a 
message or information that passed through various media in a transforma-
tion of coding and communication, and is affected by the way it is proc-
essed. It receives its materiality and phenomenal properties by the way it is 
constructed. This is the hidden power of the constructive contour line, 
which interpolates between movement, figure and field, and shapes the 
Deleuzian sensation. 

Preferential plane and constructive line constitute a departure point 
from the limitations of spatial and corporeal perception. Applied to the pros-
thetic device of a second or third skin, they can initiate a transgression that 
neutralises a presumed context. As control mechanisms, they re-balance a 
differentiation of virtual and real and delineate a reconstruction of both body 
and space, in a physical and phenomenological manner.16 

Reference Plane, Preferential Plane, Operative Field 

It is important to note here that there is a basic distinction in intention-
ality between Merleau-Ponty and Deleuze, in terms of the framework intro-
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duced by the preferential plane versus the operative surface: Merleau-
Ponty denominates the �preferential plane�17 as an already specified area 
within an infinite field, a preferred or recognized selection that is already 
programmed through preference. This consequently diminishes the poten-
tial of the virtual of this plane, it becomes a preformed real. Through the 
preference, the blueprint is already defined, and so any change is deter-
mined, therefore loosing its elastic capacity. Deleuze on the contrary nego-
tiates the differentiation between the virtual and the actual from the other 
end of the range as the dissolution of facts, as a becoming. Deleuze�s �op-
erative field�18 is closer to a (neutral) reference plane without intention or 
applied/ processed information. It inherits a status of re-enacted coding, it 
is ambiguous in intention, open for an alternate real. Merleau-Ponty uses 
the preferential plane as an element of control to inherit the world, to factu-
alize the possible. Deleuze establishes a process of becoming that renego-
tiates differentiation and divergence in order to integrate genuine experi-
ence, sensation, and the unforeseen. The main correlation of figure, con-
tour and operative field is to be utilized, to be suggestive, and process-
oriented.19 This distinction between preference plane and operative field 
reveals a direction for a dynamic system that can incorporate a constant 
change as negotiation between actual and virtual.  

Given this distinction: when the operative field is understood as sur-
face prosthesis, what coding is processed and in which way is a communi-
cation between body and space engendered? 

Cultural Fur/ The Re-Programmed Body 

When clothing is understood as a mediator between the body and its 
environment, it supplies the extension of an operative surface, thus recon-
structing the body according to context. Clothing is a second skin, a cultural 
fur, it is an operative surface that is generated by and consequently signals 
information. When the extended skin is translated on various levels, what 
are its references to inherent codes and affects? And furthermore, does 
this skin engineer spatial implications? 

On an indicative and representative level, the second skin of contem-
porary clothing is not predominantly a means of protection but an instru-
ment of communication. Mary Shaw Ryan identifies a series of inscribed 
codes, which determine factual or suggestive information.20 Clothes worn 
give data on the user�s respective gender and age; specific cuts like uni-
forms or work-wear communicate terms of occupation. Clothes translate as 
socioeconomic status, they outline the user�s marital status or preference of 
sexual orientation, or inform the environment of a membership in special 
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groups or organizations. Ephemeral data such as lifestyle attitudes, per-
sonal interests and values, or temporal moods find their material expres-
sion in clothes. An image of personality or the quotation of a stereotype are 
yet another aspect for communication in the textile coding of a garment. 
Clothing is already a spatial prosthesis as the codes enable access to se-
lective preferential planes. 

Apart from sole representative aspects on an impulse level, a garment 
might become essential to focus on the way the code is initiated/ enacted, 
and indicate how the medium generates the message. Medium, message, 
and massage are one and the same.21 The content of a code or informa-
tion, its message, is dependent, related, it is in fact the physical matter or 
effect. And the medium through which the code is demonstrated both con-
tains and generates the manner it uses to express itself. Beyond a resulting 
effect, an affect is addressed. Malcolm Barnard suggests a second layering 
of clothing, in which aspects of camouflage, distraction of attention or dis-
guise initiate and re-direct an interaction with the context. 22 

Yet apart from coding or affect, clothing/ fashion/ garment offer a literal 
exploration of interrelations between body figure, phenomenal space, pref-
erential plane and constructive line. The dimensions of clothing, like the 
dimensions of space, define the perceived body.23 Enhanced body, clothes 
and space are participants in a reciprocal relation network through which 
information is constantly signalled, processed, evaluated, reacted upon. In 
turn, each medium is adapted and re-enters the information cycle. In fash-
ion and architecture, the clothes and the surrounding wall of a habitation, 
the distance between texture and body defines the interstitial, pre-
determines the functional character and makes sense of matter. Generated 
by the constructive line of the pattern chart, the interstitial space interpo-
lates the distance between the user�s body and the enclosing operative sur-
face. Neutral, restrictive or supportive in character, the limits of movement 
range and therefore spatial exertions are further dependent on material 
properties and form design, texture, elasticity, generosity of cut, or over-
abundance of material of that surface. 

The latest reconstructions of the technologized body use clothes as a 
prosthesis, as an engineered and informed surface that becomes a perfor-
mative device, or a pleasure instrument. In the transitional environments 
the urban nomad inhabits, a garment�s equipped surface connects to in-
formation interfaces, enabling a constant adaptation to the changing con-
temporary environments and thus delineating a psychological form of ar-
mour.24 

As the various levels come into play, the body is re-contextualised, 
enhanced or restricted, and thus space is consecutively reassigned with 
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fashion prosthetics.25 Following the parameters of preferential plane, 
operative surface, constructive line, habitual body, phenomenal space and 
process of differentiation as discussed in relation to Merleau-Ponty and 
Deleuze, a direct impact on spatial conditions can be identified, as explored 
in the experimental array of sartorial fashion couture, especially in the work 
of Rei Kawakubo and Hussein Chalayan. Clothing becomes a site for ma-
nipulating the sens(e)ation of space. Comme des Garcons/ Kawakubo 
demonstrate a hybrid between figure and dress, when the body reads as 
part of the spatial framework it inhabits. Chalayan negotiates the invisible 
boundaries of space and fashion surface. These explorations use explicit 
forms, structural textiles such as elastics/ polymer, or performance applica-
tions with the insertions of technological gadgets and electronic devices in 
combination with delicate fashion garments to communicate actively be-
tween environment and human figure. 

The reciprocal system between body, form, constructive line, operative 
surface and phenomenal space will be evidenced in examples taken from 
Tatsuo Ebina�s work and Francis Bacon�s paintings, and from fashion de-
signs by Rei Kawakubo and Hussein Chalayan. These examples show dif-
ferent stages of negotiation between the actual and the virtual, and the 
processing through a dynamic system. 

The first set of images (figures 2-4: Tatsuo Ebina, [no title] and Francis 
Bacon, �Two Studies of George Dyer with a Dog� and �Study For A Por-
trait�) illustrates the abstract setup of the dynamic system: optional strate-
gies of formulation and form-finding/ -programming, the blueprint of the op-
erative surface and line construction, and the Deleuzian process as instruc-
tion manual. These systems negotiate an unlimited number of options as 
superimposition, and differentiate between virtual and actual through a shift 
between parameter characteristics and their relationships in a network. 
Both explain a conceptual change, an imagined processing as they are 
confined within the two-dimensional framework of the medium they operate 
with/-in the two-dimensional surface of the image. 

The second set (figures 5-8: Rei Kawakubo, �Dress Becomes Body 
Becomes Dress� and Hussein Chalayan, �Aeroplane Dress� and �Remote 
Control Dress�) explains a dynamic system in operation: the application of 
surface and line, after construction in use, and their spatial/ corporeal re-
sults. These dilated operative systems process a modification in the three-
dimensional, material and spatial domain of the real, engineered through 
both a shift between the parameters, and a character change of the pa-
rameters themselves. The change is conducted and embodied by both user 
and spectator. 
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Fig. 2. Tatsuo Ebina/ GGG, no title, Ginza Graphic Gallery 
(1998). Source Alexander Gelman, Substraction. 

Line 

Tatsuo Ebina flaunts the image of an Eurasian woman (Fig. 2), dis-
playing her back, the head turned sideways in profile. Superimposed on the 
naked body are the contour lines of her clothes, indicated as dashes: the 
underwear of shirt and pants, and the dress. Eliminating the physicality of 
the cloth, and representing the garment as a potential, Ebina �amplifies 
their subservient existence.�26 But rather than being of service, the lines in-
dicate the sum of all seams, blurring the strata of textile and layers be-
tween, to form up the blueprint of dress and body. A building plan where 
the constructive line inherits all potential of material and behaviour. The line 
still requires to be determined, to find a programmatic precision between 
cut, construction and operation. The interstitial space between skin and su-
perimposed line is inactive. The absence of a physical surface materiality 
focuses the attention on and codes the body zones. The constructive 
dashed line is a potential, still virtual as it does not refer to a distinct prefer-
ential plane, and suggestive as it frames future operative surface and pro-
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gramme. 
 

 
Fig. 3 Francis Bacon, “Two Studies of George Dyer with a 
Dog” (1968). Source Deleuze, Francis Bacon, n.p. 

Contour Line, Preferential Plane 

In comparison, Francis Bacon�s �Study for a Portrait� and �Two Studies 
of George Dyer with Dog� demonstrate the Deleuzian process of differen-
tiation between actual and virtual. Both show the image of seated figures, 
positioned on the operative surface of the preferential plane, simulating a 
zone of action and sensation. Both confine the figure in the abstract quote 
of a spatial enclosure, a quadrangle defined by the constructive line of the 
contour, which is a mere suggestion of a space, not its represented materi-
ality. �Dyer with Dog� (Fig. 3) stresses the presence of the preferential 
plane as an area of attention; here it has a strong texture and a boundary. 
The field retraces its sensational origins to the bullfight, to the conjunction 
of man and animal, unified in the central, waiting figure. Programme and 
geometry of the preferential plane are undermined by the contour line: the 
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circular open stage of the arena is converted into an ordinary cubicle of 
domestic space, privatising the former public sphere. Again, the contour 
line does not so much delineate a contour as it rather sets a process into 
motion, frames a field, and is thus constructive. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Bacon, “Study For A Portrait” (1971). Source Trucchi, 
Francis Bacon (London: Thames and Hudson, 1976), n.p. 

 
In �Study for a Portrait� (Fig. 4), the preferential plane is also part of 

the constructive line framework. Figure and chair are held within a spatial 
frame, which might define a physical boundary, or an organisational field. A 
second, slightly shifted enclosure contains the head and shoulders as an 
inscribed window. Again, the constructive line is not determined by materi-
ality, but by its effect on programme and function. The interstitial space is 
the potential of the figure, and the potential of a spatial separation. It is out-
lined as an ambiguous entity, a hybrid between the second and third skin, 
being both part of the body surface, garment and architecture. It is an in-
struction manual on the use of space. This blur defines the virtual, potential 
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differentiation in the infinite field as the constructive line reaches beyond 
the restrictions of a factual spatial and sartorial division. Again, the intersti-
tial space between the figure outline and this framework becomes a zone of 
ownership within transitional environments, or a reversion of the infinite un-
defined to a functional individualization.27 
 

 
Fig. 5. Rei Kawakubo, “Dress Becomes Body Becomes 
Dress” (Spring-Summer 1997). Source France Grand, 
Comme De Garcons (London: Thames & Hudson, 1998), n.p. 

Excess Material, Interstitial Space 

Rei Kawakubo extends the parameters of the body in �Dress Becomes 
Body Becomes Dress� (Fig. 5), Spring-Summer 1997. The body here be-
comes a site of interaction between its envelope and the surrounding 
space. One version distorts the body margins with padded packages in-
serted in stretch fabrics, placing �lumps� in unexpected locations, in an 
asymmetrical and body contradicting manner as these lumps diagonally 
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cover the shoulders, extend on the back or coil around the torso. The 
lumps affect the presumed habitual body and the reference plane as they 
renegotiate formerly recognized relations between body and surface in the 
moment of a non-deliberate touch. So the protruding surfaces introduce a 
phenomenal space, they effectively become sensors of space. Kawakubo�s 
sartorial explorations reconstruct the dress as spatial prosthesis, an exten-
sion for the body that mediates the environment.28 Depending on the na-
ture of the environment, the operative surface could be translated as a 
damage prevention buffer. When the overabundance of material is produc-
ing an interstitial zone between body and space, a programming of the de-
formation might be read as secret insertion, or as a temporal zone of pri-
vate property. 
 

 
Fig. 6. Rei Kawakubo, “Dress Becomes Body Becomes 
Dress” (Spring-Summer 1997). Source Grand, Comme De 
Garcons, n.p. 
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In this version of �Dress Becomes Body Becomes Dress�, the elastic 

nature of the surface texture is crucial, as the insertion of a former alien 
volume � a pad � is temporary and can be undone. The lump-prosthesis is 
a dependent addition, submissive in hierarchy. The constructive line is de-
termined by the body margins and not affected by the insertion. The 
change of body outline is predominantly engineered by the surface proper-
ties. 

In a second version (Fig. 6), not the material properties but the con-
structive line itself provides alterations of the envelope and thus the habit-
ual body. The proposal reconfigures the body with a similar extension by 
lumps, but the checkerboard pattern reveals the homogenous interplay of 
operative surface, line and insertion. In contrast to the previous dress that 
operates with a stretched surface material, no distortion of the pattern is 
apparent. The change of elastic to a comparatively stable material alters 
the nature of the constructive line; it becomes an interface between inser-
tion, surface, body and environment. The operative surface contains depth; 
it includes specific programmatic fields. This version addresses perma-
nence of structure, fields of varying properties and dominance of form defi-
nition.  

In both cases, the lumps are part of the support, but also render the 
overall system as independent. Effectively, body becomes dress becomes 
space becomes body. The overabundance of simulated skin acts as a spa-
tial connection, rendered not as representation but as actual explorative 
capacity of a phenomenological space. Caroline Evans suggests these sur-
faces identify a new subjecthood as they register �an early foray into space, 
or a probe.�29 The new organisational surface may reveal an independent 
programme application; it may even have distinguished functional zones 
within, a specification such as a sub-system of elastic areas. Independent 
yet responsive, it is a hybrid between second and third skin and can varia-
bly connect to preferential plane or body, and it is already a relative of ar-
chitectural space. This is one direction for a context responsive system that 
introduces a continuous differentiation of actual and virtual, enabling poten-
tial alternatives. 

Modular Formation Control 

According to Bradley Quinn, Hussein Chalayan considers fashion, ar-
chitecture and urbanism as part of one modular system, varying only in 
scale and proportion.30 In Echoform, Autumn-Winter 1999-2000,31 Cha-
layan instrumentalizes technology to generate an operative surface as a 
connective part of the cultural context. The �Aeroplane Dress� (Fig. 7) is 
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machining the body, using as a constructive line not the body margins but 
invisible forces, in a superimposition of alternative data. The dress resem-
bles naval, aeroplane or automobile design that in a reversed process has 
become a second skin. Its streamline form is created from composite mate-
rials of glass fibre and resin and abstracts the figure. But the constructive 
line can also be manipulated, it becomes operative by an internal switch. 
The concealed battery, gears and wheels shift fragments of the formation � 
flaps move, sections slide to dissemble the body and expose various parts. 
Activated through the line, the surface is both independent in form and re-
sponsive in behaviour to its environment. In fact, here the line is in corre-
spondence with its preferential plane, translating information directly onto 
the body, reconstructing the surface in a presumed number of options and 
modes of alteration. 

 

 
Fig.7. Hussein Chalayan, “Aeroplane Dress”, Echoform (Au-
tumn-Winter 1999-2000). Source Evans, Fashion at the 
Edge, p.271. 

 
The �Aeroplane Dress� is part of the modernist ideal of progress 
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through travel, technology and aerodynamics; it is part of a context of pre-
fabrication, standardisation, modularisation and such; it shares the culture 
of industrialisation.32 This exploration is a non-subjective, functionally ori-
ented proposal that produces a fragmented body inside a Cartesian ma-
chine. The control over this technologized, performative body lies with the 
wearer who links with the context, through the dress as one module. 

Parametric Surface 

In a later version, Chalayan sharpens the transgression of body/ ma-
chine boundary.  Where the �Aeroplane Dress� is a simulation of industriali- 

 

 
Fig. 8. Hussein Chalayan, “Remote Control Dress”, Before 
Minus Now (Spring-Summer 2000). Source Colin McDowell, 
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Fashion Today (London: Phaidon, 2000), p.386. 

sation, the �Remote Control Dress�/ Before Minus Now, Spring-Summer 
2000, has already entered the twenty-first century environment of artificial 
intelligence. This dress uses intangible forces such as gravity, radio 
waves,weather forces etc., to create the form.33 It expresses the relation-
ship of these forces to the body.34 And its enclosing surface enables the 
body to survive in transition precisely through a spatial awareness with 
forms that incorporate speed, contradiction of the body, or revelation of 
positive/ negative space.35 The dynamic change system incorporates pa-
rameters such as data processing of temperature, speed and duration, 
which are immaterial in themselves and thus by nature already within the 
realm of the virtual. So this operative surface is more than a spatial device; 
it can be understood as an intelligent artificial skin that incorporates net-
work connections � a surface that becomes an interface.36 

The �Remote Control Dress� (Fig. 8) both constitutes and operates an 
independent and responsive form, and here an external directive of remote 
control operates the subjected self. The constructive line of form is also an 
operating line, it opens up to reveal the underlying surfaces: a striation into 
different materials, which are a part of the same enclosure, but have differ-
ent properties and programme. The hard shell of the composite material 
that defines the external form is bifurcating to extricate the soft, skin-
responsive interior covering of pink tulle. The body surface as suggested is 
part of the same operative system as the preferential plane, drawing infor-
mation and deducing behaviour from its context, transferring it on the op-
erative line and thus delineating a trajectory of spatial inhabitation. And 
since the line is not self-controlled, the implications cannot be foreseen, so 
any operation becomes a sensation. This is a second direction for a dilated 
context responsive system that processes a modification of virtual and ac-
tual through both a parameter shift and character change of the parameters 
themselves. 

Tiziana Terranova terms this reconstructed body as one �thoroughly 
invaded and colonized by invisible technologies.��37 But the �Remote Con-
trol Dress� opens a discussion of context: the operative surface might not 
enable/ adapt to a limited number of presupposed situations, but reflect a 
biomorphic behaviour precisely because it can adjust to singular parame-
ters, not complete sets of conditions. Along this line, the prosthetic body as 
constructed by intimate electronics senses, communicates, and transmits 
information.38 Then, the operative surface and constructive line redirect ad-
aptation or camouflage, deliver biofeedback, render memory, or display 
moods; connecting to an artificial natural environment. In fact, the �Remote 
Control Dress� already reveals an uncanny equivalence between human 
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and animal, nature, technology and alienation. It identifies them all as be-
longing to the same cultural context, answering to one underlying set of 
rules. In this line, the proposed system diminishes the traditional dichotomy 
or polarisation between nature and technology as it produces a commuta-
tion between them. 

Context Responsive/ Dynamic Systems 

Body figure, constructive line, operative surface and phenomenal 
space are redefining each other constantly. Negotiated space results from 
the habitual body results from the experienced space. Body and space can 
be reconstructed through the sartorial and spatial surface prostheses of 
second and third skin. As the cultural context repeatedly changes, both 
skins are required to negotiate between alternate versions of the real � a 
constant shift in the parameters of time, space, movement, surface, indi-
vidual and data. The method by which the dynamics of such a change 
might be addressed becomes the key question. A dynamic system incorpo-
rates changes reflected in construction and operation successively in an 
unlimited number and mode of alteration. 

As a method of control, operative surface and constructive line have 
been introduced for the formation of second and third skin. The setup/ con-
struction of the system, strategies of formulation for constructive line and 
programme on referential plane, referenced blueprint, interstitial capacities 
and instruction manual have been reflected to give a potential. In summary, 
the system has been described in operation as the application of both con-
structed and operative surface and line, and with the resulting spatial/ sar-
torial/ corporeal phenomena. 

Within the application in sartorial fashion, a line of descent is deduced 
for the operative systems that demonstrates how an evolution of the third 
skin is derived: firstly as an evolution of surface texture and structural prop-
erties (as in the �Dress becomes Body becomes Dress� by Kawakubo), and 
secondly as an evolution from modularisation or industrialisation to an pa-
rameter responsive surface, resulting in an interface (as featured in �Aero-
plane Dress� and �Remote Control Dress� of Chalayan). Both approaches 
reveal distinct concepts for a development of the third skin: as a homoge-
nous system with active fields or neutral zones operated from within, or as 
the behavioural interface of a fully defined and equipped surface. Both 
suggest context responsive systems that establish the elastic change be-
tween actual and virtual as a character change of and shift between pa-
rameters. 

The phenomenological dress and space are not solely dependent on 
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the form creation as generated by a grid or cutting pattern, but rather un-
derstand the form and operative surface as articulated through a pro-
gramme insertion. The solutions negotiate form not as shape but active 
matter, when materials interact, consolidate, become form, and change in 
the process.39 This approach of parameter conditioning for constructive line 
and operative surface then could result in elastic structural properties, or 
enable network connections to computational, digital, information sources, 
which thus regulate and engender contextual adaptations. 

In an extended architectural application, we might therefore be able to 
condition, construct and finally inhabit a third skin that negotiates a repeat-
edly phenomenal space, a spatial enclosure that no longer represents a 
specific cultural condition but initiates dynamics of change. 

University of Sydney and frankfurterraum 
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“Different Songs Sung Together”: 

The Impact of Translation on the Poetry of José Juan Tablada 

Ce Rosenow 

José Juan Tablada was one of Mexico�s leading modern poets. During 
his lifetime (1871-1945) he was not only a literary writer but also an artist, 
art critic, and journalist. Tablada�s interests also included translation. For 
many years, he edited Revista Moderna, a magazine he founded which 
featured poetry translations as well as original poetry and art.1 After trans-
lating a number of classical Japanese poems, Tablada wrote and published 
his own Spanish-language haiku and haiga. His haiku and haiga did not 
adhere to the criteria established by Japanese versions of these forms but 
combined the Japanese tradition with references to religion and Mexican 
culture. By integrating elements of the Japanese and Mexican poetic tradi-
tions, Tablada�s translations ultimately led him to create new forms of po-
etry and art. 

Tablada�s interest in Japan began in the late nineteenth century and 
increased with his trip to Japan in 1900.2 While editing Revista Moderna, 
he published a few original poems about Japan.3 However, these poems 
were few and far between in comparison with his other writings. Even the 
publication of El Florilegio (1899), his first full collection of poetry, gave only 
limited attention to his growing interest in Japan and its poetry, containing a 
short section of poems about Japan that reflected an exoticised view of the 
country and the culture through references to opium, the Mikado, and pa-
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godas.4 
It was not Japan as a poetic subject, however, that most influenced 

Tablada�s own poetry. Instead, it was the short forms of classical Japanese 
poetry � the uta and the haiku � that significantly impacted upon his writing. 
Tablada translated a number of Japanese uta that he published in Revista 
Moderna, and these same poems were reprinted in the second edition of El 
Florilegio (1904).5 Uta are 31-syllable poems that break into five sections of 
5-7-5-7-7 syllables respectively. When printed, the poems appeared as a 
single line, using a caesura after each 5-or 7-syllable unit. However, when 
written in calligraphy, the poems were separated into multiple lines. Uta are 
comprised of unrhymed units and, because the Japanese language uses a 
spoken punctuation, there are no formal symbols of punctuation in the po-
ems. Uta usually contain natural images and a seasonal reference, but they 
also include the poet�s thoughts and emotions. In most uta, a parallel is 
suggested between the natural imagery and the emotions of the poet and, 
because of the number of homonyms that exist in the Japanese language, 
puns and/or pivot words are invoked to construct this parallel.6 Pivot words 
are words with multiple meanings that offer one meaning when read with 
the first part of the uta and another meaning when read with the second 
part of the uta. They allow the poem to change direction, beginning with 
one image and then moving on to another image or idea such that the rela-
tionship between the first and second parts of the poem is fully revealed by 
the end of the poem. However, these pivot words are difficult to translate. 
Punctuation is often used instead, as in this example of a traditional Japa-
nese uta: 

As rays of moonlight stream 
through a sudden gap 
in the rain clouds �  
if we could meet even 
for so brief a moment!7 

Rather than using a pivot word, a long dash was used to divide the two 
parts of the poem. The brevity of the moonlight through the clouds and the 
brevity of the desired meeting were presented as two different but related 
parts of the poem by separating them with punctuation rather than using 
pivot words. 

The poems Tablada selected for El Florilegio are divided into two sec-
tions, poems that he translated and poems that he paraphrased. Both sec-
tions reflect an interest in specifically classic versions of the uta form. The 
section of translations is entitled �Japanese Utas� with the subtitle �Poems 
of Love.� These translations were written in Kamakura, Japan in 1900 and 
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they were published in Revista Moderna in October of that same year.8 His 
interest in adhering to a direct translation is emphasized by the 
accompanying note describing the uta form. By describing the uta as a 
small, traditional, Japanese form used primarily for popular poetry and 
noting that many great Japanese poets have also used the form, Tablada 
ensures that his readers will understand that he is translating a specific 
form with its own poetic history. The note reinforces the fact that, in this 
case, Tablada wanted to share a specifically Japanese style of verse rather 
than to explore that verse�s potential as a new form for Mexican poetry. The 
seven uta that he translates again show his interest in the classical form. 
While some of the uta are credited to anonymous poets, Tablada also 
includes poems by famous poets such as Ono no Komachi (834?-?). In the 
preface to the Kokinshu, Ki no Tsurayuki describes Ono no Komachi as 
one of the �six poetic geniuses� in the collection.9 She was the only woman 
to receive the honor of this title. Ono no Komachi was best known for her 
use of the pivot line in uta, and her fame as a poet turned into legend after 
her death when she became the subject of song, folktale, and noh drama. 
The following is Tablada�s translation of one of her poems: 

On the barren rock drops the traveling seed 
and among the aridity rises the steep pine� 
If the love that invites me is, oh beloved, sincere 
let us exist united � ; such is our destiny!10 

The above poem is one of four uta that Tablada translates into four lines 
instead of the five-line format he uses for the paraphrases and the other di-
rect translations. Because the poems were originally written as one line, 
there is a considerable amount of room for a translator in determining the 
exact line count and the number of words per line that will appear in the 
translation. Uta are often translated into poems of either four or five lines. 
However, the fact that Tablada does not attempt to keep the 31-syllable 
count in any of the paraphrases or translations, and his use of punctuation 
not only at the end of lines but within lines, suggest that Tablada recog-
nized that even a direct translation could not precisely reproduce the poem 
in a different language. He granted himself a certain amount of freedom in 
constructing the Spanish-language uta. For instance, it may be that Tab-
lada recognized that the Spanish syllable did not equate to the Japanese 
onji in duration and made a conscious decision to disregard the syllable 
count. William J. Higginson and Penny Harter discuss the difference be-
tween Japanese onji and Western-language syllables in their book on Eng-
lish-language haiku: �Japanese poets do not count �syllables� at all. Rather, 
they count onji. The Japanese word onji does not mean �syllable,� it means 
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�sound symbol,� and refers to one of the phonetic characters used in writing 
Japanese phonetic script � each of the onji represented a very short 
sound, much simpler than most syllables in, say, English or German.�11 
This structural difference between languages, and the fact that Tablada 
does not adhere to specific syllable counts, suggests that Tablada realized 
that some aspects of the uta form could not be precisely translated and that 
any Spanish-language version of uta would be different from a Japanese-
language version. Structural experimentation, in this case, was not just 
possible but necessary. 

The degree of experimentation increases with the paraphrases, which 
were written in Yokohama, Japan in 1900. They were first published in De-
cember of 1900, just two months after the publication of the translations. 
Like the translations, the paraphrases were published in Revista Moderna. 
They appeared under the title �Songs of Love and of Autumn,� and were 
specifically defined as paraphrases of Japanese poems rather than being 
designated as uta.12 The poetic license that Tablada takes in paraphrasing 
some poems, rather than directly translating them, bridges the acts of 
translation and of writing original poetry. He works with an existing uta as a 
base and then embellishes it, expands on it, and makes it more like a short 
Western poem than a Japanese uta. The result is a poem that is not quite a 
Japanese uta and not quite an original Tablada poem, but it is someplace 
in between the two. 

Tablada also cites the Kokinshu as the source for his paraphrases of 
Japanese uta that appeared in Revista Moderna and the second edition of 
El Florilegio. He paraphrases poems written by famous Japanese poets in-
cluding Saigyo (1118-1190), a priest who was of aristocratic lineage but 
who left the court to travel and for extended stays at different religious re-
treats. Saigyo, however, was not published in the Kokinshu, which ap-
peared in the tenth century but in the thirteenth century collection, the 
Shinkokinshu. According to the scholar and translator Burton Watson, Sai-
gyo �is the leading figure in the famous anthology entitled Shinkokinshu, or 
�New Collection of Ancient and Modern Times,� being represented by a total 
of ninety-four poems � he has come to rank as one of the most influential 
figures of the Japanese court poetry tradition.�13 The following is Tablada�s 
paraphrase of one of Saigyo�s uta: 

Among the somber humanity 
of the rocks, separated from, 
and shunned by, the light of day, 
my loves have been told 
to the black and cold night�14 
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Tablada�s versions, as exemplified by the above poem, poeticize the sub-
jects and construct more complicated lines than is typical in traditional uta. 
For instance, the phrase �somber humanity of the rocks� poeticizes the bar-
ren landscape, whereas a traditional uta would avoid this embellishment of 
nature to suggest that the isolation of the rocks was a comfort to the 
speaker in his loneliness. Many of Saigyo�s poems are recognized for their 
Buddhist acceptance of loneliness as a human condition. Tablada also po-
eticizes the darkness, suggesting that the speaker has been �shunned by� 
daylight. Again, a traditional uta would not usually use this type of descrip-
tion, nor would it pack so much description, for instance in the pleonasm 
�separated from, / and shunned by.� Carrying descriptions over from one 
line to the next is unusual for an uta, as well, which favour a straightforward 
presentation of thoughts and description. This difference can be more 
clearly seen by comparing the lines of the previous uta, titled �As rays of 
moonlight,� with Tablada�s paraphrase.15 Only the final two lines of the 
paraphrase � �my loves have been told/to the black and cold night�� � with 
their straightforward diction and lack of figurative language, resemble a tra-
ditional uta. Tablada is accurate in designating �Songs of Love and Au-
tumn� as paraphrases of Japanese poems, suggesting that he was aware 
of his variations of the uta form and was interested in experimenting with 
uta, rather than simply adhering to its established structure. His experimen-
tation suggests that he was already interested in Japanese poetic forms as 
potential new forms for Spanish poetry. 

That Tablada was intentionally working with a classical Japanese form 
is heightened not only by his translation of poems written by the most fa-
mous classical poets, but also by his use of the term �uta,� which was not in 
regular use by the late nineteenth century. �Uta� was an archaic term, 
whereas the term �waka� was more commonly applied to this form of poetry 
in Japan and especially to poems written before the late nineteenth cen-
tury. In fact, Tablada�s interest in Japanese poetry coincided with the tanka 
reform of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. During the re-
form, poets sought to modernize waka so that they �would respond to the 
emotional needs of those living in the modern era. They succeeded, and in 
time classical waka was reborn as modern tanka.�16 Waka came to signify 
31-syllable poems written before the reform, while tanka referred to those 
written after the reform. Uta was no longer used. It is unclear whether Tab-
lada simply did not know of the reform, which happened concurrently with 
his visit, and was only exposed to classic versions of uta, or if he simply 
preferred the classic versions to the modern tanka. It is possible that his in-
terest in uta was in taking a classical form and altering it to create an inno-
vative, modern version. 
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The relationship between Tablada�s translations of Japanese poetry 
and his own original works reaches its zenith not with his translations of 
uta, but with his publication of two collections of original, Spanish-language 
haiku. Through these works, Tablada introduced the haiku into the Spanish 
language. It is not surprising that Tablada began experimenting with haiku, 
given its relationship to uta. Haiku derived from a form of linked verse 
called renga which itself developed out of the uta. Renga was written by 
multiple poets and consisted of verses of 5-7-5 and 7-7 syllables. The 5-7-5 
verses were linked together by the two lines of 7 syllables each. In other 
words, one poet wrote the first section of the uta (5-7-5) and another poet 
capped that verse with the second section of the uta (7-7). Ultimately, the 
opening 5-7-5 verse of the renga, which was called the hokku, was sepa-
rated from the longer, linked poem and became a separate poetic form.  

Haiku shares many common characteristics with uta. For instance, 
both are short forms that are part of the classic Japanese tradition. Interest-
ingly, haiku was undergoing a reform at the same time as tanka. The sylla-
ble count that was part of traditional haiku (and uta) was no longer consid-
ered mandatory. Modern subjects were being introduced. And again, Tab-
lada was in Japan when these events were taking place. However, some of 
the characteristics of haiku hold true for both traditional and modern ver-
sions, and a working definition of haiku is necessary in order to evaluate 
Tablada�s poems. First and foremost, haiku convey a �haiku moment.� 
Bruce Ross, in his introduction to Haiku Moment: An Anthology of Contem-
porary North American Haiku, describes the concept of the haiku moment 
as follows: 

[In haiku] each of these particular instances of time is intended to 
present an insight into reality, often evoking moments of transcen-
dence, awe, or simply the joy found in the unexpected. Underlying 
this emphasis on the given moment of time is the Buddhist idea that 
the world is made anew in each moment. A kind of divine spontane-
ity thus inheres in each moment � A haiku does not simply portray 
mere nature. It reveals the universal importance of each particular in 
nature as it burgeons forth and relates to other particulars in a given 
moment.17 

In terms of specific guidelines, the haiku form of poetry focuses on a single 
moment in which physical nature is linked with human nature. It contains no 
more than two images and these images are of things that have occurred 
simultaneously resulting in the haiku moment. Most haiku are written 
sparsely, in one to four lines, with few verbs and adjectives, and using little 
punctuation. Some haiku make subtle references to literary works or to his-
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torical events, and haiku, which can be translated as �playful phrase,� often 
contain humor. Consider the following example of Basho�s �old pond,� 
which is the most widely translated and probably the most well-known 
haiku: 

Old pond� 
a frog leaps in 
water�s sound.18 

Note how there are few descriptive words or verbs. There is little punctua-
tion. The entire poem is sparsely written and juxtaposes two primary im-
ages: the old pond and the simultaneous moment of the frog jumping in 
and the sound of water. Basho�s poem captures, in Ross�s words, �the uni-
versal importance of each particular in nature as it burgeons forth and re-
lates to other particulars in a given moment,� and in doing so, it presents a 
haiku moment for the reader to experience.19 

When considering Tablada�s work, however, the question becomes 
how to evaluate a poetic form once it has been taken from its original cul-
ture and language and transplanted. To some extent, the same guidelines 
used for Japanese haiku apply to haiku written in other languages. For in-
stance, the number of images that a haiku can contain does not vary de-
pending on the language. Nor does the concept of the haiku moment. In 
any language, a haiku is the poetic conveyance of a haiku moment from 
the poet to the reader. However, other aspects of haiku must be adapted. 
For instance, the images used to convey the haiku moment will vary de-
pending on the region, or natural setting, in which the poet is writing. Given 
the fact that Japanese haiku are written in a single vertical line and that the 
Japanese onji does not equate to the syllables, or units of speech, in other 
languages, a poet also has more freedom in determining syllable count, 
line length, and the number of lines in the poem. 

Tablada�s haiku show an understanding of the form but they also sug-
gest that he was more interested in adapting haiku into a modern form of 
Spanish-language poetry. He was no longer translating specific Japanese 
poems into Spanish but was translating the form of haiku � a traditionally 
Japanese poetic verse � into a viable form of Mexican poetry. While other 
Western poets, such as the Imagists, wrote haiku-like verses that focused 
on Japanese scenes and subjects, Tablada used the form to write about 
Latin America. Tablada does acknowledge the Japanese origin of haiku by 
dedicating his first collection Un Día � Poemas Sinteticos (1919) to Shiyo 
(Chiyo-ni) and Basho.20 This dedication also recalls Tablada�s introduction 
into Japanese poetry through uta. Shiyo, a Buddhist nun, was a well-known 
uta poet. Basho is the most famous haijin, or writer of haiku, in the haiku 
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tradition. The dedication also reinforces that Tablada was familiar with 
much more Japanese poetry than his few published translations would 
suggest and that his exposure to Japanese haiku included a familiarity with 
some of the best haiku ever written.  

Some of the poems in Un Día recall the Japanese origin of haiku. For 
instance, compare the following Japanese haiku by Moritake to a poem by 
Tablada. Moritake�s poem read:  

A fallen flower 
Returning to the branch? 
It was a butterfly.21 

Tablada�s poem, titled �Night Moth,� reads:  

Give back to the naked branch 
Night moth, 
Your dry leaf wings.22 

It is unclear whether Tablada simply wrote an original poem that is similar 
to Moritake�s haiku or whether Tablada knew of Moritake�s work and wrote 
a paraphrase of the Japanese poem. Given that Tablada had already pub-
lished many paraphrases of uta, it would not be inconsistent for him to also 
paraphrase a Japanese haiku. Furthermore, many Japanese haiku are 
similar to one another, and indirect referencing of a more famous poem is 
not uncommon in the Japanese haiku tradition. References to other texts, 
such as Zen writings, also take place in traditional haiku. Zen passages 
were used by monks while they were studying Buddhism in monasteries, 
and these monks often wrote haiku.23 In fact, Moritake�s poem may have 
come from the following Zen saying: �The broken mirror will not again re-
flect;/ Fallen flowers will hardly rise up to the branch.� Nevertheless, as the 
Buddhist and haiku scholar R. H. Blyth notes, �it is quite probable that his 
verse was for him an original one.�24 Perhaps Tablada�s verse, like that of 
Moritake, contains similarities to another poem but is, in fact, original for the 
poet. 

Other poems in Un Día incorporate traditional Japanese images, such 
as bamboo, frogs, the moon, and herons. For the most part, these are not 
obvious references to Japanese haiku because subjects like frogs or the 
moon are universal and a reader who was unfamiliar with Japanese haiku 
would not draw a connection between Tablada�s poems and their Japanese 
counterparts. In many ways, Tablada�s poems adhere to some of the basic 
tenets of traditional haiku. His poems focus on nature. They are imagistic. 
They are short, although they do not adhere to the 5-7-5 syllable count. As 
explained in the earlier discussion of uta, Tablada may have been aware of 
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the differences between the Japanese onji and the Spanish syllable and 
may have therefore chosen not to attempt a strict syllable count in his 
haiku. 

Even with his adherence to some of the principles of haiku, however, 
Tablada still alters the form to suit his own design. Many of the poems in 
Un Día reflect Tablada�s interest in word-play and he constructs a multi-
level reading that involves natural imagery, religious references, and allu-
sions to Mexican culture. These threads run through the text above and 
beyond the natural images being described. Some of the word-play is in 
keeping with the ability of the Japanese language to use double entendres 
and puns, but Tablada�s word-play is engaged specifically to maintain the 
multi-level reading. Since haiku is a form that does not allow for poeticizing 
or providing social commentary on the subject, but instead focuses on the 
natural moment being described, this multi-level reading is another way in 
which Tablada is experimenting with the form. Tablada also titles all of his 
haiku, which is a highly unusual move and sets them up as short Western 
poems as much as haiku. As in his uta translations, he often uses punctua-
tion two or more times in a poem, whereas languages that use written 
punctuation tend to write/translate haiku using punctuation no more than 
once per poem. Above all else, Tablada�s poems rarely convey a haiku 
moment. The focus of his poems is on the multi-level reading that com-
bines natural imagery, cultural references, and religion rather than on re-
vealing �the universal importance of each particular in nature as it burgeons 
forth and relates to other particulars in a given moment.�25 This multi-level 
reading is a significant departure from traditional Japanese haiku that are 
typically recognized for �their directness, simplicity, and unintellectuality.�26 
Furthermore, Japanese haiku present images that �appeal directly to the 
senses without the intervention of abstraction or commentary, and, for the 
most part, without figurative language; a remarkable alternative to the 
Western poetic tradition of moral verse, standardized figurative expression, 
and symbolic images.�27 The following poems reveal how Tablada�s haiku 
diverge from traditional Japanese haiku through their references to religion 
and culture. 

�The Insect,� from Un Día, demonstrates how Tablada uses a natural 
setting to create a short, dense poem that has multiple layers of meaning. 

Tiny insect, you go on your way 
Shouldering folded wings, 
Like the pack of a wandering pilgrim�28 

The insect � although a popular subject of Japanese haiku and used by all 
the haiku masters, most especially Kobayashi Issa � here recalls less of 
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the Buddhist respect for all living things and more of a Christian struggle. 
The insect is burdened down in this life, unable to fly. It shoulders its wings 
like a pack, a burden. The image, Tablada suggests, is similar to that of a 
pilgrim or traveler. However, �pilgrim� also recalls the Christian usage of the 
word to describe those on a journey through this world and on to Heaven. 
Compare Tablada�s poem with the following haiku by Issa, and notice how 
Issa�s poem is free of the multiple readings characteristic of Tablada�s 
work: 

It is true even 
among the world�s insects 
some sing well, some not.29 

The poem connects physical nature and human nature by suggesting that 
in both the world of insects and the world of human beings not everyone 
sings well. The poem offers this one connection, this one insight, and noth-
ing more. There is no reference to religion or culture. There is no sugges-
tion that the insects are symbols for something else. Issa simply notes the 
comparison between singing humans and singing insects to suggest the 
connectedness of the universe traditionally found in a haiku moment. 

In the poem titled �The Aviary,� Tablada again includes a religious ref-
erence combined with natural imagery: 

Different songs sung together; 
The musical aviary 
Is a tower of Babel.30 

Here, a biblical meaning is suggested through a reference to the story of 
the tower of Babel found in the Hebrew and Christian Bibles. In the biblical 
story, people were building a tower to Heaven. To prevent them from work-
ing together to finish the task, God caused them to speak in different lan-
guages so that they could not understand one another. The story was in-
tended to explain why different people spoke different languages. Tab-
lada�s poem suggests on a literal level that the different birds in the aviary 
are all singing but cannot understand one another�s songs. In effect, they 
are singing in different languages. The religious reference in the poem also 
draws a connection between the lack of communication between the birds 
and the lack of communication between people speaking different lan-
guages.  

The result is a poem that speaks as much to the problems of trans-
planting a poetic form into a new language and culture as it does to the 
aviary that it describes. In translating uta and in writing the first Spanish-
language haiku, Tablada was aware of the difficulties of trying to write a 
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traditionally Japanese form in a different language and culture. Haiku had 
been written for hundreds of years before Tablada discovered the form and 
it had always been written in Japanese using specific Japanese poetic con-
ventions. Trying to achieve a successful haiku in Spanish, with no body of 
Spanish-language haiku on which to build, recalls the tower of Babel and 
the different songs sung together in the aviary. Tablada is working with po-
etry in two languages, Japanese and Spanish, just as the people in the bib-
lical story spoke different languages but, more importantly, the poem�s 
treatment of communication in different languages suggests both positive 
and negative aspects for translation of poetry. The poem suggests that dif-
ferent voices can be musical � Japanese poetry can be translated into or 
written in Spanish and still be poetry. However, different voices also carry 
the potential for misunderstanding if a word or phrase cannot be accurately 
translated or if the cultural associations with a particular word do not make 
sense to readers from a different culture. In this case, the result is a �tower 
of Babel.� Differences between two languages can construct a cage that 
limits communication. Such a suggestion is not traditionally included in 
Japanese haiku and is an example of Tablada adapting the classical form. 

Given Tablada�s interest in translation, the above poem, with its refer-
ence to the tower of Babel and its suggestion of potential miscommunica-
tion between different languages, also resonates with critical conversations 
surrounding the act of translation in general. Concerns about the viability of 
translating a text directly into another language have long been addressed 
by translators and theorists, including Walter Benjamin in his foundational 
essay �The Task of the Translator,� George Steiner�s significantly-titled Af-
ter Babel: Aspects of Language and Translation, and Willis Barnstone�s 
The Poetics of Translation: History, Theory, Practice, which includes an in-
troduction entitled �The Other Babel.� Benjamin considers the act of trans-
lation in relation to language itself. He argues that all languages share a re-
lationship to an original, pre-Babel language that no longer exists, and that 
�languages are not strangers to one another, but are, a priori and apart 
from all historical relationships, interrelated in what they want to express.�31 
For this reason, �a translation, instead of resembling the meaning of the 
original, must lovingly and in detail incorporate the original�s mode of signi-
fication, thus making both the original and the translation recognizable as 
fragments of a greater language, just as fragments are part of a vessel.�32 
Through translation, one recognizes the relationship between all lan-
guages. Steiner addresses the fact that languages are not static but are 
always in the process of change.33 He also acknowledges that language is 
connected to social institutions and cannot be separated from the institu-
tions it informs, a particularly relevant point when considering Tablada�s 
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translations and his original haiku because the uta and the haiku are so 
deeply steeped in Japanese culture and tradition.34 Barnstone�s considera-
tion is even more applicable to Tablada�s work because Barnstone empha-
sizes that translation involves interpreting one text and then, in the process 
of translation, producing a new text such that �translation then, as all tran-
scription and reading of texts, creates difference.�35 Tablada�s description 
of some of his work as paraphrases suggests that he is aware that he is 
producing a new text, and his innovations with the haiku form also suggest 
that he has adapted the form for his own purposes and created something 
new. 

Many of these critical discussions of translation, rather than reaching 
any universal resolution or system of translation, have emphasized the 
challenges involved in translating texts as well as suggested possible ap-
proaches to understanding and engaging in the act of translation. Tablada�s 
different attempts at rendering Japanese poetry into Spanish and his ex-
perimentation not simply with translations but with paraphrases, gestures 
toward the difficulty in translating these poems into another language. His 
recognition that there will always be a barrier to an exact one-to-one lin-
guistic correlation between the two versions of the poem as well as be-
tween the two different languages, and his decision to move away from at-
tempting such a one-to-one correlation, is further emphasized in his original 
haiku and his decision to forego a strict syllable count and to incorporate 
references to Mexican culture and Christianity. 

Another example of Tablada�s adaptation of the haiku form occurs in 
the poem �The Ants.� Tablada references the Mexican tradition of associat-
ing orange blossoms with celebrations, including weddings, when he 
writes: 

Tiny wedding procession, 
The ants trail 
Petals of orange blossoms�36 

Orange blossoms may be scattered at a wedding or worn by the grooms-
men as boutonnieres. They may also be scattered at certain other festivi-
ties, such as a quinceañera, which is a large formal birthday celebration for 
fifteen-year-old girls in Mexico and other Hispanic countries. It traditionally 
marks the family�s and the community�s recognition of a girl�s transition to 
womanhood. The above haiku can be read in two ways. The line of ants 
can themselves resemble a miniature wedding procession thereby remind-
ing the poet of the traditional association with orange blossoms. Or, if there 
has been a real wedding procession, there could be ants passing through 
actual orange blossoms. In either reading, Tablada has connected a cul-
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tural tradition with the ants, suggesting a parallel between the human and 
the natural world, which recalls the haiku tradition. But just as in �The Avi-
ary� and other poems in Un Día, Tablada is not only adapting the Japanese 
haiku to fit his subject matter. He is also addressing his subject matter 
through new forms. The tradition of scattering orange blossoms at a wed-
ding is seen from a different perspective when it is presented in a short 
verse that connects marriage with a procession of ants. The poem sug-
gests that marriage is as natural as the ants trailing the orange blossoms. 
At the same time, it takes the subject of ants, something normally seen as 
too insignificant to be poetic, and acknowledges it as part of nature and 
therefore as a viable poetic subject. Based on the definition of haiku cited 
earlier, according to which a haiku should focus on the natural image just 
as it is without personifying it or using other poetic tropes, this poem is 
clearly not a traditional Japanese haiku. However, like �The Aviary,� it is a 
dense, three-line poem that is also atypical of Mexican poetry. Tablada has 
constructed a variation of both haiku and Mexican poetry, creating a new 
form that is the result of combining two poetic traditions. 

Tablada pursues his new form of poetry, continuing to vary the tradi-
tion of haiku form and Western subjects, in El Jarro de Flores: Disocia-
ciones Liricas.37 His interest in haiku is suggested in the introduction when 
he states that haiku is the perfect vehicle for modern thought.38 Instead of 
citing its more traditional characteristics, Tablada notes its lyrical quality as 
well as its ability to convey a sense of surprise and irony. Traditional Japa-
nese haiku often convey a sense of surprise; however, irony is not some-
thing usually associated with haiku. Irony, or saying one thing and meaning 
another, is the opposite of the goal of haiku because, as previously noted, 
haiku emphasize �directness, simplicity, and unintellectuality.�39 Although 
Tablada states that he is interested in the form�s potential to convey irony, 
his haiku contain more word-play than irony as it is traditionally understood.  

In El Jarro, some of Tablada�s variations focus on the form. For in-
stance, just as he experimented with the number of lines in his uta transla-
tions, he also explores the possibility of haiku written in two and four lines 
instead of three. The following are examples of his two-line haiku. The first 
is titled �Day of Sun�: 

There is one butterfly 
on each flower�40 

And the second is titled �Day of Rain�: 

Each flower is a vase 
for tears�41 
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These haiku are also intended to be read together, and they appear on fac-
ing pages. In the haiku tradition, haiku sequences are written on a single 
topic or from a particular experience or event and are grouped together ver-
tically on the page. Although �Day of Sun� and �Day of Rain� appear on 
separate pages, the unifying theme of a flower pot from haiku suggested by 
the title, El Jarro de Flores, presents the book itself as an extended, inno-
vative version of the haiku sequence because of its length and its presenta-
tion as a book, rather than a page, of haiku on a single theme. The same is 
true for Un Día, which presents one day�s haiku chronologically from morn-
ing, afternoon, evening, and night. 

Other variations in El Jarro involve the content of the poems. For ex-
ample, Tablada continues to make references to Western culture in this 
collection of haiku. Just as some traditional haiku refer to Chinese and 
Japanese literary classics, Tablada adapts one of his haiku, titled �In Lilli-
put,� to refer to an English classic. 

Ants over an 
Inert cricket. I am reminded 
of Gulliver in Lilliput�42 

Many of Tablada�s innovations with haiku involve taking a traditional aspect 
of the form, such as references to literature, and adapting it. However, he 
also uses Un Día and El Jarro de Flores to explore other Japanese forms 
that are related to haiku. For instance, the haiku sequence that presents a 
vertical column of haiku on a related theme becomes two book-length col-
lections of haiku on single themes where the sequence of poems appears 
horizontally with one poem per page. This is not simply an innovative use 
of the haiku sequence. It is also an adaptation of Japanese book-art. Book-
art in Japan combines exquisite papers, sewn binding, and illustrations to 
create books that are themselves an artistic experience. Tablada uses the 
same book-making method with both of his collections of haiku, and the 
emphasis on a single theme only enhances the unity of each collection. 
Both Un Día and El Jarro de Flores were published in limited editions.43 Un 
Día was published in Venezuela in a chapbook edition of two hundred cop-
ies. Each page of the book contains one poem and one illustration that is 
hand-stamped in all two hundred copies of the book. El Jarro de Flores was 
published in an edition of two hundred and eighty copies and the first ten 
were bound in Japanese paper. Full colour prints are featured on a few of 
the inside pages while the remaining pages contain one haiku each. 

The illustrations that Tablada includes in Un Día also suggest that he 
is experimenting with haiga or paintings combined with haiku.44 Tablada 
was clearly familiar with Japanese art because he wrote an entire book on 
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the artist Hiroshige, so it is quite likely that he also knew of the haiga tradi-
tion.45 In The Haiku Handbook, Higginson and Harter provide the following 
definition of haiga: �Haiga involve a spare, sketch-like picture and a haiku in 
calligraphy in the same piece of art.�46 This definition is helpful in examining 
Tablada�s hand-stamped illustrations because he does not use the brush 
stroke painting that is traditionally used in haiga just as he does not write 
traditional haiku. Higginson emphasizes the �spare, sketch-like� nature of 
the illustrations, and while Tablada�s stamped illustrations are not brush 
stroke, they are spare and sketch-like � they at once recall traditional haiga 
and diverge from it. The poems and illustrations also work together, which 
is in keeping with the haiga tradition. As Stephen Addiss states in his dis-
cussion of haiga, �the poem does not just explain the painting, nor does the 
painting merely illustrate the poem. Instead, they add layers of meaning to 
each other.�47 This is true of Tablada�s poems, as well. They have multiple 
layers of meaning that are enhanced by the illustrations. Consider �The 
Aviary,� which was discussed earlier but now is presented with its accom-
panying illustration: 

 

 
Tablada, “The Aviary”, Un Día � Poemas Sinteticos, p. 15. 

 

Different songs sung together; 
The musical aviary 
Is a tower of Babel.48 

As previously noted, the different songs can represent different languages 
and/or different voices expressing different interests. In one respect, these 
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differences can be musical, but when people do not listen to one another 
and their songs are all �sung together,� the songs construct a tower of Ba-
bel. The dark, distinct bars in the illustration heighten the confining nature 
of the aviary. They enhance the impression of the aviary as a prison, an 
image not specified in the actual haiku. The poem, however, recalls the 
story of the tower of Babel, which is not visible in the illustration. In this 
way, the poem and illustration work together, and as in traditional haiga, 
the reader must make the connections and complete the relationship be-
tween illustration and poem. 

In some traditional haiga, a direct correlation between the painting and 
the haiku is not obvious. The painting may refer to the theme of the poem 
or it may depict a small, easily unnoticed detail from the poem. Tablada 
also has examples of this indirect correlation, for instance the poem titled 
�The Chirimoya�: 

 

 
Tablada, The Chirimoya, Un Día … Poemas Sinteticos, p. 23. 

 

The chirimoya branch 
Back and forth it twists and speaks: 
A pair of parrots.49 

In this example, he combines a haiku about parrots with an illustration that 
at first appears to be a design. On closer examination, the image of parrots 
can be detected as can the yin-yang symbol. The overall subject of univer-
sal connectedness that is suggested through the yin-yang symbol is 
heightened by the fact that it is a Mexican poet borrowing a Chinese sym-
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bol within the context of a Japanese artistic tradition. The masculine within 
the feminine and the feminine within the masculine that is part of the yin-
yang symbol suggest that the parrots may be mating. In keeping with his 
other illustrations and the tradition of haiga in general, the full significance 
of the haiku and illustration is left intentionally incomplete so that the reader 
may make the connections. 

Tablada�s haiga are consistent with his haiku. He has taken a tradi-
tional form and, while adhering to some of its characteristics, has altered it 
to accommodate a different subject. The yin-yang symbol or an aviary 
would not be part of a traditional haiga. The illustrations also contribute to 
the multi-level readings of the accompanying haiku, which are themselves 
an innovation. Tablada uses the illustrations in combination with the haiku 
to construct a form of art/poetry that is not traditional haiga or traditional 
Mexican art or traditional Spanish-language poetry. It is something new that 
results from integrating these three things into a single form. 

In addition to haiga, there is one other tradition that may have influ-
enced Tablada�s combination of haiku and art in Un Día. The uta that Tab-
lada translated and then published in Revista Moderna and El Florilegio 
were traditionally written by court poets and often focused on love. How-
ever, the townspeople wrote their own version of uta. These poems, called 
kyoka, also used natural imagery but focused on the humorous side of 
love.50 They reached their height in popularity during the eighteenth cen-
tury. Kyoka were comparable to senryu, the humorous haiku-style poems 
that focused on human nature. However, unlike senryu, kyoka were also 
combined with illustrations. During the late eighteenth century, there were 
many books produced that combined kyoka and wood-block prints. Given 
Tablada�s own knowledge of Japanese art, his translation of classic uta, 
and his awareness of haiku, it is possible that he encountered both haiga 
and the prints with kyoka. Either of these forms, which were themselves in-
novations of haiku and kyoka, would have interested Tablada, who was 
both poet and artist. They allowed him to combine not only the Japanese 
and Mexican traditions but the different media of art and poetry as well. 

Although Un Día and El Jarro de Flores were the only full books of 
haiku that Tablada published, he did write other haiku. Some of these were 
included in his diary. Others were published in his books that were not 
haiku-specific. One of the most interesting innovations in these haiku is 
Tablada�s attempt at titling them. In the two chapbooks of haiku, he refers 
to the poems as hokku. This approach is in keeping with the original Ja-
panse name for the form. However, in other instances, he refers to haiku as 
haikai. This approach is also a logical decision. The renga form, from which 
haiku descended, was originally called �haikai no renga.� In its current us-
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age, haikai encompasses all forms of Japanese poetry relating to haiku. 
For instance, not only haikai no renga but forms such as tanka, senryu, and 
haiga are all considered forms of haikai. Tablada also alters the spelling of 
haikai in some instances, substituting a �j� for the �h� � presumably be-
cause the �j� sounds like an �h� in Spanish. By changing the spelling, Tab-
lada uses �jaikái� to designate a Spanish-language version of the Japanese 
haiku. All of these variations suggest Tablada�s interest in constructing 
haiku that are specific to his own language and experience, rather than imi-
tations of the Japanese form. 

The exact sources of influence on Tablada�s original, Spanish-
language haiku and haiga are difficult to specify. His published translations 
of classic uta and his use of the haiku form suggest a familiarity with Japa-
nese poetry and his own writings acknowledge an awareness of Japanese 
art. Whether he combined his poems with art in an intentional effort to 
adapt haiga or kyoka, or whether he simply took one of the poetic forms he 
knew about and tried to experiment with it, is less important than the fact 
that the results were Spanish-language, modernist versions of haiku and 
haiga. What becomes increasingly clear when considering the impact of 
translation on Tablada is that his interest in translation and his recognition 
of the obstacles encountered when translating poetry from one language to 
another had a significant impact on his own poetry. His translations and his 
paraphrases of uta led him to write original haiku in Spanish, thereby intro-
ducing a new poetic form into the Spanish language. His modifications to 
the form, through intellectualization and references to religion and Mexican 
culture, created a new version of this centuries-old form of poetry just as 
his combination of haiku and illustrations created a variation on Japanese 
haiga. Ultimately, translation allowed Tablada to experiment with producing 
new renditions of classic Japanese poems and with developing innovative 
original poetry in Spanish. 
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Recuperating the Virtual Past Through Recollection: 

Wordsworth’s “Immortality Ode” 

Rachael Cameron 

This essay offers a close reading of Wordsworth�s poem, �Ode: Intima-
tions of Immortality from Recollections of Early Childhood,� published in 
1807.1 It responds to Beth Lau�s invitation for �literary scholars to join in the 
interdisciplinary dialogue on the workings of memory and apply its impor-
tant findings to new ways of reading Wordsworth�s poetry.�2 The �Immortal-
ity Ode� was selected for analysis because it identifies and describes a 
problem in memory, which is: where has a past creative power gone? The 
poem asks if this revelatory power is totally gone, or if it can be partially re-
cuperated. As a first response the adult narrator resituates, in order to re-
cover, lost or forgotten powers. In this proposition, Wordsworth balances 
complete loss and profound forgetting by constructing relations that associ-
ate past/virtual with present/actual selves. This joining of a self with an 
Other (non-self) is a model of romantic subjectivity. The poem�s second 
proposition is that gaps in an individual�s life (what is lost with the passing 
of time) can be bridged by memory. Returning (in memory or fact) to the 
places of the past produces interconnected relations, which establishes a 
sense of belonging in the world. In this proposition, past contents of mem-
ory are creatively transformed through recall and retrospective reflection. 
Wordsworth�s recuperation of the past is, however, equivocal. The two 
propositions of the poem are held in a dynamic tension because the past 
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cannot be literalised in the present (if so memory is concrete or actual). In 
addition, if the gaps in an individual�s lived experience cannot be bridged, 
the self is not continuous, and memory is redundant.  

 
The argument of this essay is that the past the �Immortality Ode� re-

covers is a virtual (i.e., potential) world in part, shaped, by the processes 
used to recall it. Recollection is defined as the act of recovering of the past. 
Recollection can, furthermore, involve: 

the recovery of knowledge or sensation which one had before. [It 
can also be, as in the ancient art of memory, a search entailing a] 
deliberate attempt to find one�s way among the contents of memory, 
hunting among its contents for what one is trying to recollect.3  

For Wordsworth, writing in �Essays upon Epitaphs,� memory is �memorial�:  

The mighty Benefactors of mankind, as they are not only known by 
the immediate Survivors, but will continue to be known familiarly to 
latest Posterity, do not stand in need of biographic sketches � This 
is already done by their actions, in the Memories of Men.4 

As memory ensures the permanence of a record, Wordsworth aligns it with 
immortality. In this poem, lost, forgotten or absent contents are recovered 
through virtual operations of recollection that reconcile memory with death 
and �transitory things.�5 This concern with absence enables intimations of 
unreality, as well as immortality, through recall: 

I confess, with me the conviction is absolute, that if the impression 
and sense of death were not thus counterbalanced [by internal evi-
dences of love and immortality anterior to memory], such a hollow-
ness would pervade the whole system of things, such a want of cor-
respondence and consistency, a disproportion so astounding betwixt 
means and ends, that there could be no motions of the life of love; 
and infinitely less could we have any wish to be remembered after 
we had passed away from a world in which each man had moved 
about like a shadow.6 

For this reason, I contend Wordsworth recuperates the past by making 
memory virtual.  

I define the virtual, as it pertains to Wordsworth�s account of memory, 
in two ways. As the poem�s, �worlds not realised� (146) and �vanishings / 
Fallings from us� (144-5) are positioned in the register of the possible, the 
virtual is defined as, �real not concrete,� potential not actual.7 The second 
definition, inherited from the medieval memory tradition defines the virtual 
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(from the noun, virtue) as reflecting exemplary qualities via images of vir-
tues and vices. This iconography provided moral guidance to society on 
how to avoid punishments in the afterlife. To be understood by a pre-
literate audience these medieval mnemonic images had to be, �ideal with-
out being abstract.�8 The �Immortality Ode�s� symbols similarly reflect me-
dieval (i.e., connotative of order) ideal qualities, which are in this instance, 
absent, lost, forgotten or missing. 

The poem�s recovered past is in part shaped by operations of recollec-
tion when its adult narrator focalises (i.e., brings into, and out of, focus) a 
symbol of childhood. I use the term symbol deliberately, as the child that in-
timates profound truths in memory is not a realist depiction, but is con-
ceived according to an individual, internally generated reality. This symbol 
is a cogent example of Wordsworth�s use of language as an, �incarnation of 
thought.�9 The focalisation of this symbol facilitates the adult narrator�s 
staging of a dialogue that conflates the earth�s primitive past with an ar-
chaic, personal past. In a late comment on the �Immortality Ode� (in the 
1843 notes dictated to Isabella Fenwick), Wordsworth stated:  

Archimedes said that he could move the world if he had a point 
whereon to rest his machine. Who has not felt the same aspiration 
as regards the world of his own mind? (533) 

I contend the symbol of childhood is the �Archimedean point� on which the 
�Immortality Ode�s� account of memory is grounded. In this poem, perma-
nent truths of memory are impressed upon the child via his communion 
with an atavistic, quasi-divine cosmic world. The adult narrator�s capacity to 
visualise this child-cosmos union generates a temporally limited glimpse 
into this primitive past. The adult�s recovery of this absolute, archaic past 
produces profound truths via recollection. This is because remembrance in 
Wordsworth�s conception is an original place where truths that humans are 
not aware of can be intuited. The union of child and cosmos thus facilitates 
the recovery of contents from the adult narrator�s personal past, just as the 
�Immortality Ode� recuperates the primitive and imaginative component of 
life, before it was lost in artifice, role-play, and the social status quo.10 The 
narrator who accesses these transcendent moments can perceive the fa-
miliar world anew. This is how the �Immortality Ode�s� intuitive truths, ini-
tially experienced in childhood and re-experienced in a diminished capacity 
in adulthood, are partially recuperated.  

The last contention of this essay is that by making memory virtual 
Wordsworth prefigures contemporary thinking about memory. Contempo-
rary memory research denies memory is a permanent video-recording of 
the past.11 Nor does it conceive memory as a permanently retained set of 
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objective truths that can be totally recovered (without distortion) through re-
call.12 Contemporary theories of memory instead emphasise the role of the 
subjective, the transformative, and the transitory in recollection. Similarly, in 
the 1805 Preface to Lyrical Ballads, Wordsworth stated that his aim was 
not to recall the past exactly. Instead: 

The emotion is contemplated till, by a species of re-action, the tran-
quillity gradually disappears, and an emotion, kindred to that which 
was before the subject of contemplation, is gradually produced, and 
does itself actually exist in the mind.13 

This suggests that for Wordsworth, emotions and imagination are actively 
involved in the formation, and retention, of sense impressions. Precipitated 
emotions are �kindred to that which was before the subject of contempla-
tion.� They are virtual or ideal, not actual. The mood of the adult in the �Im-
mortality Ode� evokes �memories consistent with that mood and also 
color[s] past memories, making them more in keeping with the present 
emotional state.�14 Wordsworth thus anticipates a tenet within the contem-
porary conceptualisation of memory, which is that �subsequent experience 
and reflection alter one�s impression of the past.�15 

—————————— 

In the following section I examine stanzas I-IV and V-IX, which de-
scribe the loss of a revelatory power or �visionary gleam� (141. 56). The 
first sentence of the epigraph: �The child is the father of the man� depicts 
child and adult selves as both connected and divided (139). Childhood is 
thus constructed as a precondition for adulthood, yet, the adult is separated 
from its childhood self by the passage of time. The self is thus no longer (as 
in Locke�s seventeenth-century view) predicated on its continued existence 
over time. The register of the potential is then introduced through the ex-
pression of a possible wish: �And I could wish my days to be / Bound each 
to each by natural piety� (139). This statement expresses a hope that the 
relations connecting the child, the cosmos, nature, and the adult be rein-
stated to restore lost continuities. The complicated transactions in the poem 
between the self, imagination and nature are organised around the meta-
phor that humans are children of nature. The human and non-human are 
thus linked; the human is nature�s �Foster-child� (142. 83). Nature is fur-
thermore a �homely Nurse� (142. 82) who induces imagination; if this oc-
curs the child develops and becomes independent of nature( this autonomy 
may however, be terrifying to the developing child because it signals a 
separation from a primary relation). Nature unifies the senses and grounds 
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the self in the physical reality of the world. Nature and the cosmos also 
substitute for parental (paternal/maternal) roles within the poem�s triadic re-
lations, comprising Earth Mother, Cosmic Father and Holy Child.16 In the 
�Immortality Ode� nature and the cosmos further recollect the past as inter-
nal, textual surrogates.17  

The first stanza introduces an ancient past, �There was a time,� barely 
remembered by the adult narrator (140. 1). The adult narrator can however, 
partially intuit earlier numinous visualisations of objects: �Apparelled in ce-
lestial light� (140. 4). The narrator compares these revelatory experiences 
to �The glory and freshness of a dream� (140. 5). The narrator positioned at 
the intersection of this mythic past and the intuitive adult reflection on it, 
can produce, and attempts to locate these previous visions. His efforts, 
�Turn whereso�er I may / By night or day,� (140. 7-8) prove ineffective as 
there is nothing in the present visual or aural field around which to orientate 
the self. The problem in memory is now fully defined as a failure. For the 
adult, there is no possibility of recovering these lost creative powers: �The 
things which I have seen I now can see no more� (140. 9). During the 
movement from this first (past-oriented), to the second (present-tense) 
stanza, the poem�s sensible floor (i.e., rose, waters) and cosmic roof (i.e., 
moon, heaven and stars) emerge. These perceptual symbols situated 
within a natural mnemonic system simulate the earth�s diurnal movement, 
as well as its influence upon natural phenomenon: �The Rainbow comes 
and goes, / And lovely is the Rose; / The Moon with delight / Looks round 
when the heavens are bare; / Waters on a starry night / Are beautiful and 
fair; / The sunshine is a glorious birth� (140. 10-16). The adult narrator sub-
sequently describes the lost creative power by referring to this overabun-
dant world (but laments that it is now missing), �But yet I know, where�er I 
go, / That there hath past away a glory from the earth� (140. 17-18).  

The third stanza denotes a relation to time and memory whereby the 
recollection of childhood memories is subject to adult forgetting. In this 
stanza, perceptual symbols are mimed via verbal/visual operations and 
their interacting noun/verb constructs, �the birds thus sing a joyous song, / 
And while the young lambs bound� (140. 19-20; italics mine). The narrator 
expresses his affective variance with this vitalistic, living world: �To me 
alone there came a thought of grief� (140. 22). The narrator then converts 
his grief to relief: �A timely utterance gave that thought relief, / and I am 
again strong� (140. 23-4). The alignment of human and non-human nature, 
�The cataracts blow their trumpets from the steep,� (140. 25) affirms a prior 
relation of unity, which alters the narrator�s present mood: �No more shall 
grief of mine the season wrong� (140. 26). The depiction of May, �Thou 
Child of Joy� (140. 34), is introduced through an archaic register alluding to 
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literary traditions (and the past per se). The imaginative field is then 
enlarged to enable the virtual child and the actual adult to coexist. The nar-
rator�s request, �Shout round me, let me hear thy shouts, thou happy / 
Shepherd-boy!� (140. 35) indicates that the liminal symbol of the child has 
merged with the adult�s present. The ultimate value of the child is that its 
perception of the external world is unique, while its imaginative faculties dif-
fer radically from the (social) status quo. As the child�s perceptual and 
imaginative faculties reside at the intersection of known and unknown 
worlds, his ability to perceive virtual worlds is not as constrained as adults 
are by phenomenal objects or by society. The narrator moves this symbol 
to partially glimpse childhood�s primary modes of perception and imagina-
tion. 

In stanza four, the narrator mediates between adult and child selves 
by manipulating present aural and visual fields. The adult narrator claims 
he hears the Shepherd-boy: �I have heard the call / Ye to each other make� 
(141. 36-7). He later contends that he visualises the cosmos in interaction 
with the child: �I see / The heavens laugh with you in your jubilee� (141. 37-
8). Sensory perception is further expanded when the adult�s hearing and 
sight are combined and registered as a single, tactile, bodily sense: �The 
fullness of your bliss, I feel � I feel it all� (141. 41). Yet the intensity of this 
world continues to highlight a loss; for the narrator, something entirely un-
nameable remains missing. The recognition of this absence reanimates the 
symbols in stanza three�s May-season scene. Yet the past recalled in 
stanza three is transformed, as the field of vision incorporates not a singu-
lar, but plural symbols of childhood: �And the Children are culling � And 
the Babe leaps up on his Mother�s arm� (141. 45, 141. 49). This scene is 
abruptly interrupted by allusion to, �a Tree, of many, one / A single Field 
which I have looked upon / Both of them speak of something that is gone� 
(141. 51-3). The memory problem described in stanzas I-IV is now defined 
as, where are past revelatory visions, or creative powers located: �Whither 
is fled the visionary gleam? / Where is it now, the glory and the dream?� 
(141. 56-7). 

Stanzas V-VIII supply one answer to the problem defined in stanzas I-
IV. The proposition the poet goes on to make is that by forming relations 
with external reality humans can connect their otherwise disconnected 
selves. Yet the self that can be recovered by forming relations with external 
reality can also be lost. In Wordsworth�s account of memory, this occurs 
because adult experiences erase � through habit and social custom � the 
initial, profound truths felt during childhood: �Our birth is but a sleep and a 
forgetting� (141. 58). Social worlds will imprison the developing child, 
�Shades of the prison-house begin to close / Upon the growing Boy� (141. 
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67-8), who would otherwise retain the imaginative �light� (141. 70) of an 
original connection � the child is �Nature�s Priest� (142. 73) � with nature. 
Adults have lost contact with this primitive, imaginative perception of the 
world; their �vision splendid� (142. 74) has faded �into the light of common 
day� (142. 77). The imaginative power of the self that is to be continuous 
with nature � in stanza six the earth is a surrogate mother, whose lap pro-
vides sensory pleasures that nourish the child � can thus be lost through 
adult socialisation. Society induces this forgetfulness of human origins, 
�that imperial palace when he came� (142. 85). This reveals that the unity 
of the self, in Wordsworth�s account of memory, is built on disunity: the 
child and adult are divided. While a virtual (past/child) and actual (pre-
sent/adult) self can be provisionally unified via virtual operations of recall, 
this does not, and can not negate their former division.  

In stanza seven the adult narrator brings the child into and out of focus 
through animating words and gestures, such as �Behold� (142. 86) and 
�See� (142. 88, 142. 91). The narrator�s viewpoint is then directed to the 
child and its activities: �See, at his feet, some little plan or chart, / Some 
fragment from his dream of human life, / Shaped by himself with newly-
learned art� (142. 91-3). The child�s awareness of social rituals at this de-
velopmental stage, remain undifferentiated, �A wedding or a festival, A 
mourning or a funeral� (142. 94-5) are all the same. In time, the child�s 
world will be differentiated by adult/social responsibilities, �dialogues of 
business, love, or strife� (142. 99). The child will emerge onto a social stage 
of role-play and artifice; he has been preparing for this through his partici-
pation as an imitative actor, rehearsing adult social roles. These role re-
hearsals are a consequence of the child�s growing awareness of the exter-
nal world and his construction of future-oriented maps designed to incorpo-
rate him within that world.  

In stanza eight, the child is �centred� in a cosmos that communicates 
sacred, secret truths: �Thou best Philosopher, who yet dost keep / Thy heri-
tage, thou Eye among the blind / That, deaf and silent, read�st the eternal 
deep, / Haunted for ever by the eternal mind, / Mighty Prophet! Seer blest! / 
On whom those truths do rest� (143. 111-6). Wordsworth�s construction of 
the child as a Holy Innocent is confirmed when the child�s diminutive ap-
pearance is contrasted to the aggrandised powers of its soul: �Thou, whose 
exterior semblance doth belie / Thy Soul�s immensity� (143. 109-10). The 
child�s soul is immense because permanent truths of memory rest on it.18 
The child receives intuitive (Latin: intuērī, to look at, consider) truths as a 
consequence of the pressure exerted by cosmic reality upon his senses. 
When the cosmos�s quasi-divine forces exert this pressure (the poem�s 
term is �resting�), profound truths are imprinted in the child�s understanding. 
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This is why the Holy Child is glorious in the eternal mind of the cosmos. 
The child�s freedom, �thy being�s height� (143. 123), resides in its participa-
tion with this cosmic immensity.  

Wordsworth expressed his view on the relation of idiots and divinity in 
an 1802 letter: �I have often applied to Idiots, in my own mind, that sublime 
expression of scripture that, their life is hidden with God.�19 Yet this child is 
totally unaware that it contains the visionary knowledge of the world, or that 
its union produces truths within memory of value to the adult. It merely con-
tacts a primitive-natural world, productive of truths that adults search for, 
�which we are toiling all our lives to find,� but: �In darkness lost, the dark-
ness of the grave,� cannot find (143. 117). These intuitive truths are recov-
ered in the �Immortality Ode� after the limits of perception are reached and 
articulate meaning is suspended. The adult narrator then focalises the un-
ion of child and cosmos discovering this as a productive source for mem-
ory. The child�s joining with greatness (the sacred) produces sublime mo-
ments. The sublime�s essential claim is that humanity can �transcend the 
human.�20 In the� Immortality Ode,� this sublime moment � produced 
through the adult narrator�s visualisation of the child-cosmos union � en-
ables, �a burden (of the past, but not exclusively) � [to be] � lifted � [al-
lowing] � an influx of power.�21  

—————————— 

Stanzas IX-XI present a different answer to the problem of memory 
identified in the poem. These stanzas propose that gaps in an individual�s 
experience can be bridged by memory. I contend the �Immortality Ode� 
bridges these elisions in experience through the use of virtual (visual, ver-
bal and imaginative) operations in recollection. Anne Ferry has recently 
demonstrated that many of Wordsworth�s poems reinterpret, �what are per-
ceived to be more than ordinary natural events by substituting for divine 
revelation the mysterious perceptual effects of the phenomena we call opti-
cal illusions.�22 Wordsworth�s conflation of revelation, illusion, and sense 
perception (particularly vision) evokes an absent, forgotten or missing past 
via virtual effects. Wordsworth�s conflation of sensory perception, imagina-
tion and memory is so successful in the �Immortality Ode,� that it becomes 
difficult to distinguish whether an act of perception or imagination has taken 
place. This occurs because the poem co-opts operations of imagination 
and sensory perception to unify the self and the objects of its contemplation 
(which are located in material reality). This internalisation of external reality 
occurs after stanza eight�s centroversion � when a �mind circles and haunts 
a particular place� � of the cosmos on the symbol of the child.23 Centro-
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version, which resituates geographical loci as mental topoi, inscribes mate-
rial from the external material world, internally. After the symbol of the child 
is moved by the narrator to produce the child-cosmos relation � which uni-
fies human and non-human � a liminal space in-between reality and unreal-
ity, myth and dream, is unveiled. The adult narrator then provisionally 
glimpses an eternal world, that is productive of primitive, profound truths in 
memory. The poem celebrates this unveiling of humanity�s earliest forget-
ting/s, �in our embers / is something that doth live� (143. 130-1), because 
these are residues of a fugitive (i.e., forgotten by humanity) past that �na-
ture yet remembers� (143. 132).  

The adult narrator now claims he is celebrating neither childhood nor 
its liberty: Not for these I raise / The song of thanks and praise� (143. 140-
1). Instead, it is the child�s earliest, imaginative perspectives on unreality, 
�Of sense and outward things, / Fallings from us, vanishings� (143. 143-4) 
that are privileged. Wordsworth afterward aligns the child�s primary view of 
reality (located at the origins of life) with virtual, �worlds not realized� (144. 
146). The child�s �High instincts� (144. 147) discern these unrealities. 
These original affections and their shadowy recollections are the master 
light of human sight and knowledge (144. 149-53). As intimations of sacred 
being, these primary feelings and the remembrances that accompany them 
cannot perish or be destroyed.  

After the narrator assures himself that nature is a permanent medium 
of recollection, a discontinuous change from present to past tense occurs. 
The adult afterwards �fills in� this temporal gap by activating symbols that 
unify nature and humanity. This unification is achieved via the imagination, 
which for Wordsworth is a power of the soul and a part of perception.24 
Human and non-human soul/s are unified through atemporal relations in an 
eternal time: �Hence in a season of calm weather / Though inland far we 
be, / Our Souls have sight of that immortal sea / Which brought us hither, / 
Can in a moment travel thither, / And see the Children sport upon the 
shore, / and hear the mighty waters rolling evermore� (144. 162-8). The 
animation of these mnemonic and perceptual symbols mediates the past 
through the present. Memorial absences are furthermore supplemented 
when the after-effects of absent sounds (hear the waters rolling) and vi-
sions (see the children sporting) move the poem�s virtual world through op-
erations of recall that mimic sensory experiences in the physical reality of 
the world. These modes of virtual sense perception produce passions that 
move (via shocks, rotations and reversals) the course of a remembering 
mind.25 Wordsworth�s art of memory subjects this data to reflection. It is 
thus capable of producing some degree of human agency through recollec-
tion, because it entails, �the ability to see one self in one�s own past ac-
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tions, to be able to recognize one�s action most vividly in a redescription.�26  
In stanza ten, the narrator�s senses are suspended so primary emo-

tions associated with that past can be recollected (and reflected on) in 
tranquillity. The narrator, who returns to the May scene of stanza three and 
four, reanimates its perceptual, and mnemonic symbols. The adult narrator 
now addresses the birds (as he had the Shepherd-Boy) to, �sing, sing a 
joyous song!� (144. 169). He also requests, �the young Lambs bound / As 
to the tabor�s sound!� (144. 170-1). The visual reanimation of bounding 
lambs, as well as the verbal reanimation of birds and tabors, makes the re-
called past virtual in the �Immortality Ode�. This virtual world is created by 
operations of recall that mimic sense perception. In the �Immortality Ode,� 
the past that is recollected in tranquillity is also imaginatively modified by 
additional information. That is, stanza ten is not characterised, as the 
poem�s previous stanzas were, by the adult narrator�s grief. When this 
scene is repeated, the narrator�s personal pronoun is further transferred 
from the singular �I�, to a plural �We�. This transference is complete when 
the adult narrator requests the (concrete or fictional) audience to partici-
pate: �We in thought will join your throng� (144. 172) with the scene de-
scribed. This is an example of how reflection on past experience constitu-
tionally modifies and memorially transforms the recalled past in Words-
worth�s �Immortality Ode�.  

At the end of stanza ten, loss disrupts adult vision: �What though the 
radiance which was once so bright / Be now for ever taken from my sight� 
(144. 176-7). Reality is then acknowledged; nothing can return the splen-
dours of the past. Yet the past�s residues can be recuperated. This pro-
vides adults with �Strength in what remains behind� (144. 181). These resi-
dues of the past offer humans compensation at a future-perfect time, �In 
years that bring the philosophy mind� (145. 187). The poem�s partial recov-
ery of the primitive past via virtual effects provides compensation for adult 
losses and aids adult recovery.27 The poem�s socio-political context (of 
adult losses) included the social upheavals of the 1789 French Revolution, 
the fall of the Bastille, the 1792-95 reign of Terror, the rise of Bonaparte 
and the ensuing Napoleonic wars. In a personal context, contemporary bi-
ographers and critics of Wordsworth have reminded us that Wordsworth 
witnessed the French Revolution�s spectacles firsthand, including the exe-
cution of his friend Gorsas.28  

In stanza eleven, the adult narrator addresses fountains, meadows, 
hills, groves and requests that his personal relation with nature remain 
bound to him: �Forebode not any severing of our loves!� (145. 189). The 
desire for a future continuation of a past, primary relation associates self 
with place. Wordsworth terms this relation �primal sympathy.� In the �Im-
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mortality Ode,� primal sympathy associates a past historical time, �Another 
race hath been, and other palms are won� (145. 200) with the adult narra-
tor�s present recovery: �Thanks to the human heart by which we live, 
Thanks to its tenderness, its joys, and fears� (145. 201-2). The concluding 
lines, �To me the meanest flower that blows can give / Thoughts that do of-
ten lie too deep for tears� (145. 203-4) reveals the presence of an affective 
space that is a locus of permanent truths in memory. In this space, truths in 
memory are intuited according to an individual�s internally generated 
ideal/virtual reality. The critical distance that the �Immortality Ode� estab-
lishes between the adult narrator and their recollections, �is the space of 
�metaxis�: the operation of the imagination which connects the perceptual 
environment with the virtual and abstract world of meanings which over-
code our perceptions.�29 In this space, imagination, and the virtual effects it 
induces has, according to Wordsworth, �no reference to images that are 
merely a faithful copy, existing in the mind, of absent external objects; but 
is a word of higher import, denoting operations of the mind upon those ob-
jects.�30 In this space, the contents of the past are creatively transformed 
by the operations used to recall it.  

Critics have argued Wordsworth�s poetry introduced a new sense of 
control in the habits of recollection common in the late eighteenth-
century.31 I contend this voluntary control was achieved by disentangling 
operations of imagination and perception from memory. Prior to Words-
worth, empiricism (the belief that all knowledge originates or is derived from 
experience) considered imagination and memory synonymous. In 1651 
Hobbes wrote: �Imagination and Memory, are but one thing.�32 Sense, or 
�originall fancy�, was caused by the pressure, �of externall things upon our 
Eyes, Eares, and other organs.�33 Hobbes stated imagination was, �nothing 
but decaying sense� (italics mine) whose sense impressions/images fade 
when their objects are absent. For Hobbes, fancy involved the ability to re-
tain sense impressions/images, while memory concerned their retention 
over time, �things Past have a being in Memory onely.�34  

In 1689 Locke claimed that simple ideas (�external visible resem-
blances�) in the mind had to correspond with external reality: �Our knowl-
edge, therefore, is real only so far as there is a conformity between our 
ideas and the reality of things.�35 Locke conceived the mind as a blank pa-
per, a tabula rasa upon which experience writes. For Locke, the retention of 
simple ideas (concepts like white or heat) in memory/imagination supported 
perception and allowed recollection to occur. Locke viewed memory as, 
�the power to revive again in our minds those ideas which, after imprinting, 
have disappeared, or have been as it were laid aside of sight.�36 If these 
dormant ideas are not refreshed, they fade. In Locke�s conception, fancy, 
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which is produced through resemblance/congruity, could mislead human 
understanding.37  

During the eighteenth century, the empirical understanding of imagina-
tion, memory and sense common in the seventeenth-century was signifi-
cantly modified. Wordsworth benefited from, and contributed to this altera-
tion, by developing a poetic understanding of these faculties. Wordsworth�s 
account of memory shifted theological terms of memory to morality, by 
claiming the intuited truths of memory are present to the �common heart� of 
all people. Wordsworth consolidated this claim by transferring the profound, 
permanent and sacred truths that the �Immortality Ode� generated, via 
primitive memory, from God to the child. Wordsworth�s account of memory 
therefore retains the structure of theological memory. Yet its emphasis on 
the capacity to recollect a primitive past according to an individual�s inter-
nally generated reality marks the historical end of a theologically conceived 
model of collective memory that functioned as the memory for God; mem-
ory, in this tradition was understood as a part of the soul, while Prudence 
was a part of rationality.38  

In the theological tradition, memory loss � and the errors that it pro-
duces in recall � was feared, as this could result in an individual�s and soci-
ety�s eternal damnation. For this reason this tradition, �imprinted on mem-
ory images of virtues and vices, made vivid and striking in accordance with 
the classical rules, as �memorial notes� to aid us in reaching Heaven and 
avoiding Hell.�39 In contradistinction to this tradition, Wordsworth�s model of 
recall substituted individual organisation for theological rule-governed 
memory conventions that promoted conformity to official ecclesiastic doc-
trine. Additionally, the self that is built on a disjunction in Wordsworth�s ac-
count of memory is no longer as unifiable as earlier theologies had claimed.  

Unlike previous empirical models, the �Immortality Ode�s� symbols and 
meanings do not completely correspond with material reality; instead, 
meaning is half-perceived and half-created. Wordsworth has stated his po-
etry was, �to treat of things not as they are, but as they appear; not as they 
exist in themselves, but as they seem to exist to the senses and to the pas-
sions.� 40 This suggests that the �Immortality Ode� is not intended to depict 
concrete reality (things as they are), but uses virtual effects (how things 
appear to the senses) to depict potential (what seems to exist) namely, vir-
tual worlds of experience. The original intuitions/primary recollections pro-
duced by these altered modes of sensory perception are, furthermore 
modified, through the involvement of the emotions/passions. This led to 
Wordsworth�s discovery of an imaginative, atemporal, affective component 
in recall. Wordsworth also discovered that perception (the internalisation of 
external data) occurs according to place. The �Immortality Ode�s� dual 
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propositions, therefore, not only respond to a lost creative power, but make 
evident that the ultimate value of the imagination is that it works independ-
ently, by forming relations with material reality, and as an autonomous 
power of the mind. For Wordsworth, imagination establishes a sense of 
place (enabling human belonging) in the physical reality of the world, and a 
sense of self, respectively.  

The �Immortality Ode� returns, through virtual operations of recollec-
tion, to the most primitive, original springs of life and nature, in order to par-
tially recover the unreality of primary childhood remembrance/s. However, 
as this poem demonstrates, childhood�s earliest, most profound truths � 
when accessed via adult recollection � are subject to degradation and 
transformation over time. These virtual memories, or original intuitions 
(even though grounded in childhood) cannot be maintained; they vanish 
through adult socialisation. Nonetheless, the intuitive truths that Words-
worth�s poem recuperates from the primitive past demonstrate how, by re-
shaping personal memories, new, imaginatively-rendered, selves can be 
actively produced. While this does not resolve the problem of the lost 
power described in stanzas I-IV, it does offer a potentially pleasurable 
mode of compensation for a failure identified within memory. In conclusion, 
the unintended consequence of Wordsworth�s use of virtual effects in op-
erations of recollection is that, by manipulating perceptual and mnemonic 
symbols to mimic sensory perception (which animates the inanimate and 
also converts absence to presence), and by actively and internally produc-
ing conjoined symbols of a primary relation, Wordsworth contributed to a 
trajectory whereby image-production and sense-perception have come to 
be perceived as merged.41 
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If Creation is a Gift: 

From Derrida to the Earth (An Introduction) 

Mark Manolopoulos 

In the late 1990s I was introduced to Continental philosophy. I was 
particularly drawn to Jacques Derrida�s thoughts on the gift.1 As many of 
you will know, Derrida�s Given Time (published in English in 1992) scan-
dalously problematized one of our most treasured and � one would think � 
straightforward phenomena: gift-giving.2 For those of you unfamiliar with 
this argument, it goes something like this: the gift is a problem or aporia 
because, while it is ordinarily understood as that which is given gratuitously 
(without condition), there is nevertheless always an exchange of some 
kind, ranging from responses like gratitude, thanksgiving, counter-gifting, 
indebtedness, and so on. 

Exchange marks all three aspects of gift/ing: giver, gift, and recipient. 
To begin with, the giver receives something in return: be it another gift, 
gratitude, self-congratulation, or even hostility � for even displeasure or re-
jection gives back to the gift-giver their identity.3 The gift-thing itself likewise 
does not escape exchange economy.4 Whether it is a thing, an intention, a 
value, or a symbol, it is nevertheless identified as a gift and this recognition 
brings it into the circle of reciprocity. If the gift is not identified as such, then 
it would perhaps elude the circle � remain aneconomic � but then it would 
no longer be phenomenally recognized as such. Derrida muses: �There 
must be chance, encounter, the involuntary, even unconsciousness or dis-
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order, and there must be intentional freedom, and these two conditions 
must � miraculously, graciously � agree with each other.�5 On the part of 
the recipient, the mere recognition of the gift is enough to bring it into circu-
larity. The gift may lead to a countergift or a sense of obligation. An aporia, 
indeed. 

Now, one may object that gift-giving creates bonds rather than obliga-
tions � which is what writers like Marcel Mauss and Lewis Hyde promote in 
light of observations based on some other-than-western cultures.6 But even 
this �softer� kind of circularity is still a figure of exchange: a bond involves 
exchange or the expectation of exchange. (One may note that, for western 
capitalism, �bond� also denotes an interest-bearing investment.) While 
bonding may not be as binding as the gift-giving which typifies contempo-
rary (western) culture, any kind of bond-producing gifting nevertheless 
seems to contrast with the radical gratuity we normally associate with �the 
gift.� To bond and to bind: they differ in terms of the degree of burden and 
expectation, but they remain bound to the relationality that inevitably and 
problematically gives rise to it. 

But what if gifting is generative or spiral-like rather than closed � akin 
to the notion of �paying a gift forward�? Rather than returning the gift or fa-
vor, the gift-recipient gifts to others in a process which is more exponen-
tially disseminative rather than calculatingly reciprocal. (See Catherine 
Ryan Hyde�s book Pay It Forward as a wonderful elucidation of this kind of 
gifting.)7 But even when gifting is generative rather than a closed/closing 
loop, the aporia remains: the gift is still marked by obligation or expectation 
(the obligation to pay forward) � even though this is certainly a less/non-
onerous gifting. 

And so, the gift-aporia remains. Giving credit where credit�s due, I 
would propose that Derrida�s originality lies not so much with a �discovery� 
of the irreducible duality marking the gift, but with his rigorous philosophical 
articulation of what, I suspect, many of us have known (or intuited) all 
along: that the gift is not so �pure� or unconditional, or, perhaps more accu-
rately, that it is both pure and impure, conditional and unconditional, linear 
and reciprocal. Expectation and exchange, on the one hand, coincide with 
autonomy and gratuity, on the other. As annoying as it may sound to minds 
bred on the logic of the either/or (Aristotle lives on), the gift evidently ap-
pears to be an irresolvable paradox or aporia constituted by two irreducibly 
contradictory or heterogeneous elements or sets of elements. 

Now, during my honours year, one of the subjects I took was called 
�Ecology, Gender, and the Sacred� (run by Kate Rigby and Constant 
Mews). If my introduction to Continental theory involved a Copernican re-
evaluation of my thinking (brought up, as I was, on analytic philosophy), 
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then my introduction to ecology can only be described as a revelation: 
ecology�s truth appears obvious to me now, but green theory opened my 
eyes, lifting them up from the page to the world (to echo Yves Bonnefoy�s 
wonderful phrase).8 My introduction to ecology was, in fact, an introduction 
to the Earth. I say �introduction� rather than �re-introduction� or �re-turn� be-
cause, as a Westerner raised on neoplatonic, otherworldly andro-
anthropocentrism, to think of the other-than-human was radically foreign to 
me � and not only me: after all, the ecological crisis amply proves our cor-
porate ignorance, indifference, and hostility towards creation. The Earth is 
a foreign country. 

My introduction to ecology � particularly ecological feminism � was 
challenging not only because it forced me to confront my own corporeality-
denying anthropocentrism, but because these prejudices and blind spots 
substantially mark poststructuralism (please note the qualifier �substan-
tially�). While ecologists� criticisms towards radical philosophy can often be 
caricaturish, wayward, and unjustified, this kind of charge certainly has 
some force, enough force to make one wonder whether � and to what ex-
tent � Continental thought is or may be able to disturb and correct our anti-
ecological thoughts and ways, and thereby help save the Earth. To the 
question �How Green is Pomo Theory?� one must unfortunately answer 
�Not Very!� After all, can one really describe Derrida, Foucault, Lévinas, 
Lacan, etc., as ecological thinkers? This, then, was a worry for me. 

On the other hand, while Continental thought has generally suffered 
from a lack of ecological awareness, green theory itself is not without its 
problems, like the essentialisms and holisms that risk erasing otherness 
and difference. The question therefore arose: could radical philosophy be a 
kind of corrective in some respects? Furthermore, I began to wonder 
whether and how postmodern theory and green theory could inform each 
other. In the midst of this contemplative context, the idea arose � or was 
gift-ed to me � that the insights of these discourses could critically guide 
each other when considering or re-considering a very entrenched, wide-
spread notion: the notion of creation as a gift. This popular notion explicitly 
brings together these two streams of thought. Of course, a third current is 
implicated in this maxim: �creation as a gift� resounds theologically. And so, 
I had myself a subject-matter that would introduce to each other the some-
what disparate, challenging discourses of radical theory, ecology, and, to a 
lesser extent, theology and ecological theology. 

A first step to thinking-through the possibility of creation�s giftness was 
to emphasize that this notion is exactly that: a possibility that could also be 
an actuality. Hence, I eventually titled my work �If Creation is a Gift� and in-
troduced it with a discourse on the proposition�s �ifness�: the �If� signals the 
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suppositional, hermeneutical, undecidable nature of the proposition. There 
is therefore no pretension here that creation�s giftness is a certified fact but 
something that may be the case. While we know that the cosmos is a 
given, we cannot know whether it is also a gift � all the while recognizing or 
remembering that the proposition�s status as a possibility and as an inter-
pretation of what-is is by no means inferior in any sense. (Any imposition of 
inferiority would be generated by the longstanding and unjustified privileg-
ing of actuality over possibility, of decision over undecidability, of knowl-
edge over faith, and so on.)9 

Now, the next task was to define the term �creation� and it was defined 
in its broadest sense: the continually creative, open-ended matrix of mate-
rial entities in their interrelatedness and individuation. Before elucidating 
the most immediately relevant and challenging aspect of this straightfor-
wardly ecological definition of what-is, it is important to offer the caveat that 
my focus lies with creation itself rather than considering the related and 
immediately generated question of who/what gifts creation, for when a gift 
is given one assumes a giver or givers. Straightaway, we must insist that 
the identity of the gift-giver/s is also marked by a certain undecidability: we 
do not know who/what gifts creation (if, indeed, creation is a gift). What we 
can say with some certainty is that creation creates: the matrix poieticizes 
(brings-forth or comes-into-presence), and even autopoieticizes (self-
brings-forth), but we cannot know whether and how this creativity is related 
to the possibility of gifting. 

By suspending the question of the who/what, the issue of creation�s 
giftness is opened up to a wider audience: whether we be believers, unbe-
lievers, or in-betweeners, what is immediately pertinent is whether we fig-
ure creation itself as a gift: since the primary concern here is the gift�s what 
(Earth) rather than its how (God/chaos/Earth itself/etc.), then this herme-
neutic investigation becomes accessible to a wide range of ideological 
positions. All that is required in order for this line of thinking to be 
productive is the acceptance of (or even openness towards) the possibility 
that creation may be a gift. 

A final consideration must be elucidated regarding our definition of 
creation and its pairing with giftness: by proposing that creation is the con-
tinually creative, open-ended matrix of material entities in their interrelated-
ness and individuation, then we come to the surprising and confronting po-
sition that giftness would mark each and every being � including humanly 
manufactured things. Straightaway, we recognize that our all-
encompassing definition and its pairing with the gift thereby exceeds dis-
tinctions like nature/culture or phusis/techne. Giftness is shared by all 
things-in-relation, transcending determinations like �natural� and �humanly 
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made.� This appears strange and challenging: while we may consider 
things like our lives, friendships, majestic mountains, and beautiful sunsets 
as gifts, who would ordinarily consider mundane (mundanus) or banal hu-
manly constructed things like chairs or ashtrays as gifts? 

Indeed, this radically eco-egalitarian proposition (that all material 
things are gifts) immediately raises an important objection: if all things are 
considered gifts, and if we assume that a gift is somehow intrinsically 
�good,� then how can destructive things, like bombs that kill and industri-
ally-technologically generated pollution that disfigures the Earth, be consid-
ered gifts? Briefly, to propose that a thing is a gift does not mean that a 
thing is exclusively reducible to its giftness: a thing may be a gift but it may 
also be more than and otherwise than a gift. While giftness may be a kind 
of common denominator, it does not thereby erase or cancel other determi-
nations of a thing: its giftness is but one of its many possible and/or actual 
aspects (e.g., its givenness, beingness, objectness, etc.). My contention is 
that humanly produced entities (as well as humans themselves) are gifts � 
but gifts that also disfigure and/or destroy other gifts. The gift�s duality in 
this respect is reflected in its etymology: the Greek, dosis, of which �dose� 
is derived, can mean a present, a poison, or a cure; and in German, Gift 
means �poison.�10 

As strange as it sounds, what is crucial to note here is that gifts like 
plastics and bombs are composed of mysterious, miraculous matter (and 
one can recall here thinkers from Pascal to ecologist Freya Mathews), but 
these things� destructive elements derive from a complex matrix of human 
calculation, intervention, construction, and operation.11 

In other words, an entity can only be construed as a non-gift if it is 
measured according to the limited category of its human conception, trans-
formation, and deployment. A bomb-thing, for example, would be a bomb 
and nothing else/more! The thing�s irreducible mystery or excess is ignored 
according to such a perspective, which is, admittedly, the dominant and 
domineering perspective of instrumentalizing anthropocentrism. This kind 
of narrow-mindedness is one of hyper-humanism�s crowning �achieve-
ments�: a thing is construed exclusively as a utensil! Our narrow mindset 
would account for the irritation or hostility that a radical eco-democratism 
may incite, for it challenges the prevailing view. Indeed, the prevailing view 
is so ingrained that calls for a truly ecological egalitarianism even seem 
�counter-intuitive.� 

Of course, I am not suggesting that we continue on the current path of 
designing and manufacturing bombs or Styrofoam cups: what is being pro-
posed and stressed is that all matter � even when it is manipulated by vio-
lent, polluting humans � is marked by giftness. In sum, we should acknowl-
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edge that gift-things are multi-faceted: while a thing is a gift at least in terms 
of its materiality, it can also be destructive according to its human intention, 
production, and operation. 

Having defined our basic terms (�if,� �creation,� �gift�), I then proceeded 
to investigate the ways in which �gift� has been configured biblically, theo-
logically, and philosophically, measuring whether and to what extent these 
configurations disclose and dissect the gift�s radical heterogeneity. To be-
gin with, the Bible proves to be an outstanding literary site disclosing the 
aporetic structure of the gift in all its dumbfounding doublesidedness. 
Young’s Analytical Concordance identifies twenty-one variant meanings, 
ranging from �reward� to �offering� to �bribe� to the �free gift� or �grace.�12 
The First Testament is replete with many instances where the gift is any-
thing but gratuitous, but one of my favorites is when Ezekiel links the act of 
gifting with bribery and defilement; speaking for Yahweh, he proclaims: 
�Gifts are given to all whores; but you gave your gifts to all your lovers, brib-
ing them to come to you from all around for your whorings� (Ezekiel 16.33). 
To be sure, conditional gifts are not limited to the First Testament (e.g., Phi-
lippians 4.17-18).13 As Derrida himself has noted, this kind of heavily circu-
lar gifting � gifting with �strings attached� � aptly reflects the binding nature 
of religion (religare, to bind).14 

Now, such blatant conditionality is strikingly contradictory for those of 
us � perhaps all of us? � who identify the gift in its gratuity. But it is Scrip-
ture itself that announces � perhaps even inaugurates? � the unconditional 
gift. Even the debt-laden First Testament signals this kind of donation: for 
example, at Esther 2.18 we are told that King Ahasuerus �gave gifts with 
royal liberality� to his people upon his marriage to Esther, and this liberality 
signals a gifting unmotivated or less motivated by a logic of circularity. A 
second text is more telling: Ecclesiastes 5.18-19 wisely (and somewhat 
hedonistically?) urges us to enjoy the gift of life.15 In this instance, and 
whether the Ecclesiastician intentionally realizes it or not, the gift�s gratuity 
is reflected in the wise call to enjoy it rather than return it or feel obliged by 
it. The gift�s strings, in this instance, are denied, obscured, or complicated 
by the delight the gift evokes. 

I return to the question of enjoyment as a response to the gift in due 
course, but what is presently worth noting is that these rather rare First-
Testamental moments indicate a more gracious gifting � a giving without 
condition. Of course, the spontaneity of the gift emerges most clearly in the 
Second Testament with its repeated references to grace. Grace is, after all, 
the unconditional, unilateral gift par excellence, freely given by a God to 
purportedly undeserving creatures. In Ephesians 2.8-9, Paul declares: �For 
by grace you have been saved through faith, and this is not your own do-
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ing; it is the gift from God � not the result from works, so that no one may 
boast.� Here the gift is not tied to the receiver�s enterprise. This gift is not 
involved in exchange economy or tied up in cause-and-effect. The grace-
gift is given just for the hell of it. 

However, we shouldn�t be too hasty in adjudging and admiring grace 
as a pure and simple gift, for it too does not elude the gift�s doublebinded-
ness. Statements pertaining to this exemplary unconditional gift neverthe-
less disclose the gift�s entanglement in circularity, thereby adding credence 
to (or perhaps inaugurally indicating?) the gift�s doublehandedness. For in-
stance, the Christic logic in Luke�s Gospel, on the one hand, overturns the 
notion of giving in strictly reciprocal and equivalent terms: �If you lend to 
those from whom you hope to receive, what credit is that to you? ... But 
love your enemies, do good, and [gift], expecting nothing in return� (Luke 
6.35a).16 Nevertheless, this subversive logic immediately reverts to an eco-
nomic rationale, for this kind of giving nevertheless earns divine credit: 
�Your reward will be great� (Luke 6.35b). Here, the two logics (gratuity and 
reward) appear side by side � aporetically. Of course, let us not ignore the 
radicality of �expecting nothing in return,� considering that the logic of ex-
pectation governs the First Testament and its culture/s (a logic which also 
governs contemporary society, which is all about calculations and expecta-
tions of returns).17 And so, despite the reversion to calculation, one never-
theless glimpses the subversive logic of unidirectional gifting, which is also 
evidenced in the call for countless forgiving (Matthew 18.21-22).18 Perhaps 
my favorite instance of the entanglement of gratuity and circularity occurs 
at 1 Corinthians 9.15 when Paul exclaims: �Thanks be to God for [God�s] 
indescribable gift!� Paul offers thanksgiving for a gift that nevertheless ex-
ceeds or eludes return. 

The next part of my study involved locating and examining ways in 
which theologians have broached the question of the gift-aporia. A first dis-
covery was that, prior to the twentieth century, there appears to be a lack of 
any sustained attention paid to this question. In other words, the gift�s dou-
blesidedness went unchecked � a situation all the more fascinating and 
perplexing because, as I have just relayed, the gift�s heterogeneous char-
acter is starkly exposed in the Bible and also because grace has been such 
a massive theological pre-occupation. (One could even think of theology as 
an attempt to reconcile grace and reciprocation.) 

In the twentieth century, the situation regarding the inadequate treat-
ment of the question of the gift changed. The books I analyzed included 
Kenneth Schmitz�s The Gift: Creation (published in 1982); Jean-Luc 
Marion�s God Without Being (published in French in the same year), and 
Stephen Webb�s The Gifting God (released in 1996). As you may note, the 
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first two texts were written before the publication of Derrida�s Given Time: 
they are therefore more prone to entanglement in the tension between ex-
cess and exchange, but even Webb�s book � which acknowledges Der-
rida�s contribution � struggles with the paradox.19 And so, my analysis, 
guided by an acknowledgment and affirmation of the gift�s aporeticity, es-
sentially consisted in locating these texts� moments of entanglement. 

Now, as part of my retracing of the ways in which the gift-aporia has 
been thought or unthought, I also critiqued Marion�s phenomenological re-
figuration. Indeed, Marion rethought the gift in the wake of Derrida�s pro-
vocative treatment. For those of you unfamiliar with Marion�s rethinking, 
what he basically (and brilliantly) does is think the gift without or beyond 
causality, beyond the everyday understanding of gifting as a metaphysical 
chain of giver-gift-recipient: gifting can occur without an identifiable giver or 
gift or recipient. Marion�s phenomenological treatment is powerful, but while 
he appears to evade causality � a noble evasion when the gift burdens � 
his account nevertheless retains the notion of indebtedness (which is an 
exemplary figure of the circle). Indeed, Marion goes so far as to suggest 
that the self is preceded by and defined by this indebtedness.20 Alas, we 
are back to square one: Marion�s postmetaphysical rendering ends up re-
taining the gift�s gratitude and circularity, thereby retaining its aporeticity. 

How critical should we be of such entanglements? First of all, the gift-
aporia (like any paradox) can undo the best of thinkers. Even Derrida him-
self � the thinker par excellence of this conundrum � declared, during an 
exchange with Marion in 1997, that he is �ready to give up the word [gift]. 
Since this word is finally so contradictory.�21 Whether this is just an in-
stance of French melodramatics, or exasperation, or who-know-what (we 
can only go by the letter of the text), Derrida himself is ready to give up on 
the gift because it�s just too damn aporetic! 

We therefore sympathize with those who have considered the gift and 
become unintentionally entangled in it, who want to unchain it from causal-
ity, or who want to abandon it, but our sympathy shouldn�t be absolute, par-
ticularly when the urges to give it up or phenomenologically refigure it relate 
to disengaging the gift�s circular element (gratitude, debt, obligation, recip-
rocity). Why shouldn�t we be too sympathetic in these cases � indeed, why 
should we be somewhat critical? Apart from the nobility in desiring sheer 
gratuity (some of us yearn for a less calculating, more forgiving humanity), 
any ambition to disengage this element is problematic on at least two 
counts. As noted from the beginning, on a theoretical level, the gift itself re-
quires identification in order to be a gift, so its figures of circularity are con-
stitutive of it. The gift is an aporia precisely because of the commerce that 
marks it. (Of course, the gift�s identification can lead to dubious things like a 
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burdensome obligation.) Now, there is also another profoundly positive as-
pect to the retention of the element of exchange: this element signals the 
relationality of the gift and of gifting. This translates ecologically: since we 
are beings-in-relation, gifting will always involve �strings attached.� To have 
�strings attached�: this is precisely what it means to be corporeal. Hence, a 
denial of the gift�s economistic aspect � signaled by things like binding and 
bonding � may be understood as a denial of relationality, of a flight from 
this matrix with its requisite responses and responsibilities.22 

One may draw on an essay by ecotheologian Marion Grau to elucidate 
the necessity of recalling and even promoting the gift�s element of identifi-
cation-relation. In her essay �Erasing �Economy,�� Grau traces the way in 
which, over time, Derrida�s thought on the gift has �taken on remarkably dif-
ferent shapes.�23 She argues that the early Derrida does not choose be-
tween general (excessive) and restricted (exchange) economies, but rather 
negotiates the two. On the other hand, the Villanovian Derrida (together 
with Marion) displays a dubious desire for purity; Grau ponders: �Derrida�s 
attempts to isolate the gift from all polluting economy appear restrictive, if 
not almost oppressive, in what seems a drive for purity and transcendence� 
and �We might wonder whether the gift, given without return and reciproc-
ity, truly represents a desirable alternative to [exchange] economy.�24 This 
line of questioning provides a second crucial eco-political reason for the 
conservation of the gift�s tension: if we apply the concept and phenomenon 
of �gift� to corporeal things, that is, if we consider the matrix of material be-
ings as gift/s, then the preservation of the element of identification (circular-
ity, exchange) reflects and promotes the reality of relationality (reciprocity, 
interdependency). In other words, if excess signifies things like linearity and 
singularity, then exchange denotes � and reminds us of � our interrelated-
ness and interindebtedness. If thinkers devote too much time on excess or 
individuation, there is a danger that the element of our radical interconnect-
edness is ignored, marginalized, devalued, or forgotten. 

That is why, in response to Derrida�s desire for the pure or non-
reciprocal gift, Grau questions its eco-political resonance: �Is an �untied� gift 
in any way salvific for our relations? Exploitative economies have often de-
pended upon the nonreciprocity of women or slaves to be the willingly or 
unwillingly �gifting� contributors ... so that those in power could convert this 
symbolic capital that came to them as a �gift� that could be converted into 
realized capital owned by those in power. Is not part of the problem in 
economies that they have not respected enough the need for a somewhat 
balanced reciprocity, that women, slaves, creation, environment have been 
excluded from a truly reciprocal and inclusive economy?�25 

Hence, in order to redress and restrict this drive towards the pure or 
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absolute, thinking the two elements of the gift together ensures that the 
element of circularity opens up the re-integration of relation and reciprocity 
as crucial and undeniable � a re-integration which is all the more vital in an 
age of unparalleled ecological devastation. We should therefore think the 
gift�s relationality and reciprocity � and not just excess and gratuity � for 
creation�s sake. 

And so, any radical suspension or denial of the gift�s aspect of identifi-
ability appears to be an excessive move � both theoretically and eco-
politically � which means that remaining faithful to its contradictory duality is 
warranted on both counts. Furthermore � and somewhat surprisingly � this 
tension actually provides an opening for action (as I explain in a moment), 
particularly when it comes to figuring and encountering the Earth as a gift-
aporia (if it is one). 

Now, before I offer a few thoughts regarding responses by intentional 
agents that would be informed by this tension, it is important to note how 
the creation-gift�s excess precedes and overcomes us. In other words, the 
creation-gift precedes and exceeds the gift-recipient. This precedence and 
overwhelmingness may be expressed by phenomena like astonishment 
and wonder.26 One of the most ecologically significant things about these 
kinds of pre-subjective �reactions� is that they are very ecological: by defini-
tion, this passivity allows the world to be (gift), rather than being mastered, 
controlled, commodified, and disfigured by us humans. If anything, we gift-
recipients are, in a sense, acted upon by the creation-gift � in the most 
wonderful (and sometimes challenging ways) � rather than acting upon it in 
often disfigurative and destructive ways. 

Of course, we must also consider how we, as intentional agents, do 
and should respond to the creation-gift in modes that respect and reflect 
this irreducible heterogeneity, and it is in this respect that a radical gift her-
meneutics can also be a kind of ethico-politics. So, how can the double-
sidedness of the Earth-gift inform our conscious interactivity with it? After 
all, one would expect a kind of �paralysis� rather than an opening when 
faced with the gift�s double-bind (excess/exchange). So, how to get out of 
this bind? Paradoxically, a solution lies not so much with finding a way out 
of the aporia but by moving within it. But what kind of movement is one 
which is nevertheless seized? 

Oscillation represents this kind of paradoxical movement, character-
ized as it is by a rotating action that is nevertheless steadfast; to oscillate is 
�To swing backwards and forwards, like a pendulum; to vibrate; to move to 
and fro between two points. To fluctuate between two opinions, principles, 
purposes, etc., each of which is held in succession; to vary between two 
limits which are reached alternately.�27 Unceasing alternation saves the 
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gift�s irresolvable � and, as I explain shortly, ecologically productive � ten-
sion, reflecting and preserving its giftness, rather than becoming fixed by 
one of its elements (fixation thereby limiting it to the limits of grace or com-
merce). Oscillation�s both/and thereby guards against exclusion and reifica-
tion. It does not bias: it is a double movement that does not favor one of the 
elements at the exclusion of the other, for any exclusion dissolves the gift 
itself. Rather than taking sides, oscillation takes both sides. Note, too, the 
phrase �held in succession�: this movement is marked by a recognition that 
gifting and its negotiation occur over time. Temporality is thereby re-
spected; like gifting, oscillation takes time. 

Hence, the gift-aporia requires recognition of its duality and a corre-
sponding oscillationality. To be sure, distinguishing between the gift�s ele-
ments of gratuity and gratitude should be distinguished from any severe 
dualism in which one aspect dominates and denigrates the other: oscilla-
tion guards against any kind of hierarchical dualism. But does this distinc-
tion, which preserves the gift�s heterogeneity, mean that we should purely 
and simply oppose or exclude any idea of the gift�s unity? Certainly not: 
while the gift is divided by the heterogeneity internal to it, it is nevertheless 
a unity; it is a divided unity � or a united division. The gift is paradoxical or 
contradictory precisely because of the interplay between the excess and 
exchange that unite and divide it. If the gift were exclusively gratuitous, ex-
cluding any kind of identification or reciprocity (if it were, for instance, 
something like �indescribable grace�), then there would be nothing aporetic 
about it � baffling (or impossible) for thought and perception, perhaps, but 
not aporetic. Alternatively, if the gift were exclusively circular, then it would 
no longer be �gift� but a commodity. But the (creation-)gift is neither inde-
scribable grace nor calculable trade. The �gift,� as it occurs on the plane of 
lived experience, is a unity (or division) that is nevertheless divided (or 
united) in its heterogeneity. Both/and. 

And so, something like an oscillating interactivity with the world (which 
includes ourselves, other humans, non-human others, and humanly manu-
factured things) is one that would properly reflect and respond to the crea-
tion-gift-aporia. An acknowledgment of the world-gift�s aporeticity would 
make room for a variety of competing responses, and since this interactivity 
would be governed by the maintenance of the gift-tension, it would disrupt 
and inform the more ecologically problematic aspects of these responses. 
In other words, there is something of the ethical and disciplined involved in 
a vacillating responsiveness, each element informing and restricting the 
other. How so? Some of the fundamental intentional responses reflecting 
and respecting the gift�s paradoxicality include letting-be, playing-with, utili-
zation, and reciprocity.28 
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To begin with, I noted above the pre-conscious reaction of letting-be, 
but it can also be a response � or, more accurately, a response-without-
response � from the intentional subject. This exemplary reception allows 
the gift to appear and be as gift. In its recognition of the gift�s circularity, let-
ting-be is akin to �returning� it � although, in this context, there is nothing 
insulting about such an act, for it saves the gift from responses that are dis-
figurative and destructive. By letting it be, we allow creation to �grow old,� 
as Mathews wonderfully puts it, rather than exhausting it and polluting it.29 
Letting-be is radically non-interventionist. It is, without a doubt, the most 
ecological response. It disrupts the more problematic aspects of alternative 
reactions (discussed below). There should, of course, be way much more 
passivity towards the Earth. However, we are reminded that the gift war-
rants a heterogeneous receptivity � not to mention the fact that, as corpo-
real-beings-in-relation, an active passivity could not possibly be our one 
and only response. We are bound to also not-let-the-world-be. But an oscil-
lational logic reminds us that our interaction be tempered by a certain pas-
sivity � a passivity which is not a negation but a kind of mediation of human 
agency � that allows the world to go on being (gift). 

A second key reaction is joyous interactivity, whereby the gift is not 
treated non-interventionally or instrumentally, but where the �object� or 
�end� of the interaction is play. The �objective� is rather purposeless � a ter-
ribly threatening thing for us rational-instrumental-managerial capitalists 
and socialists still overcoming our neoplatonic asceticism and puritanism. A 
playful response responds to the gratuity of the gift: take it, have fun! Of 
course, recreational interactivity with creation can � and often is � exces-
sively unecological. (The ever-expanding �snowfields� come to mind.) 
Hence, this response may become gentler by staying in tension with letting-
be and other circular-reflecting reactions. 

Having referred to evidently eco-noble receptions and interactions like 
letting-be and play, one may expect well-meaning ecologists to be offended 
by the allowance of an instrumental use of the creation-gift. However, stay-
ing true to the gift�s aporeticity, responding in an instrumental way reflects 
the gift�s gratuity: it is there for the taking. Nevertheless, when it appears in 
extreme forms like hyper-commodification and hyper-consumption, there is 
an utter lack of acknowledgment of gratuity�s other � circularity. As an apo-
ria, the gift makes room for an instrumentality that would also make room 
for competing practices, thereby restricting an ecologically devastating in-
strumentalism like techno-consumerism. In a severely capitalized world, 
however, the opposite is true: almost everything is figured instrumentally 
almost all of the time. 

Now, a fourth category of responses is that of exchange or reciprocity 
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(which incorporates a variety of reactions, such as thanksgiving, indebted-
ness, and paying-back). Even though we lovers of gratuity (including Der-
rida, Marion et al) love to privilege the freedom of the gift, we have already 
discerned why its circularity should be respected � but it bears repeating: it 
not only lets the gift be, but it counteracts any responses evoked by the 
element of gratuity which can easily slide to a squandering or wastefulness 
which reaches its zenith with hyper-capitalism. An acknowledgment of the 
gift�s circularity prompts us to redress any receptivity informed by a mis-
placed (but often well-meaning) emphasis on the gift�s graciousness. When 
we respond to creation � or when we will respond to it � with more reciproc-
ity, gratitude, and thanksgiving, it is more likely the Earth-gift will be treated 
more gently. 

And so, if creation is a gift � a gift in all its splendid aporeticity � then it 
would inspire and inform an oscillational interactivity with it, which may 
save it. And, if another name for an interactivity marked by letting-be, utility, 
enjoyment, and reciprocity is �love,� then, in a word, the Earth should be 
loved. 

Monash University 
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cheerful giver.� (emphases added) This particular passage on the gift is marked by 
a command, a calculation, and a reward. Despite Paul�s plea for freeing up the 
gift, he encourages a now-classic economic formula: reaping what is sown. 

19 See Manolopoulos, �If Creation is a Gift�, Ch. 2. 
20 See Jean-Luc Marion, Being Given: Toward a Phenomenology of Givenness, 

trans. Jeffrey L. Kosky (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2002), p. 98.  
21 Jacques Derrida and Jean-Luc Marion, �On the Gift: A Discussion between 

Jacques Derrida and Jean-Luc Marion, Moderated by Richard Kearney�, God, the 
Gift, and Postmodernism, ed. John D. Caputo and Michael Scanlon (Bloomington: 
Indiana University Press, 1999), pp. 54-78, p. 67. 

22 See Marion Grau, �Erasing �Economy�: Derrida and the Construction of Divine 
Economies�, CrossCurrents 52.3 (Fall 2002): 360-370 [henceforth Grau, �Erasing 
�Economy��]. 

23 Grau, �Erasing �Economy��, p. 361 
24 Grau, �Erasing �Economy,�� p. 365. 
25 Grau, �Erasing �Economy��, p. 368. 
26 Cf. Manolopoulos, �If Creation is a Gift�, Ch. 4. 
27 Oxford English Dictionary Online, incl. 2nd ed. 1989, ed. J. A. Simpson and E. S. 

C. Weiner (Oxford: Clarendon, 1989), and 3rd ed., ed. John Simpson, Oxford Uni-
versity Press (in progress since 2000), home page <http://dictionary.oed.com> ac-
cessed 6 August 2003. 

28 For a detailed discussion of these responses, cf. Manolopoulos, �If Creation is a 
Gift�, Ch. 4. 

29 Freya Mathews, �Letting the World Grow Old: An Ethos of Countermodernity�, 
Worldviews: Environment, Culture, Religion 3.2 (August 1999): 119-137. Also see 
Mathews, �Letting the World Do the Doing�, Australian Humanities Review 33 
(2004) <www.lib.latrobe.edu.au/AHR/archive/Issue-August-2004/mathews.html> 
accessed 17 January 2005. 
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The work of historian Peter Read has, for the last ten years, focused 
largely on the question of non-indigenous �place belonging� in Australia. 
Over three critical texts, Returning to Nothing (1996), Belonging (2000), 
and the recent Haunted Earth (2003), he explores the attachments to spe-
cific sites that non-indigenous Australians feel and articulate. Informed by a 
postcolonial politics that admits the illegitimacy of European invasion and 
the devastations caused to indigenous culture and country over two centu-
ries,1 Read is concerned with restoring some legitimacy to settler Australian 
presence, attainable, his books propose, through meaningful engagements 
with the land over time. 

Returning To Nothing examines the loss of places that have accrued 
such attachments, and ranges from the grief felt by a (non-indigenous) pas-
toralist as she transfers ownership of her property to her son, to the effects 
of Cyclone Tracy and other natural disasters, to the displacement of town-
ships and individuals by force of law.2 The experience of what Read terms 
�place deprivation� links these narratives, as, via interview, individuals re-
count the trauma of dispossession from places they have loved. The force 
of affect in these stories is central: loss is something deeply felt and con-
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nective as Read asks his reader�s to recognise, through feeling, the mean-
ing of their own loved places in these accounts of others. Various experi-
ences of dispossession are thus collectivised and rendered accessible to 
those who wish to empathically feel their way into place deprivation � 
across localities, temporalities and singularities. Returning to Nothing sets 
the groundwork for its proceeding bedfellows. At the heart of Read�s work 
on attachments to place is the idea that feeling can transcend difference 
and that diverse stories can be positioned side by side in the experience of 
meaning-making.  

Read makes explicit the parallelling of differences in Belonging, which 
translates the interests of its predecessor into the issue of settler Austra-
lians looking for belonging in a land already marked with indigenous at-
tachments to place. What is inferred in Returning to Nothing is articulated 
clearly here � that the significance of dispossession for colonised people 
can be understood in some way by the colonisers if they each share a love 
of country. How that love comes to be fostered is not relevant in itself. 
Once attachments to place are forged, their loss is commensurable, espe-
cially when the same sites hold attachments for many.  

Belonging came at a time of particular settler self-consciousness in the 
wake of the Mabo decision, Paul Keating�s famous Redfern speech, and 
the Stolen Generation Report of 1996. At this time, and reflected in public 
and political discourse, many non-indigenous Australians expressed a 
sense of uncertainty at being here � the issue, as Read puts it, of how to 
�justify our continuous presence� on the land3 in light of the horrors of colo-
nisation � and a self-image of shallow and tenuous belonging.4 For Read, 
this anxiety of place reflected a particularly unproductive postcolonial guilt 
that precluded the recognition of non-indigenous Australians� real invest-
ments in place. 

His intention in Belonging is to allay such anxiety. Read does not in-
tend non-indigenous Australians to forget the past, but he wants them to 
feel comfortable in the present and future. To this end, the kind of relations 
with particular sites that Read explores in Returning to Nothing are reprised 
as examples of what he calls a �deep relationship� with place.5 Depth is 
employed as an obvious counter to the superficial and is equated with le-
gitimacy. Indigenous peoples have an irrefutable connection to the land 
that constitutes the Australian nation; they are truly �native-born.�6 The 
richness of their attachments has been a cause of envy and unsettlement 
amongst non-indigenous Australians. But by listening, by paying attention 
to the feelings that so many settler Australians do hold for specific sites in 
their lives, we can recognise �deep� attachments to place as already a part 
of non-indigenous culture. A �shared� depth of feeling for country, and a 
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�belonging-in-parallel� for indigenous and non-indigenous Australians is not 
a dream but a reality for Read as he admits in the conclusion to Belonging 
that �My [own] sense of native-born has come � is coming.�7 

The final instalment of this trilogy, Haunted Earth, continues his asser-
tion of legitimacy within difference and seeks out multiple attachments to 
place that can again be brought together under the banner of belonging. In 
this book Read articulates most clearly what it means to belong for him: in 
some way harmonising or being in tune with the spirit of a place. Haunted 
Earth is thus concerned with �inspirited sites� (141), structures or ground-
scapes that embody particularities of place and event � a �genius loci� of 
human energy (83). Haunting, in this context, has nothing to do with the 
sacred or profane. It is an imprinting, a layering of experience and meaning 
that produces �special country� (55) and can be accessed by those who in-
tuit this quality. To encounter and (once again) to feel an inspirited site � af-
fect rather than sensory perception is the key � is to experience being here 
as an historical and an immediate force, a confluence of times and actions 
that give depth to place. 

The book is structured as if Read were tracing these sites over a 
twenty-four hour cycle, perhaps to evoke a concomitancy of different tem-
poralities and events in the spirit of place, but also to assert the specificity 
of time and location. We initially find Read in Sydney�s Gore Hill Cemetery 
at midnight as, to the background hum of the nearby Royal North Shore 
Hospital, he fruitlessly waits for an encounter with� something. Instead of 
finding an inspirited place amongst the graves, Read is confronted by (ac-
cording to him) the general paucity of a secular (read �non-indigenous�) cul-
ture that does not encourage its constituents to discern local energies. The 
�Darkest Hour� is the book�s next chapter and the time before dawn to 
which haunting seems most suited. In this, as in the proceeding chapters 
(�Piccaninny Daylight, 1994�; �Dawn, 1987�; �Early Morning, 1979�), the ex-
periences of a collection of non-indigenous Australians who have encoun-
tered inspirited places are recalled. 

As if enacting Belonging�s parallel imagining, indigenous and settler 
spirits mark these sites in equal measure: the lives and �strong rituals� 
(176) of a diverse range of individuals and communities (the grieving par-
ents of dead children; the sailors killed in the bombing of the Armidale in 
World War II; the apparitions of Aboriginal men, women and children who 
appear on a property in country New South Wales) that become �absorbed� 
into country (176). Read seems to envy these others who �know� haunted 
land, some of whom appear to have achieved not only a depth of attach-
ment to place, but also a reconciliation with the negative energies that can 
seep into the ground and turn a place bad.  
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This conception of inspirited place as human-made, and particularly of 
human �energy fields� engaged with an environment to produce particular 
junctures of space and time (55), demonstrates a kind of ecological con-
sciousness in Read�s work. In this view of a multi-layered and multi-storied 
world, there is no linear history that remains in the past and some of Read�s 
most poetic turns of phrase in this book manifest in his articulated vision of 
a �crosswire[d]� landscape that connects and shifts apart presences in un-
timely and uncertain ways. This is an inclusive vision and Read�s wide-
ranging sample group of hauntings and believers performs this inclusivity: 
Bhuddists, Anglicans, and Hindis are situated next to artists, composers, 
business owners, and those simply identified as parents who have lost their 
children.  

Within this cacophony of experiences, however, the theme of indige-
nous dispossession and non-indigenous unsettlement maintains a persis-
tent and anxious presence. Alan, a non-indigenous Australian, for example, 
has a recurring dream of being speared in the leg and of �being carried as 
a trophy through the bush� by Aboriginal captors (51). Another white man 
wakes to see the frightening form of an Aboriginal man at the foot of his 
bed. Though Read never admits this, it is clear from his previous work and 
the subsequent narratives in Haunted Earth that these ghosts represent the 
�bad� pasts that preclude the kind of certain belonging that he craves for 
settler Australians. Here, the experience of the supernatural points to set-
tler Australians as being out of place rather than attached to it. 

Read counters such stories of non-indigenous fear with other narra-
tives that overtly signify reunion and redemption. Claire Milner, for example, 
a farmer from New South Wales, encounters the peaceful ghosts of an 
Aboriginal tribe on her property. These spectres reassure Claire and the 
message she takes from them is not one only of healthy coexistence but 
also some kind of relief from any sense of illegitimate ownership. She tells 
Read: �The Aborigines were saying to me �We�re here, we�re part of it. It�s 
all right.� It was better for me that [the land] had been so loved. All these dif-
ferent souls have been part of it. It makes it much stronger for me� (207). 
Again, the love and attachment that Claire professes for the land is univer-
salised and takes the shape of a chronological chain, �deepening� her 
presence here through links forged over time.  

Thus continuing the theme of paralleled belongings, this episode dem-
onstrates a significant ambiguity at the heart of Read�s trilogy. A central 
message of Claire�s story is that her farmland is �shared space� rather than 
colonised land (206). Read�s awareness of the damage done by colonisa-
tion is thus countered by a desire to even out its effects via therapeutic 
means. Claire�s experience of indigenous ghosts is an ideal panacea to 
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non-indigenous anxieties: it admits and remembers, even memorialises, 
non-indigenous presence, but smooths out the consequences of colonisa-
tion, as well as the frictions of cultural difference, into a narrative of easeful 
co-habitation. She, as a settler Australian, is fortunately absolved of �bad� 
ghosts of the past � �It�s all right,� she is told � and Read is able to achieve 
his own reconciliation between �the supernatural or unexplainable and 
other forms of deep belonging� (207). 

It is this re-emphasis on attaining legitimacy via resolute attachments 
that undoes the generative work of this book. Read�s focus on the particular 
and the local in his stories, the conjunction of �this place and that time� that 
goes into the singularity of things in an environment (83), conveys a rich, 
relational view of place that calls for attention to difference and a sense of 
responsibility through connectivity to the lives of others. Read is at his best 
in Haunted Earth as he shows an Australian landscape alive with the traces 
of past and present. His lament for a spiritual, rather than a secular society, 
and more significantly, his pursuit of what he considers to be a real belong-
ing for all Australians, in contrast represents a retreat from this inspiring 
modality of being in the world.  

Rather than pursue the possibilities for a postcolonial nation through a 
view of unordered and shifting ecological relations amongst humans and 
non-humans, Read comes to rest on the unproductive comparison between 
indigenous and non-indigenous presence in place � a comparison that, in 
the end, requires parallel equivalence rather than networked specificity to 
be the tool of settler belonging. The anxiety that non-indigenous Australians 
live thinly on the land is what seems to most haunt this book, as it does Re-
turning to Nothing and Belonging. It is perhaps by looking beyond depth as 
the site of affective meaning and towards the tremors and vibrations of the 
earth�s surface that fear can be replaced by hope. For here, in the irreduci-
ble tactile, aural, and visual encounters that occur between self and other, 
the future opens up. 

Hawke Research Institute for Sustainable Societies 
University of South Australia 
emily.potter@unisa.edu.au 

NOTES 

1 Peter Read is an eminent historian of Aboriginal history, particularly in regards to 
the �Stolen Generation� � a term that Read himself coined.  

2 Peter Read, Returning to Nothing (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996). 
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3 Peter Read, Belonging (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000), p. 1. 
4 An example of this is scientist and Museum Director Tim Flannery�s 2002 Australia 

Day speech in which he condemned settler Australians as persistently living as 
�people from elsewhere.� Tim Flannery, �The Day, the land, the People�, in Austra-
lian Day Council New South Wales, www.australiaday.com.au/address.html, date 
of access: 11 November 2004. 

5 Read, Belonging. p. 119.  
6 Ibid. p. 223.  
7 Ibid. 
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Dimitris Vardoulakis 

Announcing the operation of imperatives in the review of a book on art 
has at least three registers.1 First, there is the laudatory imperative, which 
calls for an appraisal of the work by the reviewer. Second, given that An-
drew Benjamin�s Disclosing Spaces is, as its subtitle indicates, a book On 
Painting, then the imperative alludes also to the rules or precepts that any 
critical enterprise of art calls forth. Value judgements on particular paintings 
would depend on such rules. However, besides these two obvious registers 
of the imperative, there is a further one, maybe implicit but from a philoso-
phical perspective even more crucial. Namely, the imperative of the exami-
nation of the imperatives� extension. In other words, this is the question of 
the work that laws, limits, borders, and so on, do in an explication of the art 
work. Or, vis-à-vis the law, what are the conditions of the possibility of the 
art work, and of the critical act, as well as the art work and criticism taken 
together? How does the imperative of the imperatives unfold? 

That the laudatory imperative is not merely a rhetorical gesture is 
something that the author of Disclosing Spaces is bound to concede, given 
two positions that are re-iterated throughout the book. On the one hand, 
Benjamin is adamant that context is never a sufficient ground for interpreta-
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tion. The external can never be fully adequated to the internal. On the other 
hand, the reverse is also the case. Starting with the internal cannot lead to 
a complete representation of the external. Thus, the rhetorical gesture is 
not merely a stylistic device that has either a purely incidental or a purely 
determinative function. Instead, as Benjamin insists, the presentation, what 
appears and becomes an object of interpretation, is severed from style. 
This severance is what announces the advent of modernity, and it is within 
this ambit that the other two imperatives are to be interrogated � even if 
that process will lead back to the laudatory imperative at the end of the pa-
per. 

The concern with imperatives for an encounter with Disclosing Spaces 
is not an arbitrary choice. On the contrary, it is already ushered by an ar-
gumentative manoeuvre that plays a central strategic role in Benjamin�s 
project. This is the strategy whereby certain conceptions of art are shown 
to flounder when they reach their limit. When theories are unable to go over 
a line that they are nevertheless impelled to transgress, then they betray a 
form of limitation which has to be overcome. The two decisive names to-
wards which Benjamin makes this move are Kant and Hegel. 

What are the limits of Kant�s conception of art? Benjamin argues that 
the way that the third Critique conceives of beauty in terms of the relation 
between a subject and the formal or epistemological properties of the ob-
ject results in that the materiality of the object cannot even arise as an is-
sue. Kant�s aesthetics does make an argument about a generalized sub-
ject, but the object is given only through its conditions of possibility and 
never in its actuality. And it is this limitation that affords the Kantian project 
of the Critique of Judgement the title of an �aesthetics of art,� but not that of 
a philosophy of art. For the latter, a consideration of the object as it is given 
or presented in itself is necessary. The move to the philosophy of art is ef-
fectuated with Hegel, as Benjamin shows. The detailed generic distinctions 
drawn by Hegel in his lectures on art demand that attention is paid to the 
particularity of the medium. Thus, for example, theatre, literature and paint-
ing are shown to be clearly distinguishable. Notwithstanding this achieve-
ment, Hegel�s limit is that the activity of art is defined as the operation of 
the non-sensuous, or the universal, within the particular, the result being 
that art still needs something outside itself, the external presence of the 
universal, that underwrites its value. Benjamin is emphatic that any occlu-
sive distinction between inside and outside has to be avoided, if the hold of 
representation is to be eschewed. 

Of course, this is territory that has been trodden already by the so-
called post-structuralism. It becomes interesting when one realizes that a 
limit is also to be found in Disclosing Spaces. This is what complicates 
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things and also makes the book exciting. What has to be made clear is that 
limits are not only impossible to avoid, but also necessary. The limit is un-
avoidable from the moment that a distinction is drawn between the material 
and the immaterial;2 and it becomes necessary in order to avoid a structure 
of transcendence that would require a privileging of either term. What is of 
paramount importance in Benjamin�s understanding of art is that the limit 
does not install either in the object or in the thought of that object a prede-
termined direction, an inherent purpose. If there is something that is al-
lowed by the work and the critical activity, and if that something is inextri-
cably linked to both, then the allowing can only take place given the pres-
ence of constraints, as Benjamin argues in relation to discernment, even 
though these constrains are to work free from an �already determined hold 
of predication� (133) the sentence is too long; I would break it in two, for 
example where I put the semicolon, and rephrase the second half. Predica-
tion, or the essentializing of either materiality or immateriality, can only be 
undone by and through the limit. The absence of constraints is an illusion. 
Absolute constraints are enslavement. A way must be found for constraints 
to be liberating. 

The clearest way that the limit assumes this function in Disclosing 
Spaces is the insistence that art work and criticism are inter-related. Art 
work is given through its criticizability.3 The particularity of the art work is 
given in the event of its enacting a disruption of the genre of which it forms 
part � a disruption which is in an act of innovation. Corresponding to this 
experimental impetus of the art work is the critical act, which is also in a 
process of becoming, re-inventing, or re-working its own vocabulary. What 
is thereby introduced is not a limit as impediment, but a limit as productive 
force � not a limitation but a creative delimitation that allows for the unfold-
ing of potentiality. The value of art � a value that is determined by the criti-
cal act � is precisely the identification of that potential, that is, the possibili-
ties inscribed in the object. In a subversion of the limit as a border that 
makes communication between two different realms possible only through 
the mechanisms of transcendence, Andrew Benjamin remains loyal to Wal-
ter Benjamin�s insight that �the law of this life is the porosity which is to-be-
determined and always appears anew.�4 The imperative of the porous im-
perative � the imperative in the third sense of the term as it was presented 
at the beginning � is precisely the establishment of ineliminable relations. 
The condition of the possibility of the art work as both object and activity is 
an ineliminable web of relations. And the ineliminability of relationality is 
guaranteed by criticism as an enactment of a contestation, a process that 
can never be foreclosed but always remains open. 

It should be clear at this point why what was named the �imperative�s 
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extension� is more crucial than the imperative as rule following within the 
practice of art and criticism � the second identified sense of �imperative.� In 
Benjamin�s ontology of art, the emphasis is squarely on possibility. What 
matters is the designation of a site � the imperative�s extension � within 
which a development of potentiality is allowed to be actualized. Surely, 
within this site rules still have a role to play. However, it is part of the consti-
tution of this site that the rules are not permitted a legitimation from without. 
This is Hume�s argument which identifies rules with the �sense of taste� as 
it is given by the eighteenth-century cultivated gentleman � an argument 
explicitly rejected by Benjamin (129). Nonetheless the question still remains 
whether the opposite is true: are rules given from within the site opened up 
by the art work and its criticizability? 

This question raises the issue of the autotelic quality of the work, and it 
is charged with a residual danger. The danger answers to the appellation 
�dialectic� and has at least two faces. The first is to conceive of art in a way 
that it �has to encounter its limit.� This is a dialectic that positions the value 
of art, and its very purpose, in something that is outside art itself. As such, 
art is privileged, but only to the extent that it allows �for its own effacement� 
(22). The second is that of the aporetic impossibility, of a �dialectic of nihil-
ism,� which would have tried to deface the limit of art altogether in a cas-
cading series of negations. Benjamin�s counter to the former is that �art 
does not lament� (31): there is no dialectic of loss enshrined in the purpose 
of art. The counter to the latter would consist in the reminder that the infinity 
enacted by art still has a register, the endlessness of negotiation performed 
in the public sphere, and to forget this would be to rob art of its political di-
mension (32). The fault of both dialectics can be discerned in the meaning 
of the compound telos in the epithet �autotelic.� The first takes telos to 
mean a completion that carries over onto something else, while the second 
takes telos to mean something that is an endless variation within a site � 
art itself � that is completed. Conversely, telos for Benjamin adheres to the 
productive potential inherent in the art work�s ontology, so that the autotelic 
indicates the object of art �in the continuity of its self-realization� (70). There 
is no completion. 

Self-realization does a lot of work in Disclosing Spaces, and it is worth 
dwelling a bit on it. Even earlier, the autotelic has been employed by Ben-
jamin for a long time in various permutations and in various writings. To 
show two further instances, reference will be made to two short articles by 
Benjamin. The first is a piece published in Art Monthly Australia, titled 
�Vandalizing Objects, Destroying Art,� which deals with the vandalizing of a 
public piece of sculpture by Terri Bird.5 Once the site in which an object ex-
ists is taken to have a generative quality, thereby installing a network of in-
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eliminable relations, it follows that a public work of art pertains to two regis-
ters. One is its register as an object within an environment wherein only its 
quidity is recognized, and as such can be vandalized by refusing to recog-
nize it as art object, by perceiving it as something that has to cease to exist. 
The other register is inextricably linked to criticism and sees the object as a 
work of art. This does not eliminate the possibility of destruction, but here 
destruction is a possibility that is linked to the object as art. Destruction re-
mains an artistic potential, something present within the work�s possibilities. 
The second article by Benjamin, entitled �Having to Exist,� was originally 
broadcasted on BBC Radio 3, and it proffers a series of counters to the 
thanatophile dialectical impulse.6 What has to be avoided is any notion of 
negation that would privilege completion. Instead, a philosophy that takes 
life seriously, by the same token would also have to take seriously the im-
perative to incompletion, the responsibility to think on and through a plural 
site of relations, the site that Walter Benjamin called the porous law of life. 
By incompleting, becoming is made possible. 

The art work�s autoteleia, and the broader philosophical project that is 
implied therein, leads to a significant notion of autonomy. Caution is called 
for here, especially since the history of a piece like �Having to Exist� links it 
to a public broadcast. The caution demands to follow Benjamin in distin-
guishing between art and ethics. A philosophy that takes life seriously is not 
also a populist philosophy. There are no easy fixes here, no panaceas. 
Thought is no consolation � consolation for some lack, since, as already in-
timated, it precisely rejects a dialectic of loss. Specifically in relation to art, 
Benjamin refers to the art work�s autonomy in relation to any possible ethi-
cal message that it might carry. He shows that David�s painting of The Lic-
tors Returning to Brutus the Body of his Son (1789) opens a series of pos-
sible readings if the eye is allowed to travel along the canvas, and if these 
possibilities are associated with the three realms of the public, the private 
and the intimate. The inter-relation between these three realms is indeed a 
mark of the painting�s concern with Republicanism, although is it thus si-
multaneously also a mark of its modernity. But Benjamin insists that, de-
spite the complex relations that arise between the public, the private and 
the intimate laws, art � and specifically David�s painting � is not concerned 
to prescribe a form of decision that would lead to specific actions. �Art is not 
concerned with this form of decision if art is to maintain its autonomy and 
thus its capacity for political intervention. Art demonstrates the complexity 
of this site. This is not an argument about the aestheticisation of art� (52). 
In other words, David�s work is not concerned with the politics of 1789, the 
year of the painting�s composition, but it remains inextricable from the po-
litical dimension nevertheless, to the extent that it discloses the complex 
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site of Republicanism that underlies daily politics. So long as it does not 
prescribe decisions, the painting continues to interrogate the complexity of 
the relations. And so long as these relations have a bearing on the political, 
art�s autonomy is not art�s absorption into itself. With the complexity of rela-
tionality and the political dimension, the art work�s autonomy becomes a lo-
cus of negotiation and incompletion. 

Autonomy, so far, has been shown to denounce the art work�s reduc-
tion to an external context. The next step taken by Benjamin is to demon-
strate that autonomy � while retaining incompletion � is connected to the 
work�s interiority. When Benjamin raises this issue explicitly in the chapter 
that deals with Cézanne and Richter, every precaution is taken so that in-
teriority is not in a determining opposition to exteriority. Surely, the relation 
between the inside and the outside cannot be eliminated, in Cézanne�s 
landscapes there is always such a relation. However, the important point is 
that this relation, which announces the structure of representation, is only 
an effect of that which is truly interior, truly autonomous in an art work, 
namely its particularity and materiality, as well as the way that they are 
connected to technique. Thus, autonomy and interiority designate the field 
of action that the work itself makes possible. An example from Disclosing 
Spaces will clarify this point: it pertains to the way the figurative is shown to 
work in Cézanne�s paintings. Benjamin demonstrates that what these land-
scapes produce is �the presence of borders that are given by relations, 
which are not, themselves, determined by lines� (76). A number of implica-
tions follow: First, the denial of the predominance of line entails that there is 
no one particular way with which Cézanne prescribes the depiction of land-
scape. Style and appearance are held apart. The second point follows from 
the first: if technique is no longer an effect of style, then what matters is not 
the simply technical aspect of depicting and applying of pigments; rather, 
what matters is the way a painting�s activity is built around the �colouring 
sensations� � to use Cézanne�s own phrase � that are built into the work. 
However, and this is the third point, it follows that the �colouring sensations� 
are structured by a network of relations which, while they are given by the 
work�s materiality and particularity, still retain a reference to something im-
material. This is necessary so that the productive nature of the work, the 
work�s incompletion and self-realization, are maintained. Thus, the interi-
ority that is made possible by the work�s autonomy is still grounded on 
something infinite, while the infinite is only ever present(ed) through the 
work of the particular. Returning to a question that has remained in sus-
pension, it would be correct to say that rules are given from within the site 
opened up by the work and its criticizability. However, the �within� should 
not be understood as pure interiority, but as the space allowed by interi-
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ority�s inter-play with infinity and particularity.7 
Benjamin here has been working out the productive limitation that the 

relation of the art work has to its criticizability. Auto-nomy, self-regulation, is 
precisely the work�s creative imperative. Now, it will be recalled that Ben-
jamin insists that this productive relationality channels a continuous re-
newal of the vocabulary of criticism. But this should not be seen to operate 
solely on the level of criticism. Philosophical rigour demands that this same 
operation is shown to take place in the work of art itself. This is precisely 
what Benjamin demonstrates in chapter 4, by examining the productive re-
lation between painting and photography. Basically, what this means is 
that, with the advent of photography, painting�s own self-realization is af-
fected. Similarly, the autonomy of photography is only ever disclosed in re-
lation to painting. This is not to say that there is a causal, one-directional 
relation between new and old genres � Andrew Benjamin specifically re-
jects that possibility while discussing Walter Benjamin�s �Work of Art in the 
Age of its Technological Reproducibility� (121). Rather, the point is that the 
very particularity of a specific genre is only ever made possible through the 
registration of the other genres. Relationality implies re-working and repeti-
tion, or what Benjamin calls here the �after-effect.�8 Another way of putting 
this using an example from chapter 4, is to say that painting and photogra-
phy are related but not in such a way as to be dialectically opposed. Thus, 
if the capturing of the instantaneous image is thought to be the province of 
photography, a work of photography that concentrates on the instant is lim-
ited to be presenting merely the negation of painting. An example of this 
state of affairs is Jeff Wall�s The Stumbling Block (1991). While the photo-
graph narrates an incident in the city, by emphasizing instantaneity as a 
means of presenting the �truth of the world� depicted, the photograph func-
tions merely as a disavowal of painting (106-7). However, what is elided is 
precisely what narrative painting itself acknowledges, namely that such a 
truthful depiction of the work is chimerical. Thus, in Wall�s photograph, 
there is no registration of the after-affect. 

There is no space here to present in more detail Benjamin�s analyses 
of further particular paintings and photographs. These incisive analyses are 
perhaps the most affecting aspect of Disclosing Spaces, and the pleasure 
of discovering them for oneself should be left to the reader of the book. 
However, a return has to be made to the initial point, namely the laudatory 
imperative. The argument will be that it also is linked to the imperative�s ex-
tension, the imperative of the imperatives. To demonstrate this, it has to be 
made clear that what secures the nexus of the work and its criticizability, as 
well as the autotelic and the autonomous quality of the art work, is a very 
specific philosophical conception of immediacy. Benjamin is committed to 
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the position that there is no pure or absolute immediacy. But this is not 
merely to assert the presence of mediacy, the primordiality of relations. 
What is needed in addition is to find a way to register the immediate so that 
particularity and materiality are retained. To this effect, Benjamin draws a 
crucial distinction when he discusses the ontology of the art work: immedi-
acy has a double register, it is both the instantaneous recognition, and the 
cognition in the absence of a concept or a rule (26). Immediacy functions in 
terms of temporality and in terms of conceptualization. The argument that 
displaces immediate or instantaneous recognition is always related to the 
function of criticism within the art work. It is in its criticizability that the 
work�s potential is released, and it is this potential that opens up a site of 
ineliminable conflict. Moreover, the argument that displaces conceptual 
immediacy is linked to the way that the work can always create a distance 
from the viewer, it can effect its own decontextualization. It hinges on the 
objective quality of the work. 

What is operative here is a chiasmus of vital importance. It is the chi-
asmus that guarantees the singularity of the object by arguing through pos-
sibility and incompleteness, while the singularity of cognition is guaranteed 
through objectivity and materiality. What, then, becomes of the subject in 
this set up? Where is the artist? And where is the critic? While Benjamin 
does not address these questions directly, an answer could be formed if 
the chiasmus is taken to present a more general position about ontology.9 
In which case an artist (for instance Cézanne) and a critic (for instance 
Benjamin) are not merely related as self and other, but also chiastically co-
implicated in the unfolding of the activity of the work of art. They become 
co-producers. This is the conclusion that has to be reached if the productiv-
ity of the imperative installed by the chiasmus is to be followed through. 

However, the same point can be made regarding the laudatory im-
perative, if it is viewed in a similarly productive fashion. What is opened up 
here is a relation between author and reviewer that is productive and evolv-
ing. This ontology places a demand on the reviewer: it is an imperative that 
prohibits him to �sing the praises� of the one reviewed as if that one were 
an autonomous subject. Instead, it is the work that has to retain autonomy 
� in this instance, the book Disclosing Spaces. As such, what is called for is 
a decisive decontextualization, whereby the external situation becomes an 
effect of the reading of Disclosing Spaces. It is a decontextualization that 
articulates the book�s own incompleteness. Author and reviewer are no 
longer two subject bound in an encomiastic dialectic. Instead, adhering to 
the laudatory imperative, their activity is confined to one � yet complex � 
action only: they collocute. 
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NOTES 

1 I would like to thank Elizabeth Presa for the invitation to present this paper at 
Painting and Philosophy: A Symposium to Mark the Publication of Disclosing 
Spaces: On Painting by Andrew Benjamin. The symposium took place at the Cen-
tre for Ideas, Victorian College of the Arts, Melbourne, on 11 November 2004. 

2 Cf. ch. 3 �The Ideal of Pure Reason� of the Dialectic in the Critique of Pure Rea-
son. It is at the point when Kant considers God as an immaterial presence that the 
issue of the limit arises. 

3 The work�s criticizability is a direct reference to Walter Benjamin (84). 
4 Gesammelte Schriften, eds. Rolf Tiedemann and Hermann Schweppenhäuser 

(Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1991), 4.1: 311, my trans., emphasis added. 
5 Andrew Benjamin, �Vandalizing Object, Destroying Art: Notes on Terri Bird�s Recy-

cling Fictions of Being�, Art Monthly Australia, 163 (2003), pp. 28-9. 
6 Andrew Benjamin, �Having to Exist�, Angelaki, 5.3 (2000), pp. 51-6. 
7 Andrew Benjamin�s adumbration of interiority as it is given through the work�s 

autonomy, as well as the formalism implied in this position, is markedly different 
from a Greenbergian understanding of the same terms. Greenberg is interested in 
the way that an interior is constructed by the formal properties of pigment applied 
to the canvas. Thus, on the one hand, Greenberg understands the interior in op-
position to the exterior, and, on the other, he remains concerned with the merely 
technical element. The upshot is that style and appearance remain inextricable 
and interarticulable. From this connection, the possibility of pure painting emerges. 
Conversely, Benjamin insists on the severance of style and appearance. Benja-
min�s formalism consists in the relations that are established at the moment of this 
severance. For Benjamin�s critique of Greenberg�s �pure painting,� see his Object 
Painting (London: Academy Editions, 1994), pp. 99-101. 

8 Two additional points are called for here. First, Benjamin�s argument here is prem-
ised on his development of a philosophy of time, and in particular a philosophy of 
the present. See e.g. his Present Hope: Philosophy, Architecture, Judaism (Lon-
don: Routledge, 1997). Second, specifically in relation to painting, Benjamin is fol-
lowing here a tradition of reading the registration of history in a particular work 
precisely in terms of productive repetition. One of the better know sources of this 
way of thinking can be found in Gilles Deleuze�s Francis Bacon: The Logic of Sen-
sation, trans. Daniel W. Smith (London: Continuum, 2003), see esp. ch. 14. 

9 This is a position that Benjamin has developed in The Plural Event: Descartes, 
Hegel, Heidegger (London: Routledge, 1993), although using a different vocabu-
lary. 
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Peter Murphy and David Roberts. Dialectic of Romanticism. 

London: Continuum, 2004. ISBN: 0-8264-7204-4 

Robert Savage 

In 1942, two exiled German intellectuals held a series of meetings in 
Los Angeles. The topic of their discussions was the convolution of enlight-
enment and myth, the origin of the one in the other and the accelerating 
assimilation of the Other to the One. In the background, all but ignored by 
the interlocutors, sat a woman taking notes in shorthand. Later, her notes 
were typed up, revised, elaborated, and sent forth into the world under the 
title Dialectic of Enlightenment. In the foreword they added to the 1969 edi-
tion, the authors downplayed the significance of her contribution: �We 
jointly dictated lengthy sections; and the vital principle of the Dialectic is the 
tension between the two intellectual temperaments conjoined in it.� No 
place remains in this marriage of minds for the woman who acted as surro-
gate for their creation, the empty vessel through which their words flowed 
and intermingled to the point where they could no longer be traced back to 
one or the other parent. Of the final product, it is said that �no outsider will 
find it easy to discern how far we are both responsible for every sentence.� 
As the only reader of the book in a position to know exactly who said what 
before the contours of the conversation were erased, the woman must be 
considered an insider to the discussion (in fact, she is Adorno�s wife). Her 
unsung service guarantees the unity of style which marks the difference be-
tween scholarly collaboration and utopian anticipation, between a partner-
ship of specialised workers and a working partnership that, however briefly, 
transcends specialisation. At the same time, she is an outsider to the extent 
that she does not belong to that community � on the contrary, it is consti-
tuted through her exclusion � and hence has no legitimate claim upon the 
work that emerges from it. Her role is exhausted in enabling the authors of 
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the Dialectic to adopt a position of enunciation which their own theory of 
modernity would lead them to disavow, one which first allows them to ar-
ticulate that theory by granting them immunity from its most deleterious 
systemic effects. In this sense, she is emblematic of what Murphy and 
Roberts call �the hidden romantic roots of Horkheimer and Adorno�s critique 
of enlightenment� (ix). 

If the continuity of tone maintained throughout Dialectic of Enlighten-
ment betrays its authors� romantic longing for �good� totality, the book�s 
formal disintegration into oversized excurses and paralipomena suggests 
the frustration of that longing in the face of a �bad� totality deemed to be in-
escapable, terminally riven, and insusceptible to reform. Once enlighten-
ment is conflated with myth as the eternal return of the ever-same, the uto-
pian impulse kept alive by Horkheimer and Adorno is forced to take refuge 
in style rather than form, expression rather than rational construction. 
Henceforth, utopia will be confined to the moment of aesthetic irruption 
which impotently configures the indefinitely postponed advent of the en-
tirely other. Dialectic of Romanticism offers itself as a rejoinder and correc-
tive to that celebrated critique, and its organisational principle differs ac-
cordingly. Murphy and Roberts display none of their predecessors� discom-
fort with the functional differentiation that is part and parcel of modern soci-
ety. On the one hand, their book spurns the illusion of univocity embraced 
by Horkheimer and Adorno as their compositional ideal. Even an outsider 
will usually find it easy to discern who was responsible for a given sentence 
(or indeed chapter). But the sudden shifts in register with which the authors 
demarcate their respective areas of expertise are offset, on the other hand, 
by the book�s well-proportioned, lucid tripartite structure, which serves as a 
bulwark against the dynamic of fragmentation to which Dialectic of Enlight-
enment ultimately succumbs. 

Such divergences in presentation are not without relevance for the 
broader argument put forward by Murphy and Roberts. They reflect a fun-
damental break with the historical-philosophical conception that informs not 
just the �blackest book� of Critical Theory, as Habermas dubbed Dialectic of 
Enlightenment, but the entire German romantic tradition from which it se-
cretly draws. That tradition was defined from the outset by �the paradox of 
future past origin� (7), expertly reconstructed in the first part of the present 
work. The dialectics of enlightenment and romanticism were both triggered 
by the historicist self-understanding of modernity, with its chronic aware-
ness of man�s pre- or deformation through cultural factors over which he 
has no immediate control. Together, enlightenment and romanticism make 
up the �divided unity of [European] modernism� (a modernism which, in this 
account, extends to its various postmodern recensions). Whereas enlight-
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enment rationalism has as its goal the liberation of man from the contin-
gencies of birth and custom, romanticism responds by calling for a return to 
nature. Regardless of how such a return may be construed in individual 
cases � as the descent to the chthonian realm of the Earth Mother 
(Bachofen, Baeumler), as the remembrance of nature in the subject (Hork-
heimer/Adorno), as the repetitive recuperation of the original event of Being 
(Heidegger) � the split between nature and spirit is in each case to be 
overcome through their reunion in a �new mythology� founded upon the 
free interplay of the rational and creative faculties. 

Murphy and Roberts maintain that this project leads to consequences 
as invidious as those it was intended to counteract: �Enlightenment auton-
omy is always threatened by the immanent contradiction of denaturaliza-
tion: the reversal of freedom into unfreedom (the perpetuation of the blind-
ness of nature); romantic incarnation is always threatened by the immanent 
contradiction of renaturalization: the reversal of the spiritualization of nature 
into the naturalization of spirit, of creative into destructive nature. Each 
bears witness to the failed internal dialogue of modernity� (75-6). Murphy 
and Roberts find an alternative to this breakdown of communication in a 
�third stream� of modernism, which they propose to call the �civilizational.� 
This looks to classical models for inspiration and has its locus in the city, 
more specifically in the cosmopolitan milieu in which some of its greatest 
exponents � Hannah Arendt, Leo Strauss, Mies van der Rohe � made 
themselves at home. Its representative art form is architecture, which �ex-
emplifies most clearly the bridging power of the city � its superlative capac-
ity to conjugate modern and ancient, present and past, utilitarian and ideal� 
(81). Consequently, a discussion of architecture provides the occasion for 
the �external critique� of modernism launched in the second part of the 
book. 

The final section of the triptych contrasts the architectonic utopia en-
visaged by many of the intellectuals who resettled in America with the pro-
gressive-futurist and aesthetic-archaic utopias they had left behind them 
(and one can see here, at the very latest, how the formal syntax of Dialectic 
of Romanticism dovetails with its argument). Their vision of a society 
shaped by the civilizing forces of pattern and order was sustained by the 
idea of a perennial present which spans the ages, linking the civitas of 
classical antiquity with its modern revivals. This vision entails �neither self-
destructive unanimity nor the reductive equation of technique and spirit� 
(150), both of which inform the bleak diagnosis of modernity offered by 
Horkheimer and Adorno. Whereas the dialectics of romanticism and 
enlightenment culminate in the internecine bloodbaths of the early twentieth 
century, (Old) European modernism generates a new dialectic following its 
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translation to the New World. On the West Coast, romantic historicism en-
ters into an alliance with communications technology, neutralising the agon 
between nature mysticism and enlightenment innovation characteristic of 
an earlier period. The �dream factory� in which their partnership is con-
summated goes on to become the major player in the global entertainment 
industry. In Chicago, meanwhile, the �trans-historical� ideal of the res pub-
lica finds expression in �the anonymous �collective work� of city-making in 
contrast to the �total work of art� of the Californian ideology� (187). Dialectic 
of Romanticism is unabashed in its advocacy of the Chicago model. 

I have touched on some of the points which separate Murphy and 
Roberts�s project from that of Horkheimer and Adorno; these may be sum-
marised in terms of their useful distinction between civilizational and 
romantic modernisms. It remains to be noted that, while the ongoing 
conversation in which both projects participate is an overwhelmingly 
German affair, it will prove of interest to all students of modernism and 
modernity. Dialectic of Romanticism is a genuinely interdisciplinary work 
whose analytic rigour, vast learning, and argumentative sweep make it a 
worthy successor to Dialectic of Enlightenment. It deserves a wide 
readership. 

Monash University 
robert.savage@arts.monash.edu.au 
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This collection of seventeen introductory essays, each tackling a sin-
gle concept or author, was published shortly before Derrida�s death last 
year. Each essay is provided by a different scholar, many of whom have 
established distinguished reputations in the relation of Derrida�s work to 
their particular topic. 

Critics and followers alike take note that Derrida works with very few 
concepts, but these concepts are of a nature that allows them to be turned 
to anything that participates in the tradition and trappings of �reason.� The 
problems of approaching Derrida are perennial to reading contemporary 
continental philosophers. The authors themselves seem the least apt to 
provide an introduction for a reader who is not already immersed in the 
subject matter, and yet, Derrida like the others is also making his point 
again and again. Thus, the arrangement of Understanding Derrida is suited 
to Derrida�s work. Rather than overwhelming the beginner with an abstract 
appraisal of Derrida�s essential position, the chapters draw out in each of 
Derrida�s confrontations those elements that remain constant throughout 
his works. 

The frequent use of Derrida�s key terms without explication would 
quickly confuse a completely uninitiated reader. But any common summary 
introduction to Derrida would be sufficient to make up the required back-
ground. This text is much less a straight introduction and than a reading 
companion. Each chapter concludes with an annotated further reading on 
each respective topic, allowing the reader to navigate Derrida�s massive 
oeuvre. Secondary literature is bypassed in favour of the texts themselves 
in each case, in the spirit of the book as a whole. 

The first three chapters articulate the broadest scope of Derrida�s 
work. �Language� by Simon Glendinning provides Derrida�s recasting of the 
�sign� with the notion of iterability which is partially explained. Christopher 
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Norris on �Metaphysics� deals with Derrida�s relationship with the history of 
the philosophical canon, and address some misreadings. These two es-
says establish Derrida�s early engagements with philosophy. The third es-
say on �Politics� by Paul Patton sets out the recurrent concepts of the late 
Derrida, including the Benjaminian �to-come� and the aporetic possibility-
impossibility conflux. 

Repetition within the book�s middle chapters seems to aid coherence 
rather than generate frustration. Jon Roffe�s �Ethics� links Derrida with 
Levinas while Jack Reynolds� chapter on �Decision� starts with Kierke-
gaard�s use of aporia before explaining this in relation to Levinas. The 
chapter on �Religion� a forum for Kevin Hart to return to the parallels he 
drew between Derrida and Negative Theology as well as to review Der-
rida�s more explicit involvement with religion during the 1990s. Hart also 
proposes an interesting hypothesis for the origins of the word �deconstruc-
tion.� 

�Psychoanalysis� by Matthew Sharpe, �Literature� by Claire Colebrook 
and �Art� by Julian Wolfreys all show how Derrida�s notion of signification 
play out in these themes. The chapters cover Lacan, Mallarmé and some of 
the concepts used in The Truth of Painting, respectively. David Roden�s 
�The Subject� and Jonathan Roffe�s �Translation� focus upon more generi-
cally philosophical material, and examine the contexts of Derrida�s founda-
tion. Roden�s chapter, juxtaposing Freud and Husserl, is especially dense. 

The second part, consisting of five essays, is also rather disparate in 
approach. �Husserl� by David Allison examines how Derrida�s critique of the 
use of the sign in Husserl�s phenomenology is directed at Husserl as a kind 
of culmination of all metaphysics. On the other hand, Robert Bernasconi�s 
�Heidegger� chapter leans more towards a history of Derrida�s relationship 
with Heidegger. �Levinas� from Simon Critchley adds little to numerous ex-
planations of Levinas already made, while David Rathbone�s �Hegel� man-
ages to explain the daunting Glas. Fiona Jenkins in �Nietzsche� examines 
the reasons for Derrida�s peculiar relationship with that thinker, as well as 
controversies relating to the reception of Derrida�s Nietzsche. 

Understanding Derrida�s major strength is in displaying Derrida�s phi-
losophy not as an isolated and idiosyncratic position held for its own sake, 
but rather as inseparable from the tradition of philosophy.  If the book has a 
weakness beside its inaccessibility to a first-time reader, it is the lack of any 
conclusion that could of drawn the repetitions together in order to make a 
much clearer picture of Derrida�s underlying intentions. 

Monash University 
atma_the_dog@hotmail.com 
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Dimitris Vardoulakis 

Everyone is familiar with déjà vu. �It feels like I have been here be-
fore.� Or, �have I not met you before?� Or, �it is as if I knew this all along.� 
Déjà vu is commonly regarded as an uncanny phenomenon, whereby that 
which has in fact never happened is remembered. For this contentless rec-
ollection, emphasis is usually placed upon the way in which memory is 
generated of an experience which never took place. 

Upon initial consideration, it appears then somewhat counter-intuitive 
that the emphasis on Peter Krapp�s Déjà vu is not upon remembrance, but 
forgetting. There are two reasons behind this focus. Firstly, in order to talk 
of a �cultural memory,� as the subtitle suggests, it is necessary to move be-
yond a purely subjective experience. If a cultural memory exists, then this 
memory is by no means false, as it can never be reduced to the experience 
of one single individual. Secondly, even if the mnemotechnics of contempo-
rary culture seek to emphasize that everything can be stored (since every-
thing can be digitized), it still remains doubtful as to whether such a super-
archive would assist in remembering. Indeed, it seems that the more data 
one has at one�s disposal, the easier it is to become lost in its sheer volume 
and, hence, the easier it becomes to forget. 

Attuned to this aporia of remembering, Krapp is intent on demonstrat-
ing that memory and forgetting do not form an opposition; they are not a 
couplet of mutually excluded terms. That which characterizes an ethics of 
memory is precisely such an exclusivity. According to cultural history, it is 
imperative to record the �treasures of the past.� And, as media theory may 
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suggest, memory is a dispensation of new technologies. That which char-
acterizes the ethics of memory is the ideological prescription of progress; a 
better society is one that either keeps its �treasures� or strives for techno-
logical improvement. Meanwhile, the opacity of these goals hardly dis-
guises the fact that they are �an attempt to dictate what people should 
think� (xi). Conversely, Krapp is intent to develop an ethics of forgetting. 

Such an ethics of forgetting rejects the ideological impetus of forms of 
thinking which privilege modes of deception. So long as memory is op-
posed to forgetting, it is always defined in opposition to that which seeks to 
deceive it, the various forms of akrasia (xvii-xx). Here, the individual and 
society are monolithic structures. The déjà vu experience, which cancels 
out subjective experience and questions the uniform progress of a/the so-
ciety, instead forms a dialectic of attention and distraction. What is at issue 
in this dialectic is the manner by which repetition is enacted. In other words, 
it is not merely what is repeated or remembered; it is not the content itself 
that is at stake. Rather, the emphasis is upon the repetition of that which 
has not merely occurred, and which will not re-occur. This unrepeatable 
repetition, �that which returns in the guise of the first time� (48), is an ex-
perience of the present inextricably linked to the past, but which has a 
stake in the future � this is what Krapp refers to as �déjà vu.� 

Déjà vu thus becomes the term that characterizes the mnemonics of 
modernity � the disruptive, failed memory of modernity. If Krapp explicitly 
links his conception of the déjà vu to Walter Benjamin�s dialectical images 
(94), then it simply illustrates that Krapp�s project is no less ambitious than 
an Arcades Project looking at the cultural history of the twentieth century: 
an ambition that constitutes this book�s greatest achievement. Krapp shows 
that an ethics of forgetting creates the possibility of a discourse that ad-
dresses philosophy and psychoanalysis, cultural investigation and media 
theory, writing and theatre, art and cinema, literature and the internet. With 
breathtaking acuity, Krapp shows how the twists and turns of memory 
manifest themselves in Freud and Benjamin, Heiner Müller and Andy War-
hol, Clint Eastwood�s The Unforgiven, Derrida and the hypertext. 

Déjà vu thus becomes a concept that allows for cultural investigation 
while also taking a stance in historiography. Krapp argues that a genuine 
history is only possible if it is a cultural history which takes account of for-
getting. For example, Krapp�s discussion of Eastwood�s The Unforgiven, 
demonstrates that �forgiveness, as an ethics of forgetting � requires the 
exact recall of the injury to be forgiven and reinscribed as modified mem-
ory� (101). Ultimately, this recall and re-inscription hinges on the way in 
which justice is conceived. That which characterizes Eastwood�s Oscar-
winning film is that it �sharply separates justice from morality� (107). This is 
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a radical departure from the Western film genre, which traditionally sup-
ports a coincidence of justice and the enaction of law, while the separation 
of justice and morality �suspends the law and the law of time with it� (115). 
For the moment at which the law is carried out, forgiveness no longer takes 
place, but rather, retribution. The exact recall of the injury is only possible 
through such suspension. However, the suspension itself is only possible 
within its own historicity, evidenced here in the particular genre of the 
Western film. Krapp shows that Eastwood sought to redeem the genre by 
reworking it, �looking ahead by looking back� (104). What is then carried 
out is a double déjà vu; where there is a fold between forgiveness and ret-
ribution, as well as between a faithfulness to, and a forgetting of, the genre 
(116), such that the exact recall demanded by forgiveness is not only a 
matter for a memory of the past, but also a matter for the future unfolding of 
the genre. Déjà vu is no less a recollection of the future as it is a recollec-
tion of the past. 

Such an analysis demonstrates that, unlike much contemporary cul-
tural studies, theory is not the antimatter of cultural reality. Rather, if theory 
is to be regarded from the vantage point of déjà vu, it is precisely the other 
way round: theory is the matter, and �reality,� either as a purported total re-
call or as a total storage of memory, is its ideological anti-matter. Moreover, 
the inversion of matter carried over by déjà vu demonstrates that both past 
and future are incorporated in its envelope, without the past thereby be-
coming a mystical foundation, nor the future a utopian vision. Rather, they 
are folded over in the future perfect of déjà vu, in its philosophy of time that 
sees in forgetting the impossible possibility of redemption. 

It would not be a mere turn of phrase to say that we, of course, knew 
this all along, nor would the confession of such a future anterior knowledge 
be an additional theorizing of Krapp�s theory of the déjà vu. Actually, such a 
fore-knowledge, which is also a knowledge carried over into the future, is 
made possible by Krapp�s own hypertext in his Hydra project 
(www.hydra.umn.edu). This website functions not only as a prequel to the 
book, and a resource depository of material referenced in the book itself, 
but as a site of the future unfolding of déjà vu. Ultimately, this is perhaps 
the strongest and most vital statement of the cultural theory of déjà vu: that 
the ending of memory is impossible. Memory is only possible by remember-
ing the forms that seek to conceal forgetting. Déjà vu, therefore, is the rec-
ollection of that concealment; the recollection of the forgetting of forgetting. 
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Vek Lewis 

Malcolm Read says of his objective in writing his latest work, Educat-
ing the Educators:  

My aim throughout has been less to write a book in the currently 
fashionable academic genre of memoir writing than to uncover the 
political and ideological presuppositions of Hispanism, as these were 
filtered through my own life experiences. (12) 

It is an intriguing proposition and, as its author notes, not one without pit-
falls. The book itself went through several revisions and re-submissions as 
it baffled some editors with its multivalent, class-conscious style. For what 
Read takes on in his book is to map his own role in developing and sustain-
ing a Marxist stance on the subject�s relation to social formations and ide-
ology and how this correlates to his own journey from working class begin-
nings to the academy in one of its most conservative and traditionalist do-
mains: British Hispanic Studies. His book is hence a hybrid affair. It mixes 
details of his childhood and adolescence in Derby, England, his forthwith 
but unexpected entry into the university, with critiques of post-war peda-
gogy and the trajectory of scholarship within Hispanic Studies in the U.K. 
from this period to the present day.  

Educating the Educators represents a challenge to the old school em-
phasis on the �universal subject� who encounters the �unity of the text� and 
the new school post-modernist insistence on relativism and fragmentation 
seen in the generational sweep of British Hispanism. Most centrally, it chal-
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lenges the pedagogical practices and theoretical assumptions of both these 
currents which commonly leave out lived experience and social context, 
most pointedly, the impact of class in theoretical applications and the im-
portant ideological nature of reading. Class, it seems, in British Hispanism, 
is still a dirty word. 

As a project it is a rigorous enterprise. And Read has certainly done 
his footwork. Stylistically and content-wise, Educating the Educators is in-
novative. It comprises the first real thorough-going assessment of the con-
tours of a discipline traditionally loath to assess itself � and also often igno-
rant of developments further afield.  

Chapter one tracks the rise and fall of the discipline overall, which 
leads thinkers of the Old Guard to wax nostalgic for a time where British 
Hispanism � conceived as a kind of nation � pledged itself to intellectual 
unity and resisted �succumbing� to generational conflicts. We have the His-
panism of the 1920s which exhibits a fixation with a pre-modern Romantic 
vision of Spain. By the 1930s, the concentration on Golden Age texts 
marks a blissful retreat for this rather closed academic community into the 
past, prompting ahistorical, moral universalising. The post-war period when 
Read was a young school boy was marked by the educational philosophies 
of men like Bruce Truscot (pseudonym of Allison Peers), a major contribu-
tor to the development of modern British Hispanism. From the 1950s to the 
1970s the empiricist idealism of Parker holds sway. The wide-ranging edu-
cational reforms that were begun at primary, secondary and tertiary levels 
as a result of Thatcherism and the New Right from 1970-1980 present a 
unique threat from without (26); the notion of the importance of a liberal 
education for the mind and soul of the individual is usurped by pragmatic 
market-driven goals; there is an increasing emphasis on technicism and 
utilitarianism within Spanish programs, giving rise to Spanish for business 
and commercial translation/interpreting. Finally, with the pressures of global 
capital, postmodern relativisms and the effects of the new Cultural Studies 
are felt in the discipline. 

Chapter two profiles Peers, a traditional intellectual who touted the vir-
tues of a liberal education under the �civilising� influence of the teacher. He 
often wrote under the pseudonym Truscot in the forties. Peers saw the uni-
versity as a religious-like sanctuary away from the rabble: here, the working 
class proceeding from the growing number of technical institutions that 
Peers feared would overtake the academy and eventually knock down its 
walls. The period of Hispanism under him was hence notably anti-
proletarian, appealing to a kind of �moral� education that served the inter-
ests of the ruling class.  

Chapter three follows Read�s adventures and misadventures through a 
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pedagogical setting and academic field inflected by Peers�s philosophies, 
which, if they admitted at all students from more �humble� backgrounds, in-
voked a kind of hierarchical teacher-student relationship whose end was to 
inculcate the more �authoritative� counsel�s view of world and texts; consid-
erations of class difference or unorthodox treatments were to be left at the 
door. This pedagogy was ironically a reproduction of the unequal social re-
lations evidenced in the British class system itself. Perilously charting these 
waters, Read eventually graduates from the University of Bristol and moves 
on to postgraduate research. When he gains work it is not at this institution, 
rather, at the University College of Wales. 

In chapter four Read then turns his attention to two products of that 
period whose output could not be more different � owing, in great part, to 
their different political and theoretical allegiances and class backgrounds. 
This section compares the career trajectories of himself and Paul Julian 
Smith, who is something of an academic celebrity. Read can be scathing in 
his judgments of colleagues and rivals yet at the same time this trenchant 
critique extends to his own work, which he reviews in line with his devel-
opment personally and academically as a resistant but accommodated part 
of a bourgeois setting, far from his proletarian origins. 

Through the period of moral universalising and empirical idealism, 
Read holds, British Hispanism continued to be far more conservative and 
intellectually inferior to say, English or Philosophy (101), whether following 
the principles of Peers (the older Hispanists) or Parker (the younger). While 
other schools in the Humanities provided insights from socio-linguistic the-
ory (which was Read�s initial concern before turning to literary theory and 
Hispanism), Hispanic Philology clung to ideas of sensibility (that the reader 
encounters the text through elevated faculties) and subjective textual aes-
thetics. All this amounted to an ideological package in line with conserva-
tism (104). Such insights into the ideological workings of the field are well 
laid out in chapter five. 

The sixth chapter, �In the meantime: British Hispanism and the rise of 
Cultural Studies� strikes the reader as particularly well thought out. This 
brings together earlier explorations and places them in a framework which 
accounts for the shifts in focus within the discipline in terms of the greater 
dynamics at play. Read applies Critical Realist Margaret Archer�s concepts 
of contradiction and compatibility to map the dialectical developments of di-
vergent elements and the appeasing drive for harmony within British His-
panism from its Peers and Parkerian years up to the present day. He brings 
together the insights of his previous chapters in a very cogent manner. Ad-
ditionally he warns against what he terms the �irreducible presentism� of 
the brand of cultural studies that is currently shaping British Hispanism 
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(148). The so-called New Hispanists, heady with the fervour of post-
structuralist deconstruction, risk ignoring the historical development of cul-
ture when reading texts. They may criticise the Old Guard�s positivist em-
piricism and lack of critical self-awareness, but imposing the paradigm of 
the fragmented postmodern subject onto pre-modern contexts similarly 
manifests a refusal of historical specificity, Read argues (148). The New 
Hispanists for Read pointedly favour considerations of gender over class, 
which he sees as a category that demands understandings of social rela-
tions which elude those new critics who largely disavow Marxism. 

The book closes in chapter seven with details of his time working 
abroad in Jamaica and New Zealand. The autobiographical elements com-
bined with the self-reflection on his intellectual development within the 
academy as an increasingly marginal Marxist provide a clear landscape in 
which the reader can locate Read�s positions on British Hispanism.  In 
Educating the Educators, Read places his cards firmly on the table. His ac-
counts touched a chord in this reviewer for whom class differences mani-
fest in the realities of the university and the outside world have also been 
personally apparent. Moreover, as this reviewer is part of that emergent 
generation of scholars in the so-called New Hispanism, Read�s reminder of 
the place of class and ideology is welcome. Class is still relevant and to 
throw it out of the picture is to throw the baby out with the bathwater. With 
this book Read hence works against the grain; what he argues could hardly 
be termed fashionable. His book contributes both a descriptive profile of the 
evolution of a discipline and presents a challenge to its often unconscious 
ideological manoeuvres and rapprochements. 
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Barbara Ghattas 

Life was essentially emblematic because, to some degree, 
many aspects of daily experience were self-consciously pre-
sented as part of an emblematic theatre, in which no event 
could be presented without an accompanying gloss. For this 
reason human history, legend and myth needed to be taught 
and remembered, because these fictions and constructions of 
the past repeated themselves in essence, and could, in turn, 
throw light on present events and happenings. (29-30) 

The emblem as art form began with the �father� of the emblem, Andrea 
Alciato, an academic lawyer who presented to a printer in 1522 a book he 
titled Emblemata. Alciato claimed that he had invented a new literary art 
form containing a series of humorous epigrams. Various printers of Al-
ciato�s popular and soon reprinted book made several errors, which in turn 
developed the form, by either adding or removing pictures or modifying 
them. Printers and publishers also manipulated the form to increase profits 
once the genre proved to attract an audience. 

Alciatio�s hobby soon grew beyond its original intention and fused art 
and poetry. Text was always paramount. As Manning states, �an emblem-
atic cut is not in itself tied to a single meaning, but is at the disposal of the 
verbal text. The text is what does the work in making the cut convey the 
meaning� (86). However, the increasing focus on image to make the em-
blem marketable is not easy to ignore.  

The problem is that a mismatching image has the capacity to subvert 
the meaning of the text, or lead to misinterpretation and the emblems pur-
pose to articulate the lessons of history for its readers would fail. Carefully 
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and appropriately chosen, the aim of the image was to highlight the mean-
ing of the text in a memorable and thoughtful way. It also went beyond that. 
Manning argues: �Metaphorically, then, emblemata are veiled utterances. 
The rich design appropriated from somewhere else might merely clothe a 
simple idea � Meaning is generated by dislocation: the familiar, everyday 
or commonplace is changed by virtue of being placed in another context� 
(47). The familiar is changed into the unfamiliar. What is known becomes 
unknown so that it may be understood. The emblem is to speak to its audi-
ence of their life, to reflect, through �dislocation� its true essence. 

In The Emblem Manning gives, according to the Preface, �a historical 
overview of the form.� As opposed to previous studies that have concen-
trated on trying to reveal the secret meanings of the form itself, this study is 
of how the emblem came to be. Manning charts the development of the art 
form through printer errors, popular emblematic books of the seventeenth 
century and the pre-occupations of its audience. 

Emblems became a way to structure knowledge, to package it into 
small, easily digestible pieces. It was art/poetry/history/morality. The world 
could be encompassed and compressed in the space of an emblematic 
book. Many writers produced multiple volumes in their life time, each vol-
ume concentrating on a specific area of knowledge or wisdom, for example, 
virtues, vices, love, the animal and plant kingdom and marriage. Many writ-
ers in this period were priests of the Jesuit order who used emblems to 
create visual and mental meditations on aspects of Catholicism such as the 
Virgin Mary and the Trinity. The emblem book soon became a reference 
work for readers seeking inspiration and wisdom on these topics. Here they 
found their world encapsulated into a picture and accompanying text, and it 
was hoped that here they would find answers to life�s inevitable challenges. 

Manning discusses, among other examples, the growing awareness of 
the emblem as an effective means of teaching morality in children. Their 
natural interest in things pictorial made emblem books easy to market as 
school instruction books and texts to be used in the home. These books 
were also given by authors to the children of patrons they wanted to se-
cure. The topic and use of play is discussed, with various examples of how 
emblematists used children�s games, toys and activities to promote certain 
moral values. The view of the time regarded children as miniature versions 
of adults, and society held the belief that the earlier children were taught 
morality, the better. Emblems used to demonstrate the importance of this to 
medieval audiences were for example, a man trying to uproot a mature 
tree, and a woman filling an empty vessel. Children�s games were also use-
ful symbols for life and virtues. An emblem of a child blowing bubbles would 
point to the quick departure of childhood. Children playing dice pointed to 
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the risks of life, and a boy rolling a hoop along the ground symbolised futil-
ity. 

Manning also discusses the growing popularity of the love emblem 
and the use of the figure of Cupid to depict its many states, primarily in the 
work of Otto Vaenius, Amorum Emblematum, published in Antwerp in 
1608. Vaenius created a collection, or perhaps more accurately an anthol-
ogy of love epigrams from various classical writers. This book proved ex-
tremely popular, particular as a gift book to lovers. Vaenius� work depicted 
the many roles and guises of Cupid in the growth of the love emblem. At 
times he is god-like and strong, at other times more childlike and is de-
picted playing games. At yet other times the emblems combine a bawdy 
sense of humour and playfulness to depict love in its erotic sense. The 
book also shows Cupid in everyday domestic duties, the symbol of love ac-
cessible to all classes. Cupid as an emblematic character changed roles in 
the middle of that century. He was taken up by religious emblematists (in 
particular the Jesuits) to depict work about the human soul and its longing 
for God. Cupid then became symbolic of spiritual love and devotion. Of this 
change in symbolic direction, Manning writes: �Sometimes the dislocation 
of a motif from its original erotic context may surprise, even shock, by its 
reappearance as a religious emblem. But that � is the essential nature of 
the emblem: a detachable and re-attachable ornament� (177). 

The Emblem provides a way for opening dialogue on the conse-
quences of image and text. The importance of compatibility between the 
two elements that produce the emblem was determined in the seventeenth 
century by European audience�s desire to see their lives accurately por-
trayed in a way that allowed them to see life in its multiple utterances. 
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Hollywood and Diversity: Subversion, Apologetic, or Both? 

Harold and Kumar Go to White Castle. Dir. Danny Leiner. 

New Line Cinema, 2004. 

Sina Rahmani 

“I think there are a lot of references to the dynamics of racial 
politics and power in this movie and I think that it’s done in a 
really smart way. It’s kind of disguised as a teen comedy or a 
stoner movie and there are things that are subversive and 
things that are not as subversive. That’s one of the things the 
writers wanted to do. It was all done on purpose and I think 
it’s one of the greatest ways to make people think or change 
things - by making them laugh and simultaneously infiltrate 
things in the script to make them realize how silly it is to pull 
someone over for a race. In a way, it’s kind of representative 
unfortunately about reality but it kind of turn things over on its 
head.” 
Kal Penn (Kumar Patel), on the film Harold and Kumar Go to 
White Castle 

With the release of Harold and Kumar Go to White Castle, many popu-
lar commentators and critics heralded the film as Hollywood�s sincere at-
tempt at diversifying popular cinema. Two years earlier, Halle Berry and 
Denzel Washington � two of Hollywood�s most eminent black actors � both 
won Oscars for leading roles. Apparently, Hollywood had finally begun to 
give serious attention to issues of race and representation. Considering 
Hollywood�s poor track record for dealing with controversial subject matter, 
it should not be surprising that Harold and Kumar is not the subversive film 
that these commentators made it out to be. Indeed, the film is contradictory 
in nature, and, in the end, fails to put forth a progressive and politically sub-
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versive line of thinking (although this is not to ignore the fact that Harold 
and Kumar represents a profound moment in Hollywood history for actors-
of-colour). With the reception of the film being largely positive � not just in 
terms of film quality but as raising hope for a more diverse (read: progres-
sive) Hollywood � the political failings of the film are that much more glar-
ing. 

Critical Reception 

Relative to its budget, Harold and Kumar was able to find critical suc-
cess and fared well at the box office. Since so-called �teen comedies� star 
lesser-known actors, they are significantly less costly and generate more 
profits for the studios producing them. For instance, American Pie (1999) 
starred mostly unknown actors and went on to gross hundreds of millions of 
dollars at the box office and produce two successful sequels � as well as 
launching the careers of the half-dozen young actors in the film. Harold and 
Kumar garnered almost twenty million dollars in ticket sales, and received 
positive reviews from major newspapers and online critics. Interestingly, 
almost right away, commentators began proclaiming the film to be major 
progress for visible minorities in Hollywood (although, without a doubt, the 
studio publicity machine must have orchestrated this to some extent). Many 
newspapers devoted whole articles to the film above and beyond the stan-
dard film review. Both John Cho (Harold Lee) and Kal Penn (Kumar Patel) 
were featured in interviews across North America. The Chicago Sun-Times 
titled an article about the film ��Harold & Kumar� breaks down Asian stereo-
types.�1 The Montreal Gazette wrote: 

Blame it on Apu. Blame it on Peter Sellers. Blame it on Hollywood�s 
lack of imagination when it comes to visible minorities, but the place 
of the South Asian male in movies is generally behind a conven-
ience-store counter. Kal Penn knows all about it, but he was happy 
to smash the happy-nodding, have-a-nice-day stereotype in Harold 
and Kumar Go to White Castle.2 

Similarly, the Chicago Tribune titled an article on the film ��Harold and 
Kumar� actors break Hollywood barriers.�3 This line of thinking was not only 
prevalent in Eurocentric North America. An article in the Chennai-based 
newspaper The Hindu picked up on the hype, writing that the film �is being 
heralded as a cultural breakthrough in the history of ethnic representations 
in mainstream Hollywood.�4 The primary assumption of these articles is that 
any film which stars two South Asians is a barrier-breaker, irrespective of 
the film�s content. While the importance of such a moment need not be un-
deremphasized, it is my contention that issues of representation can never 
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be resolved simply through representation. In other words, a film starring 
two visible minorities as complex, nuanced characters, is never simply the 
antidote to a decades-long tradition of racism and objectification in Holly-
wood film. The many, often-contradictory subtexts that pervade Harold and 
Kumar require a detailed, patient analysis. Not surprisingly, these contra-
dictions were ignored by popular commentary on the film, intent on extolling 
the virtues of the film�s casting. It is these contradictions I turn to now. 

Mundane Racism in Everyday America 

One of the film�s greatest accomplishments lies in its challenging tradi-
tional notions of diversity, acceptance, and tolerance in everyday America. 
In other words, the film highlights the prevalence of racism in modern 
America. From the co-workers who arrogantly pass their work to the �Asian 
guy,� the racist punks who steal a parking spot from Harold and proclaim 
�this is America dude, learn how to drive!�, to the imbecilic, racist police ap-
paratus � the film works to expose pervasive racism. These not-so-subtle 
examples of racism are often ignored by the larger discourse on race in 
America, which equates the presence of minorities in position of promi-
nence as proof of the triumph of equality. Furthermore, the film highlights 
how racialized daily life is, exposing the myth of �colourblind� America. For 
instance, Harold relates how his refusal to participate in the East Asian 
Students� Association results in him being labeled as a �twinkle � yellow 
on the outside and white on the inside.� When a Princeton student is asked 
if he has a seen a Korean on campus, he spitefully remarks: �just every 
time I open my eyes.� Also, when the so-called (white) �business hippie� is 
arrested for drug possession, Harold watches from inside the cell as the 
police allow him to go free (after his mother hands the police officer a 
cheque). These subtle remarks in the movie are moments when the film is 
at its most politically astute. In exposing the role race plays in both the 
mundane and not-so-mundane aspects of life, the film achieves a monu-
mental task. 

As mentioned earlier, many commentators applaud the film for its sub-
version of pervasive stereotypes about South Asians. Such statements are 
simplistic as the film often evokes contradictory messages with respect to 
racial stereotypes. For instance, Harold, while meeting the East Asian Stu-
dents� Club, is forced to answer questions about life as a financial analyst 
from a group of overeager and geeky �Asian� students. One student, Ken-
neth Park, even goes so far as to ask for a recommendation letter. Ab-
horred by the idea of attending one of their parties, Harold escapes with 
Kumar, but later on discovers that the party is actually a raucous, hip-hop 
blaring affair. Harold discovers that Kenneth Park, the embodiment of many 
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stereotypes, is now giving out marijuana and dancing topless. The subtext 
is that even geeky �Asians� can participate in the hegemonic college cul-
ture, such as listening to hip-hop and smoking marijuana. While satirically 
undercutting the stereotype of the bookish, overachieving �Asian�, the 
method of doing so is through portraying Asians acting like other (read: 
white) college youth. 

Assimilation and the Myth of America 

Assimilation as a theme pervades the film. The figures of Rosenberg and 
Goldstein, Harold and Kumar�s Jewish neighbours, epitomize the writers� 
concept of racial assimilation.5 That is to say, the film places Rosenberg 
and Goldstein as figures that have successfully weaved through the difficul-
ties of America�s turbulent racial discourse unscathed yet able to retain 
their ethnicity. When first introduced in the film, they are smoking a pipe 
fashioned from a Shofar, an instrument prevalent in Jewish music. They 
both speak in stereotypical Jewish accents, and bicker with each other over 
the most trivial of details (�like an old Jewish couple�). Near the end of the 
film, where Harold and Kumar have reached a low-point, Harold spots 
Rosenberg and Goldstein. They have gone on their own search for �the 
perfect food,� albeit to �Hot Dog Heaven.� The two are merrily enjoying their 
fast-food, oblivious to Harold and Kumar. As the camera cuts to a shot of 
the two young men, a stereotypical Jewish violin riff plays on the sound-
track. Harold, who is being harassed by the same group of racist punks 
(who periodically return throughout the film), laments to Kumar how he 
yearns for �that feeling. The feeling that comes over a man when he gets 
exactly what he desires.� The two Jews have successfully assimilated and 
have �kept� their ethnicity and come to symbolize the �hopes and dreams� 
of immigrant success in America. At the very end of the film, Kumar verbal-
izes this myth as he implores Harold to continue on their quest: 

You think this is just about the burgers, huh? Let me tell you, it�s 
about far more than that. Our parents came to this country escaping 
persecution, poverty, and hunger. Hunger, Harold. They were very, 
very hungry. And they wanted to live in a land that treated them as 
equals. A land filled with hamburger stands, and not just one type of 
hamburger, hundreds of types in different sizes, with different top-
pings and condiments. That land was America, dude. America, Har-
old, America. This is about achieving what our parents set out for. 
This is about the pursuit of happiness. This night, is about the Ameri-
can dream. 

Here is where the film is at its most contradictory. The experience of the 
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two characters that the film has documented has been replete with racism 
and inequality, and yet Kumar not only continues to subscribe to the myth 
but defends it passionately. In addition to the not-so-subtle endorsement of 
American capitalism (coded as the multiplicity of hamburgers), this inability 
on Kumar�s part to recognize the connectedness of the mendacities of such 
a myth and his personal experience speaks to the films political failings. 
The conflicting messages expose the discontinuity of the film�s political 
agenda. In addition, this speech subtly underwrites popular racism against 
immigrants, tarred as lucky individuals who should show gratitude to their 
adoptive country. It is a discourse that has worked to obfuscate American 
racism (�they should learn our ways�), as well as celebrate those immi-
grants who have �made it� (those who have assimilated, politically as well 
as culturally, to the dominant culture). Legitimizing and reinforcing this dis-
course is exactly where Harold and Kumar is at its more hegemonic. 

Disempowerment, Racial Solidarity, and Pedagogy 

After being arrested by an overtly racist police officer, Harold finds 
himself sharing a cell with a black man. The interchange between Harold 
and Tarik, who was arrested �for being black,� is another point in which film 
achieves a political success. Tarik tells Harold of his arrest: 

I was walking out of a Barnes and Noble, and a cop stops me. Evi-
dently, a black guy robbed a store in Newark. I told him, �I haven�t 
even been to Newark in months.� So, he starts beating me with his 
gun, telling me to stop resisting arrest � I kept saying I understand I 
am under arrest, now please stop beating me. 

Harold, incredulous, tells Tarik how he �doesn�t understand how [Tarik] can 
be so calm about this.� Tarik, looking down at his overweight body remarks, 

Look at me. I�m fat, black, can�t dance, and I have two gay fathers. 
People have been messing with me my whole life. I learned a long 
time ago that there is no sense getting all riled every time a bunch of 
idiots gives you a hard time. In the end, the universe tends to unfold 
as it should. [Pause] Plus, I have a really large penis. That keeps me 
happy. 

Not only overtly political, this moment is distinctly pedagogical. This peda-
gogical encounter plays out later in the film, just as the racist punks once 
again harass Harold and Kumar. Frustrated with their bullying, Harold 
hears the voice of Tarik repeating the wisdom he gave to him earlier. The 
line empowers Harold and inspires him to steal the punks� truck. Indeed, 
Tarik�s words are prophetic: the massive bag of marijuana that Kumar 
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swiped from the police station is left in the car for the police, who have pur-
sued the stolen truck, to discover. The unassuming police officer alerts his 
supervisor that the marijuana �could put these skateboard punks away� for 
years. As the credits are rolling, Tarik Jackson, who turns out to be a Rut-
gers Professor, is announcing his intent to sue the state of New Jersey for 
racial discrimination and police brutality. �My family and I are outraged,� he 
tells the news cameras, �and we�ll settle for nothing less than justice. 
Though I still trust and love all white people. All of them. And Asians. And a 
few Mexicans.� 

Although highlighting the profound racism deeply imbedded within the 
American legal system, Tarik�s advice to Harold (and to those in the audi-
ence who have had a similar experience) is severely disempowering. �The 
universe tends to unfold as it should� is not only a deeply naïve sentiment 
to convey to individuals who have suffered and continue to suffer the ef-
fects of state-sanctioned racism, but also incredibly hegemonic in its call for 
patience. While those minorities in the film have (albeit superficially) turned 
the tables on their respective adversaries, such a statement is cold comfort 
to those black inmates who sit in jails as a result of overzealous police offi-
cers or to those Arabs and Muslims whose lives have been destroyed by 
deportations and secret trials under the guise of �fighting terrorism.� What 
of those black Americans who are not Rutgers professors and lack the 
capital required for capable legal counsel? Such a claim is almost irrespon-
sible in how it mystifies American racism, a racism that the film has worked 
so hard to expose. It suggests that it will subside, �things will get better,� ir-
respective of one�s actions. In addition to this, the final sentence of Tarik�s 
prison monologue (while thrown in to keep the film in line with the genre) 
undercuts both the seriousness of his message and the larger issue of ra-
cism in America (as well reinforcing the colonial-era canard of black male 
virility). 

Another aspect of the film�s pedagogical content relates to the ques-
tion of solidarity. Throughout the film, there are moments where Harold and 
Kumar choose to ignore the plight of other, racially-oppressed figures. Early 
in their journey, Harold and Kumar witness the beating of a pair not unlike 
themselves, albeit a �lame version.� They drive away, not even bothering to 
stop and call the police. Not recognizing the inhumanity of such an act, they 
start to blame one another for putting themselves in such a position. In an-
other scene, the two stop to get directions from a convenience store clerk 
and run into the racist punks who begin to tear up the store and harass the 
Indian cashier.6 Kumar decides to challenge the ringleader, only to back 
down and escape the store. When they exit the store and realize that Neil 
Patrick Harris has stolen Harold�s car, the two decide to cross the street to 
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use the public phone in an effort to avoid the punks, who, through the win-
dow of the store, continue to harass the clerk and ransack the store. When 
Harold gets arrested, his escape occurs as a result of the racist actions of 
the inept police officers. As they walk in with the suspect they have ar-
rested for the shooting that Kumar called in (an obviously innocent black 
man in his pajamas), they start beating Tarik accusing him of attempting to 
escape and possessing a weapon (�it�s a book,� Tarik screams). Harold 
and Kumar, shocked at what is occurring before their eyes, use the oppor-
tunity to escape from jail, having little consideration for the black men who 
are being unfairly arrested. This lack of solidarity works both ways: the 
black man in his pajamas tells Harold and Kumar, who are deciding 
whether or not to help Tarik, that if he were in their shoes, he would es-
cape. Tarik�s announcement of his lawsuit � in which he professes to like 
only �a few Mexicans� � articulates this lack of solidarity. 

Representation and “Realness” 

In an interview with the New York Times, the filmmakers speak of their 
intentions: 

�The high school we went to had a lot of Indian and Asian kids,� said 
Mr. [Hayden] Schlossberg, who graduated from Randolph High in 
Morris County in 1996, as did Mr. [Jon] Hurwitz. �Typically, in mov-
ies, these guys are the foreign-exchange students and martial-arts 
guys. We thought there�s something wrong here. We wanted our 
movie to feel and look like the real world.�7 

Of course, while dismissing attempts to replicate �the real world� as mere 
ideological projection, we can still surmise that the filmmakers never in-
tended to be subsumed by the deep racial tensions and complexities that 
mark the experience of those deemed to be minorities in white settler so-
cieties. Rather, it was a project that focused, albeit superficially, on repre-
sentation, in the strictest sense. Representation works as both the means 
and the end. Although they held the best of intentions, they failed to recog-
nize that even statements like �Asian� and �Indian� require patient and de-
liberate unpacking. In North American colloquial usage, �Asian� is a highly 
generic term that monolithically presupposes a common affinity between 
the vastly different populations emanating from countries as diverse as 
China, Taiwan, Japan, Korea and various other �Asian� countries. Further-
more, the casting of the film reflects the filmmakers� inability to recognize 
the almost limitless amounts of difference inscribed within the label �In-
dian�, Patel, as well as stereotypically Indian, suggests a Gujarati heritage, 
Kumar�s father�s dark skin and accent suggest Sri Lankan or South Indian 
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descent.8 While it would be unfair to expect the filmmakers to understand 
the minute details that representing ethnicity invariably entails, it is impor-
tant to recognize that much of the popular knowledge of �other cultures� is 
based on half-truths, stereotypes, and misleading accounts from diasporic 
native informants. While true representation is indeed oxymoronic, the 
filmmaker�s chief responsibility lies in recognizing the infinitesimal nature of 
difference, and how representations, even those that are self-conscious 
and self-critical, are always dangerous creatures. More nuanced minority 
characters can only emerge from those who realize that the representa-
tions that filmmakers create � even if concocted with the best of intentions 
� are often mapped out onto real human beings. Stereotypes are only sub-
verted when this fundamental task is achieved. 

The question that must be posed in the wake of Harold and Kumar � 
especially with the film being riddled with sexist, homophobic, and classist 
content � is how subversive can films be when they are based within the 
discursive economy of Hollywood? Having profited so much from the nega-
tive representations of minorities of all sorts, it is my belief that Hollywood is 
unlikely to change. This is especially true considering that virtually all films 
that are made in Hollywood are privately-financed, for-profit affairs, thus 
films that challenge any form of popular thinking will be forced to pander to 
certain genres, as Harold and Kumar does at certain moments. Harold and 
Kumar represents a sincere yet failed attempt to answer such a question. 
But inscribed within the film is a silver lining of sorts: the film�s success 
proves that films that consciously seek to tackle issues of representation 
can succeed. Furthermore, with a sequel in the works and more Hollywood 
films starring non-black visible minorities bound to appear, the question of 
how Hollywood represents its others will continue to be posed. 

McMaster University 
Sina.Rahmani@gmail.com 

NOTES 

1 Peterson Gonzaga, ��Harold & Kumar� breaks down Asian stereotypes�, Chicago 
Sun-Times, 6 August 2004, p. 36. 

2 Katherine Monk, �All-American guys�, The Gazette (Montreal), 1 August 2004, B1. 
3 Anonymous, �Comedy casting coup: �Harold and Kumar� actors break Hollywood 

barriers�, Chicago Tribune, 30 July 2004, p. 39. 
4 Anonymous, �Kumar comes to Hollywood�, The Hindu, (Chennai) 2 August 2004, 

p. 1. 
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5 Indeed, the filmmakers related in an interview how the two figures represented 
themselves to some extant. In addition, see Kevin Cahillane, �Homegrown: A 
Stoner Comedy Straight Out of Randolph�, New York Times, 15 August 2004, p. 
7. 

6 Before this, an interesting exchange between Kumar and the Indian convenience 
store cashier occurs. After Harold is unable to ask for directions in English, Kumar 
begins conversing in Hindi. The delighted cashier is very helpful, and Kumar re-
marks to Harold: �Who knew learning Hindi would come in handy.� The immigrant 
experience is often marked with linguistic battles that occur over generational 
lines. Lines like these raise this issue, but, like the rest of the film, go uncom-
pleted. As a result, the film once again makes the case for assimilation, albeit sub-
tly. 

7 Cahillane, �Homegrown�. 
8 Incidentally, names have always been a crucial site of assimilation in Hollywood 

film history. Many of Hollywood�s founding fathers were forced to change their ob-
viously Jewish names. This practice has not changed. Kal Penn is not the actor�s 
original name, he altered the name when he realized that Kalpen Modi was not 
conducive to Hollywood posters. 
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Mummy: The Inside Story. London: British Museum. Opened July 

1, 2004.  Extended until August 14, 2005. 

Greg Esplin 

The promise offered in the exhibition�s title remains, of course, unreal-
ized: after being herded through this three part installation, one is struck 
with the sense, not that the inside story has been told, but that the sug-
gested depth, once probed, gives way to superficies. What makes 
�Mummy: The Inside Story� so unsatisfying is that its enticement of a sup-
posed revealing whets the appetite without fulfilling the cravings it pro-
vokes. 

The essence of this exhibition is its middle portion, during which the 
audience is guided into an auditorium facing a concave video screen to 
watch a twenty minute 3-D film. Narrated by Ian McKellen, the film guides 
the viewer through an �investigation� into the nature of an unwrapped 
mummy owned by the British Museum. Central to its logic is the fact that, 
unlike foolish Egyptologists of the early twentieth century, who forcibly re-
moved the cloth surrounding the mummified remains, often for the amuse-
ment of idle wealth, technological developments of our era, particularly the 
digital imagining pioneered for medical scanning, enables us to peer into 
the hidden depths without physically damaging the object. With the aid of 
the 3-D glasses included in the price of admission, the viewer is shown a 
digitally produced representation of the mummy�s body. Consistent with the 
current political atmosphere which has ingrained the imperative that the 
natural world ideally should show no trace of human activity, the spectator�s 
enjoyment is increased as the promise of revelation poses no risk of com-
prising the integrity of the object observed. This is but one element of the 
exhibit�s profound ideological underpinnings: we are assured that observa-
tion, if technically sophisticated enough, need not alter its subject. 
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It is not surprising that curators are attempting to connect with the 
throngs of museum visitors enthralled with their digital cameras and the in-
stant gratification of seeing their family members posed next to the remain-
ing artefacts of Western civilization. However, the problem of photography 
is one that must be more directly confronted. More than anything else, the 
camera is now guiding the aesthetic experience of museum patrons. All 
visitors are forced to negotiate their way through exhibition halls as tourists 
seek to capture photographs unadulterated by the presence of other hu-
mans. As Susan Sontag long ago pointed out, photography often functions 
to enable the photograph to appropriate the object within the frame. The 
aristocrats hoarding art objects during the Ancien Régime have been re-
placed by a more democratic, if still distasteful, sensibility of ownership as 
educated tourists catalogue the �Greatest Hits� they recognize from under-
graduate art history class on their pocketsize digital cameras. The situation, 
regrettably, has become considerably worse than the era when Jean-Luc 
Godard filmed that masterful scene during which the protagonists race 
through the Louvre in Bande à part (1962). The phenomenon under review 
is not simply a manifestation of the mass culture enabled by the prosperity 
of capitalism. More fundamentally, the forces of reproduction and represen-
tation are at play. Witness, for example, the visitors queued in front of the 
Rosetta Stone. One notices in many of them that despite the fact that the 
real object is in front of them, the more important concern is the quality of 
the reproduction on their camera�s LCD screen. Once a sufficient pleasing 
image has been captured, they cheerfully move on to snap photos of their 
partners striking foolish poses next to the statues of the Egyptian pharaohs. 
The question is no longer the correspondence between the real and its rep-
resentation. Authenticity now is judged, not against the original, but by the 
simulated world of duplications.  

It was Walter Benjamin who famously diagnosed how the technologi-
cal developments of photography and print affect the aesthetic experience. 
In his essay �On the Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction,� 
Benjamin explains in section IV that, �for the first time in world history, me-
chanical reproduction emancipates the work of art from its parasitical de-
pendence on ritual � But the instant the criterion of authenticity ceases to 
be applicable to artistic production, the total function of art is reversed. In-
stead of being based on ritual, it begins to be based on another practice � 
politics.� While such forces of reproduction enable a more democratic art, 
no longer subject to the magical force of �aura,� thereby infinitely more ac-
cessible to larger audiences, these same pressures threaten to engender a 
degree of ideological manipulation on a scale heretofore unseen. Benjamin 
is suggesting that the material limits imposed by the physical presence of 
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the art object have been liquidated by the technology of reproduction, so 
that, in principle, no practical limits exist to curtail the extent of political in-
fluences on art. In the case of the Mummy exhibit, for example, its spatial 
relation inside the British Museum becomes essentially irrelevant, insofar 
as the film and the x-ray slide of the mummy in question that constitutes the 
final exhibit space could very easily be displayed in Indianapolis or Detroit, 
or just as importantly, at both simultaneously. 

Thus, the aesthetic experience is no longer mediated by physical 
presence. Insofar as such material influences once structured ideological 
forces, art now is a matter wholly open for political manipulation. This, then, 
is one problematic aspect of �Mummy: The Inside Story� on a formal level. 
Regarding its content, the guiding political principles at work consist largely 
in its uncritical acceptance of scientific materialism and its accompanying 
metaphysical assumptions. Structured around the possibility of �discover-
ing� the experiential reality lived by this long dead Egyptian, the film exists 
within the strictures of contemporary social and physical science. By elimi-
nating the referent in favour of its simulation, the exhibit leaves little oppor-
tunity for spontaneous aesthetic reception. Such a magical, unplanned, ex-
perience I had after I left the exhibit and wandered into the permanent 
Egyptian collection on the west side of the British Museum. Leaning as I 
peered down into the depths of a stone sarcophagus, I lost my footing. As I 
fell in the direction of the tomb�s bottom, I glimpsed a strangely inviting fig-
ure of a goddess, which I later learned to be Nut, etched into the cavity�s 
floor. With open arms, as if to embrace its occupant, I had the strange sen-
sation of feeling at peace with the constant thought of one�s impending 
death. In that uncanny moment, I felt a sort of dizziness I had just before 
experienced during the 3-D presentation when the viewer�s perspective 
quickly zoomed into the digitally modelled cramped space of a burial 
chamber, a state of perception not unlike what Alfred Hitchcock repre-
sented cinematically in Vertigo (1958) during those eerie point of view se-
quences as Scottie�s spatial dimensions seem to be simultaneously 
collapsing and expanding. However, in contrast to that unpleasant feeling, 
when I slipped over the sarcophagus, the sensation was not disagreeable, 
but intoxicating and euphoric. I seemed to feel, what I interpreted in retro-
spect, a sort of kenosis, as the awareness of myself gave way to a merging 
with Being, as the abyss of anonymous death appeared, for an instant, de-
sirable. In the moment between my initial sense of falling and my instinctive 
reaction of pushing against the side of the sarcophagus so as not to tumble 
in, I felt a lightness, fearlessness, and heady warmth, as if slightly drunk.  

All of that is not to say, of course, that digital simulation does not allow 
these kinds of experiences. Indeed, it could very well be that my uncanny 
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sensation of slipping over the sarcophagus was, in fact, precipitated by the 
3-D film I had exited only a brief time before. Even so, art objects, as Ben-
jamin pointed out, possess an �aura� that is lost in simulation.  

The mysterious relationship existing between the work of art and one 
who experiences it may be unrelated to any knowledge gained through sci-
entific examination. In contrast to the film�s conclusion, which happily as-
serted that the mummy uncovered through digital imagining has achieved 
the immortality he supposedly longed for, albeit in an ironic manner, his 
remains being the central attraction of an exhibit at the British Museum, my 
sensation was not a manifestation of a superior epistemological position, 
but, rather, one where my temporal and spatial bearings seemed to evapo-
rate. 

Utah State University 
gesplin@english.usu.edu 
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Mireille Guiliano. French Women Don’t Get Fat: The Secret of 

Eating for Pleasure. London: Chatto & Windus, 2005. 

ISBN: 0-7011-7812-4. 

Michelle Kelly 

Frankly, it�s hard to imagine that French women �get� anything in the 
grabby way the word is used in the title of Mireille Guiliano�s book. French 
Women Don’t Get Fat is a discordant appellation for this self-help / autobi-
ography crossover, its bluntness misrepresentative of Guiliano�s carefully 
modulated plea for restrained pleasure. Or is that pleasured restraint? The 
je ne sais quoi of that most tantalising of prospective existences � �French 
Women� � uncomfortably receives the incongruity. Continental accoutre-
ment of apple-pie American nous, the title�s claim is bald, brassy and self-
satisfied, but the title�s subject represents pure aspiration. French Women 
Don’t Get Fat is the new transatlantic fusion. 

And how does the nouveau fusion fare? The book advocates a pro-
gram of incremental lifestyle change: more water, smaller portions, slower 
and more concentrated eating, prioritising seasonal food, and integrating 
minor exertions like stair-climbing or isometric exercise into daily life. There 
are recipes: chicken au champagne, soupe exotique, poached pears, 
chocolate-espresso faux soufflés, plum clafoutis without batter, blueberry 
baby smoothie. On a practical level, I was seduced. One reviewer sug-
gested that Guiliano�s program of �recasting� � which begins with a week-
end consuming only her �magical leek soup� � means that �leeks are get-
ting as hard to find as a Hermes Kelly bag.�1 French Women Don’t Get Fat, 
it would seem, has prompted a somewhat evangelical response. 

The author�s interest in healthy eating began with a teenaged Guiliano 
returning several kilograms heavier from a year-long American exchange 
program. Mireille�s father greeted her shipside, astonished. The first words 
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he spoke in response to his daughter�s homecoming were �[y]ou look like a 
sack of potatoes� (20). This is the story you will find repeatedly in the con-
siderable media coverage Guiliano�s work has generated, and with good 
reason. It is the most intimate anecdote the book contains. French Women 
Don’t Get Fat�s claim to memoir status is a bit overdone: there are vague 
food-centred childhood reminiscences, an account of Guliano�s association 
with the doctor who helped her lose weight upon returning from the USA, 
and passing references to her current work as president and CEO of Clic-
quot, Inc. French Women Don’t Get Fat, you may have discerned, is rarely 
saucy. Frustratingly, its biography is mere garnish. A contemporary adage 
is here tested, and it holds: food is the new pornography.  

In her account of helping a colleague adopt healthier eating practices, 
Guiliano recounts an incident which seems innocuous enough: �I showed 
her simple, delicious ways of cooking beets, fennel, broccoli, and carrots 
with accents like chopped herbs and lemon juice� (54-5). The sentence is 
cosy, comforting, cushioned: Guiliano is very adept at making the reader 
feel ministered to. And overall, French Women Don’t Get Fat is a book of 
warm, empathetic and well-intentioned tone. But the pedagogical brute 
force of �I showed her� also operates throughout. Self-help in its individual 
incarnations may only be occasionally supercilious, but it is a genetically 
superior genre. 

The first two words of the title really do say it all. This is a book explic-
itly predicated around nationality and gender, and its central contention is 
that French women are primordially a species unto themselves. The effect 
is simultaneously alienating and alluring (Guiliano�s endorsement of sun-
glasses satisfactorily operates as a metonym: �Many French women, my-
self included, wear dark glasses whenever outdoors. It prevents fine lines 
while enhancing our mystery� (259)). �I showed her� encapsulates the inti-
macy demanded (and too often presumed) in the proffered transaction. 
Perhaps Guiliano tries to give us advice that only our mothers truly may. 
No, I don�t believe the overweening sentimentalism of this for a second, but 
a cultural transplant? That�s a bit fresh too. 

University of Sydney 
mickelly@arts.usyd.edu.au 

NOTES 

1 Laura Billings, �Look beyond leeks to lose weight,� St. Paul Pioneer Press, 
27.2.05, Date of access: 13.4.05 <www.twincities.com/mld/twincities/news/col-
umnists/laura_billings/10995581.htm> 
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Catherine Millet. The Sexual Life of Catherine M [2001], trans. 

Adriana Hunter. London: Serpent’s Tail, 2002. ISBN 1-8524-2811-2. 

Rachel Morley 

Early on in Promiscuities, Naomi Wolf writes, �women�s � sexual his-
tories are often tapestries stitched around great areas of silence.� In explor-
ing the cultural definitions behind women�s sexuality, Wolf goes on to state 
that women need to continue speaking about their sexual lives �and write 
that way again and again, until the taboo loses its power.� 

With the sexual revolution well and truly over, and debates between 
pro-sex and sacred-sex feminists still highly topical, the line between �good 
girl� and �bad girl� is shakier than ever. While programs like Sex and the City 
suggest women�s sex lives are up for public consumption, there is still a 
negative connotation attached to women who speak openly about their 
sexual histories, particularly if they reveal a voracious appetite for �fleshly 
love.� Here, the term �promiscuous,� and its colloquial bedfellows, �slut� and 
�whore,� remain debasing insults, underlining what is and isn�t acceptable 
for particular people (usually women and gay men) to do with their bodies. 
Despite the saturation of sexed up bodies in the media, the ethic of Victo-
rian Puritanism continues to monitor sexual boundaries and certain forms 
of desire. 

It is in this climate that Catherine Millet�s The Sexual Life of Catherine 
M has emerged. In stark contrast to the popular messages of a brave new 
HIV/STD world, Sexual Life defies the contemporary idea that sex should 
be based solely on intimacy and monogamy, and that a woman cannot en-
gage (and indeed enjoy) a life of sexual pleasure without becoming shack-
led in heterosexual slavery. 

Posited as an autobiographical account, Sexual Life is a painstakingly 
detailed and at times shocking exploration into the darkest terrain of one 
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woman�s sex life, focussing in particular, on her guiltless unabashed par-
ticipation in group sex. The more salacious elements (and there are many) 
of the French art critic�s memoir are by now well known. As a young woman 
in 1960s and 1970s Paris, Catherine Millet was introduced to group sex at 
the age of 18, some weeks after her first sexual encounter. Finding the 
cumbersome pawing of teenage love offensive, she spent her 20s and 30s 
pinned down by a total of more than 5000 men in a series of anonymous 
orgies. The text recounts her experiences in graphic detail, complete with 
locations (sex clubs, parks, ovals, car bonnets, cemeteries, woods); activi-
ties (multiple penetration, anal sex, oral sex, outdoor exhibitionism, straight 
sex, occasional gay sex, licking, sucking, caressing); and partners (faces, 
penises, nipples, orifices, likes, dislikes, preferred positions and sexual 
styles). 

It is a sexual tour de force of exhausting proportions, written in unaf-
fected prose, and devoid of flowery observations and romantic nuances. 
Hers is not the story of a woman searching for love: �I wasn�t very senti-
mental. I needed affection, and I found it, but without feeling any need to go 
and build love stories out of sexual relationships� (56). This is the seldom-
told tale of a woman who engaged in extreme sexual sports not for love, 
but rather, for self-discovery. Millet writes herself as an anthropologist of 
sorts, clicking through the numbers (and men) who have starred in her �un-
usual� sex life. Taking an almost scientific approach, the author records the 
life of her body with mechanical detail, adopting the cool, detached voice of 
a researcher monitoring a subject. Only here, it seems that Millet herself is 
the experiment. Like a lab rat, she is �done to�, poked and prodded. Early 
on in the book she writes: �The uncle would get me going and the two 
brothers would give me a good shafting� (40). 

It is this detached, passive style that represents one of the most trou-
bling and confronting elements of the text. Having rejected the art of seduc-
tion and flirtation as a dishonest sexual language, Millet says she has never 
solicited or initiated her sexual exploits. She is simply available �at all times 
and in all places,� ready to be penetrated by any number of men (32). 

I would almost always stay on my back, perhaps because the other 
most common position, in which the woman actively straddles the 
man�s pelvis, is less adapted to intervention from several partici-
pants ... On my back I could be stroked by several men while one of 
them�would get going in my vagina. (13) 

For many brought up in the aftermath of post-Greer feminism, sections like 
this make for uncomfortable reading. At times, the shock and awe tenden-
cies seem so extreme that one wonders the extent to which the author has 
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relied on hyperbole to garner effect. While Millet is at pains to state that she 
has never been coerced, or indeed harmed, the extreme physicality of the 
encounters, coupled with the almost absolute   passivity on the author�s 
behalf is, at times, difficult to comprehend. It is part porn, part poetry. Lines 
like �men who are into orgies really like shooting their load in a cunt that�s 
already lined with cum� (14) nudge up against �I hold the hub still and gravi-
tate my whole head round it, distributing gentle strokes from my cheeks, my 
chin moistened with saliva, my forehead, hair and even the ends of my 
nose� (149). 

All of this makes for an often compelling, occasionally banal, and yet 
entirely confronting reading experience. For here is a woman who has will-
ingly parted her legs and her mouth to thousands of readers in a bid to 
speak the story of her body. Sex and penetration become mere metaphors 
for the act of reading and the process of dis-membering the author herself. 
As readers, we penetrate Millet�s mind to see how much flesh we can han-
dle. Millet writes: 

[I]mage and language are in cahoots. It is so stimulating to look in a 
mirror and measure � to the nearest centimetre � the amount of 
flesh that your own flesh can swallow, and this is because the show 
gives rise to words. (157) 

Although Millet is referring to oral sex, she could just as well be discussing 
the games her text plays with the reader: �If the vocabulary is crude and 
limited, this is less to do with a desire to provoke each other by upping the 
obscenity stakes than a need to be accurate in our descriptions� (157). In-
deed, it is as though Millet is subtly rebuking those who would deplore her 
explicit language, reminding them that this is sex in all its sweatiness and 
baseness. 

Critical accounts have likened the Sexual Life to the Confessions, yet, 
unlike Rousseau, this book does not profess a need to explain or decon-
struct the 'self.' Rather, it is an attempt to give voice to the lived experience 
of a history of �non-normative� sex while, at the same time, questioning the 
social construction of permissible sexualities. More than anything else, this 
book, by virtue of its material, asks the reader to consider what makes for 
�normal� sex. What constitutes a woman�s sexuality, and, what are the 
boundaries between private and public inter(dis)course? 

The desire to psychoanalyse the writer, to explain away her behaviour 
by reviewing her upbringing (she slept in her mother�s bed until she left 
home and lost her brother, to whom she was very close), is tempting. Cer-
tainly, as cultural participants we are trained to believe that a woman who 
behaves like this must indeed have something �wrong� with her. Yet, I 
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would argue, this desire should be resisted for it is exactly what Millet her-
self is contesting � that is, the traditions passed down by Freudian philoso-
phy which treat women�s sexuality, particularly the non-reproductive kind, 
as a medical condition. 

The Sexual Life of Catherine M is mottled with contradictions, para-
doxes and complexities. On the one hand, this shy, awkward woman says 
she is most comfortable with her clothes off, being penetrated, yet hates 
wearing revealing clothes; she holds down a �respectable� day job, how-
ever, she claims that the greatest compliment to her is to be told she gives 
�the best blowjobs� (149); and writes of her voracious desires, all the while 
claiming that until the age of 35 she �had not imagined that my own pleas-
ure could be the aim of a sexual encounter� (166). Yet this is what sex is 
about � contradiction. Sex is complex and it is transgressive, and our sex-
ual lives, in relation to our own identities, are not always immediately com-
patible. For sex is an organic personal performance that morphs according 
to participants� changing selves. 

In an age where too much information has become the order of the 
day, Catherine Millet�s book could have easily have slipped between the 
cracks as an irrelevant and smutty �reader�s wife story.� Elegant language 
and a powerful position as one of France�s top intellectuals has, however, 
insured against that. Whatever the view about the quality and function of 
the work, one thing Millet�s book reveals is that in the aftermath of Bataille 
and de Sade, writings about sexuality still have the power to subvert and 
challenge, and to force us to reconsider the validity of our own sexual mo-
ralities. This, I would suggest, is the triumph of this book. 

Macquarie University 
ultrav54@yahoo.com.au 
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Elle 

(A play for one audience member and one eye at a peephole)* 

Anita Beckman 

The theatre is set up for a “conventional” play with a performance area and 
rows of empty seats. 
The performance area has three sets (Sets 1, 2 and 3). All three sets are 
identical: a lady’s dressing table and mirror, a chair. The tables have 
makeup spread over them, gloves, a covered plate with knife and fork and 
condiments, a teapot and cup. At Set 2 an evening dress is thrown over the 
chair. 
Around the set are several peephole booths, concealed by curtains. 
The audience, consisting of only two people (referred to as AUDIENCE and 
VOYEUR) are instructed to wait outside the theatre. VOYEUR pays at the door 
and is led inside to a seat in a peephole booth. AUDIENCE is instructed to 
hold on to their money. AUDIENCE enters after VOYEUR. It is not apparent to 
AUDIENCE where VOYEUR is concealed. 

                                                           
 * Elle played from 3 to 8 August, 2004 at La Mama Theatre in Carlton, Melbourne. It 

was directed by Christian Leavesley, designed by Angela Buckingham and per-
formed by Anita Beckman. There were two performances every evening. In the 
early show three �layers� of audience were present: A single person to whom ELLE 
directed her speech (referred to as AUDIENCE in the script), a person who watched 
from a concealed peephole booth (referred to as VOYEUR) and a �conventional� 
group audience who observed the interaction between ELLE, AUDIENCE and VO-
YEUR. The late show was an intimate performance with only three people present: 
ELLE, AUDIENCE and VOYEUR. 
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AUDIENCE is instructed to a particular seat up the front.  
 
At Set 1 a woman in an evening dress, wearing an eyepatch lies slumped 
over the dressing table, her back to the audience. 
She wakes, suddenly.  
 
ELLE: Oh! 
 
ELLE holds up a finger. It is dripping blood. She watches it drip. 
ELLE shoves the cut finger into her mouth and sucks on it. Giggles to her-
self. 
 
ELLE: Bloodsucker. 
 
ELLE smells herself all over deeply. She sprays herself with deodorant. 
She applies lipstick, makeup. She holds up gloves, confused. 
 
ELLE: [Muttering.] Why do I have three gloves here, all the same? Either I�ve 

lost one or the two of them have given birth! 
 
She puts on a pair. She notices AUDIENCE in mirror. She watches a mo-
ment. She addresses AUDIENCE through the mirror.  
 
ELLE: I�m being terribly rude, staring at you like this in the mirror. Would you 

like a cup of tea? I could do with a cup of tea, yes I certainly could. 
There�s only one problem, we only have one cup left.[Remembering.] 
And it�s cracked. I don�t know how it happens. The last cup of tea I had 
dribbled all over my lap. So perhaps wait until interval and then we can 
use the cups that aren�t part of the show. Interval! Ugh! The very idea 
of it makes me hungry. 

 
She stands, revealing a stain on the seat of her dress. Looks at her watch. 
She turns.  
 
ELLE: Hello, my name is Elle. That�s E-L-L-E. 
 
She presses a switch which starts up electric fan. 
 
ELLE: That�s better. You know, when the air isn�t moving I feel sort of stuck 

like I�m in a plaster mould. 
I used to know a woman with a huge gap in between her front teeth. I 
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couldn�t stand that gap. Some people think it�s quite sexy. But why? 
What do they think they can fit in between those two teeth? I just hear 
the wind whistling. [Fan slows to a stop.] I could never look at her as I 
talked to her. She was quite a lonely woman, despite having a sexy 
mouth. And that gap just made it worse. I mean, it looked like there was 
a tooth missing. 
This is funny. Her name was Anna. But she called herself An  na. 
An    na. With a gap between the two n�s. Whether she was proud of 
her mouth or making fun of herself or just� unaware� I don�t know. 
And now, I�m going to tell you EVERYTHING! I�ve worked out that I can 
reveal all about myself in ten points! Like my ten fingers! Are you 
ready? 

 
The following is recited in a loud and efficient manner. 
 
1.  MY BIGGEST FEAR IS OF EARTHQUAKES. I DON�T EVEN LIKE 

CRACKS IN THE FOOTPATH. 
2. MY FAVOURITE CREATURE IS THE SNAKE. THEY DON�T HAVE 

ARMS OR LEGS. WHEN I SEE A SNAKE I GET ALL TINGLY. MY 
SKIN GETS SO TINGLY IT FEELS SEPARATE TO MY BODY.  

3. I HAVE A HUSBAND, EYE, WHOM I LOVE. THAT�S E-Y-E. (HIS PAR-
ENTS WERE HIPPIES). WE ARE SOULMATES. I BELIEVE OUR 
SPIRITS AND BODIES SLIDE TOGETHER PERFECTLY, AS 
THOUGH WE WERE CARVED FOR EACH OTHER. EVERY MO-
MENT EVERY PAUSE EVERY SINEW IS ACCOUNTED FOR. ONE IS 
CONCAVE WHERE THE OTHER IS CONVEX. THERE IS NO ROOM 
TO MOVE AT ALL. 

4. I THINK I MIGHT BE PREGNANT. EYE, WHO WORKS AS A PLAS-
TERER, IS VERY PLEASED. I LIKE THE IDEA OF BEING PREG-
NANT BUT I�M SCARED OF SPLITTING OPEN LIKE SOME KIND OF 
WEIRD FRUIT. 

5. I USED TO WORK AS A PROSTITUTE.  
6. I HAVE A TENDENCY TO SPEAK/SHOUT TOO LOUDLY (PARTICU-

LARLY WHEN I�M REVEALING THINGS ABOUT MYSELF). 
7. AT SCHOOL MY NICKNAME WAS SMELLY ELLY. THEN IT WAS 

SHORTENED TO JUST �SMELL.� I USED TO PEE IN MY PANTS. IT 
JUST TRICKLED OUT ALL THE TIME. SECRETLY I LIKED IT. THAT 
WARMTH GATHERING IN MY UNDERPANTS AND SLITHERING 
DOWN MY LEG. THERE WAS ALWAYS A GREAT DISTANCE BE-
TWEEN MYSELF AND MY CLASSMATES, WHAT WITH THIS [indi-
cating eyepatch] AND THAT. BUT THAT SMELL� THAT SMELL, 
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WELL IT ALSO SOMEHOW FILLED THE GAP.  
8. THE ONLY THING I CANNOT BEAR ABOUT MY HUSBAND IS HIS 

SNORING. IT ISN�T THE NOISE THAT BOTHERS ME, AFTER ALL 
IT�S ALMOST LIKE SLEEPING WITH A CAT. A LOUD CAT. IT�S THE 
WAY THE SOUND ESCAPES HIM WITHOUT HIM KNOWING. I 
CAN�T BEAR THAT. HE SAYS I MAKE A HISSING SOUND WHEN I�M 
ASLEEP. HE TELLS ME TO WAKE HIM UP IF IT BOTHERS ME SO 
MUCH BUT I WON�T. I JUST STARE AT THE CRACKS IN THE CEIL-
ING AND WAIT FOR MORNING. 

9. NUMBER NINE.  
 
ELLE appears disconcerted. Counts on fingers. 
 
ELLE: I think now might be a good time to have intermission. Don�t you? 

Yes, let�s have that stupid intermission and after that I�ll finish telling 
you all about myself. Number nine. 
Oh, we should probably sort out the money. Have you got some money 
for me?  

 
Approaches AUDIENCE. AUDIENCE hands her the money. She folds it gin-
gerly, lifts her dress and puts it in her garter . 
 
ELLE: Thank you ever so much. I know it�s a bit early in the show to have in-

termission but I think it�s good to get it out of the way. 
Well, intermission. Help yourself to tea or coffee. 

 
She indicates a table set with tea and coffee but no cups. ELLE crosses to 
Set 2, starts to put on high heels then changes mind and brings seat over 
next to AUDIENCE. Puts on shoes. 
 
ELLE: My name isn�t really Elle. My real name is actually Elle Elle. That�s E-

L-L-E-E-L-L-E. So I have to pronounce my name four times just to spell 
it. Funny isn�t it. Goodness I�m hungry. My parents called me double 
Elle because they knew that they didn�t want any more children. I have 
a secret. I�ve changed my name. I did it properly by deedpoll. I�ve 
added an extra Elle. That�s ELLE ELLE ELLE, spelt E-L-L-E E-L-L-E E-
L-L-E. It�s frivolous I know. Saying the name twice sort of emphasizes it 
but three times, well, it does something else. But I like it. It has motion. 
ElleElleElle well you can just keep saying it again and again with no 
gap between the beginning and end of the name. I don�t usually tell 
anyone. About the double. Or the three. I say, �Hello, my name is Elle.� 
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I could be saying it backwards and no one would ever know. I wouldn�t 
even know. And what is� Oh! Intermission! We�re not supposed� 

 
ELLE crosses to Set 2, and finding dress she slips it over the one she is al-
ready wearing. Oblivious to AUDIENCE she lifts lid on food (a slab of tongue). 
She spreads it with mustard and digs in with knife and fork. Consumes 
about half and then cuts herself. 
  
ELLE: Oh! 
 
ELLE holds up a finger. It is dripping blood. She watches it drip. 
ELLE shoves the cut finger into her mouth and sucks on it. Giggles to her-
self. 
 
ELLE: Bloodsucker. 
 
ELLE smells herself all over deeply. Sprays herself with deodorant. 
She applies lipstick, makeup. She holds up gloves, confused. 
 
ELLE: [Muttering.] Why do I have three gloves here, all the same? Either I�ve 

lost one or the two of them have given birth! 
 
She puts on a pair. She notices AUDIENCE in mirror. She watches a mo-
ment. She addresses AUDIENCE through the mirror.  
 
ELLE: I�m being terribly rude, staring at you like this in the mirror. Would you 

like a cup of tea? I could do with a cup of tea, yes I certainly could. We 
have only one cup left, that�s the only problem. [Remembering.] And it�s 
cracked. I don�t know how it happens. The last cup of tea I had dribbled 
all over my lap. So perhaps wait until interval and then we can use the 
cups that aren�t part of the show. Interval! Ugh! The very idea of it 
makes me hungry. 

 
She stands. Looks at her watch. 
She turns.  
 
ELLE: Hello, my name is Elle. That�s E-L-L-E. 
 
She presses switch which turns on electric fan. 
 
ELLE: That�s better. You know, when the air isn�t moving I feel sort of stuck 
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like I�m in a plaster mould. 
I used to know a woman with a huge gap in between her front teeth. I 
couldn�t stand that gap. Some people think it�s quite sexy. But why? 
What do they think they can fit in between those two teeth? I just hear 
the wind whistling. [Fan slows to a stop.] I could never look at her as I 
talked to her. She was quite a lonely woman, despite having a sexy 
mouth. And that gap just made it worse. I mean, it looked like there was 
a tooth missing. 
This is funny. Her name was Anna. But she called herself An  na. 
An    na. With a gap between the two n�s. Whether she was proud of 
her mouth or making fun of herself or just� unaware� I don�t know. 
And now, I�m going to tell you EVERYTHING! I�ve worked out that I can 
reveal all about myself in ten points! Like my ten fingers! Are you 
ready? 

 
The following is recited in a loud and efficient manner. 
 
1.  MY BIGGEST FEAR IS OF EARTHQUAKES. I DON�T EVEN LIKE 

CRACKS IN THE FOOTPATH. 
2. MY FAVOURITE CREATURE IS THE SNAKE. THEY DON�T HAVE 

ARMS OR LEGS. WHEN I SEE A SNAKE I GET ALL TINGLY. MY 
SKIN GETS SO TINGLY IT FEELS SEPARATE TO MY BODY.  

3. I HAVE A HUSBAND, EYE, WHOM I LOVE. THAT�S E-Y-E. (HIS PAR-
ENTS WERE HIPPIES). WE ARE SOULMATES. I BELIEVE OUR 
SPIRITS AND BODIES SLIDE TOGETHER PERFECTLY, AS 
THOUGH WE WERE CARVED FOR EACH OTHER. EVERY MO-
MENT EVERY PAUSE EVERY SINEW IS ACCOUNTED FOR. ONE IS 
CONCAVE WHERE THE OTHER IS CONVEX. THERE IS NO ROOM 
TO MOVE AT ALL. 

4. I THINK I MIGHT BE PREGNANT. EYE, WHO WORKS AS A PLAS-
TERER, IS VERY PLEASED. I LIKE THE IDEA OF BEING PREG-
NANT BUT I�M SCARED OF SPLITTING OPEN LIKE SOME KIND OF 
WEIRD FRUIT. 

5. I USED TO WORK AS A PROSTITUTE.  
6. I HAVE A TENDENCY TO SPEAK/SHOUT TOO LOUDLY (PARTICU-

LARLY WHEN I�M REVEALING THINGS ABOUT MYSELF). 
7. AT SCHOOL MY NICKNAME WAS SMELLY ELLY. THEN IT WAS 

SHORTENED TO JUST �SMELL.� I USED TO PEE IN MY PANTS. IT 
JUST TRICKLED OUT ALL THE TIME. SECRETLY I LIKED IT. THAT 
WARMTH GATHERING IN MY UNDERPANTS AND SLITHERING 
DOWN MY LEG. THERE WAS ALWAYS A GREAT DISTANCE BE-
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TWEEN MYSELF AND MY CLASSMATES, WHAT WITH THIS [indi-
cating eyepatch] AND THAT. BUT THAT SMELL� THAT SMELL, 
WELL IT ALSO SOMEHOW FILLED THE GAP.  

8. THE ONLY THING I CANNOT BEAR ABOUT MY HUSBAND IS HIS 
SNORING. IT ISN�T THE NOISE THAT BOTHERS ME, AFTER ALL 
IT�S ALMOST LIKE SLEEPING WITH A CAT. A LOUD CAT. IT�S THE 
WAY THE SOUND ESCAPES HIM WITHOUT HIM KNOWING. I 
CAN�T BEAR THAT. HE SAYS I MAKE A HISSING SOUND WHEN I�M 
ASLEEP. HE TELLS ME TO WAKE HIM UP IF IT BOTHERS ME SO 
MUCH BUT I WON�T. I JUST STARE AT THE CRACKS IN THE CEIL-
ING AND WAIT FOR MORNING. 

9. NUMBER NINE.  
 
ELLE appears disconcerted.  
 
ELLE: I think now might be a good time to have intermission. Don�t you? 

Yes, let�s have that stupid intermission and after that I�ll finish telling 
you all about myself. Number nine. 
Oh, we should probably sort out the money. Have you got some money 
for me?  

 
Again ELLE approaches AUDIENCE. She scans face of AUDIENCE. 
 
ELLE: Do I know you? You�ve come before, haven�t you. [Backing away.] 

Look don�t worry about the money. I don�t know where the time has 
gone, we don�t have time for intermission. We�re way behind time, now 
how did that happen. You shouldn�t have to pay if we don�t have time 
for intermission. I mean who�s to say that you didn�t come here for that 
time to yourself in between all the action. For some people it�s the best 
part. And now we�ve run out of time. So I�m not going to charge you. 

 
ELLE disappears behind set. 
Silence. Eventually she reappears.  
 
ELLE: I�m sorry. I appear to have forgotten my lines. I�m very sorry about 

this.  
 
Exits again.  
Enters again. 
 
ELLE: What is it with these bloody gloves. I�m quite hungry. I�ve been up 
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here a long time, it�s hard to remember all the words. I do usually 
though. I�m usually very good. I remember every line, every comma. 
Nothing escapes me. I�ve just forgotten. I�ve forgotten what I�m sup-
posed to say. It could happen to anyone.  

 
She sits. Restless. Takes off shoes. 
 
ELLE: You know, according to the script I�m supposed to forget. The prob-

lem is that I�m confused about what I�m supposed to forget and what 
I�ve really forgotten, if you know what I mean. 

 
She stares out at AUDIENCE. After a minute: 
 
ELLE: I�m sorry I don�t remember. 
 
Crosses to the plate of tongue at Set 1.  
 
ELLE: Tongue. Mustard. 
 
Elle spreads the tongue carefully with the mustard. She cuts it finely into 
even squares, spears a piece and chews it with dissipating enthusiasm. 
She seems puzzled and attempts to eat another piece but apparently can-
not.  
 
ELLE: [Murmurs.] Now I�m the opposite of hungry. 
 
ELLE pushes plate away. 
 
ELLE: So� [Pauses.] 

I was about to ask you what your name was but I don�t think that�s a 
good idea. We�ll get right off track. 
You have nice eyes. 
You probably think I say that to everyone. I don�t. At least I don�t think 
that I do. 
I really don�t want you to go. 
I�d like you to keep watching me. 
I don�t have the slightest idea what I�m to do if you leave. 
Although probably as soon as you left it would all come flooding back. 

[Silence.] 
Eye likes to watch. He�s here somewhere. He used to watch me when I 
was working as a prostitute. I told him this is different, it�s safe. But he 
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still likes to watch.  
He�s got an unusual body. It�s like he can just slip into spaces and dis-
appear, you wouldn�t know he was there. He�s here somewhere. And 
he knows the whole script, he�s seen it so many times.  
Don�t you, Eye. He�s out there, mouthing the words for me, trying to 
help me out, I bet. He�s very shy, Eye. 

 
ELLE’s face contorts. She struggles with an oncoming sneeze. She 
sneezes. 
 
ELLE: I think I remember the last line. Something about� yes. Snakes! Yes! 

[She becomes confident in recalling:] You know, the thing I like about 
snakes is the way they appear and disappear so silently.  
That was definitely the last line. I�m sure of it. I remember because 
when I read the script I thought it was an odd line to end on. 
Well that was the end! 
 
Oh. 
 
We�re not supposed to be at the end yet.  
Perhaps the other bits will come back to me. It�ll just be a bit out of or-
der. 
 
You know, I think I was supposed to take my clothes off at some point. 
I can�t remember why.  
I remember the emotion of it but not what comes before, or after. 

 
With a sudden drive ELLE starts to undress. She looks confused at the fact 
that there is another dress underneath. 
She repeats the motion, removing the second dress and discovers a third 
dress. She removes this as well, revealing some particularly flashy, fluoro 
underwear. 
Pause.  
 
ELLE: NO! No I wasn’t� supposed!� to do that! That wasn�t it at all! It 

was� 
Oh my god. What is wrong with me today. I wasn�t supposed to take 
my clothes off! 
I was supposed � Yes! 

 
ELLE hurriedly re-dons two of the dresses. 
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She fetches a small puppet booth with a curtain made of the same material 
as her dress. She sets it up on AUDIENCE’s knee. The two finger puppets, 
ELLE PUPPET and EYE PUPPET, appear. EYE PUPPET does not have arms or 
legs.  
 
ELLE PUPPET: Why are you looking at me like that? 
EYE PUPPET: Like what? 
ELLE PUPPET: Like that. 
EYE PUPPET: I don�t know. 
ELLE PUPPET: Well, if you don�t know, don�t do it. It freaks me out, it�s so in-

tense Eye. 
EYE PUPPET: I haven�t got arms. I like looking at you. 
ELLE PUPPET: I know, Eye. 
EYE PUPPET: Well, why are you looking at me like that? 
ELLE PUPPET: I�m not. I�m just looking back at you. 
EYE PUPPET: I don�t want you to look back at me. Just look at me. 
ELLE PUPPET: I�m hungry, Eye. 
EYE PUPPET: You are always hungry Elle. I could look at your breasts all 

day. 
ELLE PUPPET: I bet you couldn�t. You�d have to check the footy scores. 
EYE PUPPET: I can listen and look at the same time. If I had arms I�d give 

you such a hug. 
[ELLE PUPPET is silent.] 
EYE PUPPET: Well? 
ELLE PUPPET: I�m just pretending that your eyes are your arms. 
 
Curtain closes. ELLE emerges. 
 
ELLE: I didn�t really remember that. I just made it up. You could probably 

tell. The arms and legs fell off the puppet, so I ran out of things to say. 
 
ELLE, frustrated, begins to wander the periphery of the stage. 
 
ELLE: EYE will you stop being such a bloody obstinate bastard. You can 

come out, I�ve mucked up the whole thing anyway. Just give me a clue. 
Whisper something to me. Come on you bastard, I don�t care anymore. 
Can�t you see it doesn�t matter? The audience doesn�t care. Now will 
you help me out, please. 
[To AUDIENCE:] This isn�t like him. He wouldn�t let me embarrass myself 
like this. If he knew I wasn�t saying the right words he would whisper 
them to me. 
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Come on Eye, COME ON ! 
 
She wanders the periphery of the stage getting angrier and rips open sev-
eral peephole booth curtains with empty seats behind. The last one she 
rips open reveals VOYEUR to AUDIENCE and ELLE.  
ELLE appears startled. 
 
ELLE: Oh sorry, sorry. I�m looking for� my� Eye� my husband. 
 
ELLE closes curtain on VOYEUR. She sulks.  
She approaches AUDIENCE.  
 
ELLE: You might as well go. I�m not going to get my act together. It�s all just 

gaps and spaces. And I�m not getting any help from anyone, am I? 
[ELLE removes money from garter and pushes it into AUDIENCE’s hand.] 
Here � it�s only fair.  
I guess you�ll go now. 

 
She points to door and waits for them to leave. As they leave ELLE blurts 
out the following: 
 
ELLE: Elle is my name. Did I tell you that? That�s E-L-L-E. Which is interest-

ing because you have to say my name twice just to spell it. When the 
spelling of it is meant to break it up, you know. And of course back-
wards it�s the same, so I like to think of it as infinite. Actually to myself I 
spell it with 3 Elles. With the elles all over the place. Sometimes I just 
want to call myself L, the letter L, spelt L. Or add on another two elles. 
Elle Elle Elle. You don�t hear names like that. You may have Lou Lou. 
But never Lou Lou Lou. Or LouLouLoulou. Imagine that. Hello loulou-
louloulou. I�d like to say to someone, my name is Elle Elle Elle Elle.  
Did I mention that I think I might be pregnant. Of course there�s nothing 
to see yet. It�s a bit scary. It�s there but it�s not there. Eye is so pleased. 
Eye, he�s my husband, I mentioned him didn�t I. The idea of being 
pregnant is lovely. I mean you�re never alone are you. Part of me would 
like to stay pregnant forever. Getting bigger and bigger and further from 
everyone and closer at the same time. What frightens me is the idea of 
it leaving my body When I see the baby�s face I won�t know it at all. It�s 
different when it�s inside you, you don�t have to know it. And of course 
I�m terrified of splitting in two, like some� kind� of weird fruit. 

 
Her blathering exhausts itself. 
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ELLE: Listen, can I ask you a favour. Come here into the light 
 
ELLE brings AUDIENCE to Set 3. As she speaks she comes closer, bending 
over AUDIENCE examining them intently.  
 
ELLE: Could I come very close to you. I don�t want to touch you I just want 

to look. It�s so strange being so close to someone. It makes my skin 
tingle. I�ve been here such a long time. Don�t worry, it�s safe. I won�t 
touch you. If you don�t mind I�d like to smell you. Not just sniff, inhale. 
This way I won�t forget you, whoever the hell you are. And your smell 
will stick to my clothes. Please just relax. You don�t have to do any-
thing. 

 
She finishes thus examining and inhaling AUDIENCE. 
 
ELLE: Thank you so much. 

I�m so terribly tired all of a sudden. Even you watching me couldn�t 
keep me awake. Goodbye and thank you. 

 
ELLE returns Set 1. Gazes at herself in the mirror.  
 
ELLE: You know, the thing I like about snakes is the way they appear and 

disappear so silently. I�ve always found this way of moving more 
beautiful than flying. 
That was definitely the last line, I�m sure of it� 
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Four Poems 

Dan Disney 

 
 

Countrycide 
(after John Howard) 

A small man combs an under-regulated eyebrow and brays like a 
mule 

into the island wind. Grins as apparatchiks firesale heirlooms with 
bombs 

falling thru headlines. Transactions process while groupthinkers 
gaze greyly 

from the hillsides of mortgaged content. There is a chorus of 
mulenoise now; 

telephones clog with the whisper and guffaw of it. Paddocks and 
vases 

sprout perennials while donkeys echo in televisions. The beam-
ish sun alights 

on cities dulled with the shuffle of hooves. The sky is a wing-filled 
thing 

bright above fences and the boatloads bobbing unwelcomely out 
to a low sea. 

The small man uncorrects an overbite and smiles smart as a 
haystack. 

Bankers and golfers nuzzle. Armies of carrots get tied to forests 
of sticks. 
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Inside Big Robot Thinktank 

 

Here and there                     conveyor belts whir 
    on the inside of a planet. 
    An automaton travels downward 
    speaking the language of lions 
while another draws a perfect circle in a vault. 
Teams of �em  build new teams of �em� 
   nanobots clone quarks 
 for anarcho-syndicalist communes 
and downward yet there is algebra 
taught to cockroaches in secret. 
A grand unifying theory for grand unifying theories is devised 
 and a moment turned on its side to yield 
 a vastness. 
Chess is played lots                     while in a corner 
a black hole quietly coughs 
as somewhere (yet further down) 
  the clockworks of the universe are unsprung. 
 Cyborgs check on screens here: in the world far above 
days are lurching forward (metros modcons minutiae folk) 
   like big robots playing dumb. 
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Passing of the Farmhand Psychonauts 

 
On blue-eyed mules they came 
trotting 
a little to the right of evening�s unquiet middle. 
Some in the township stirred 
their cheesy gruel 
 and watched dwarf trees 
 not grow (�if it falls 
will it make a noise?�) while learning tunes in Esperanto. 
Others of �em 
 steered their mind�s pulse to ten megahertz or less 
 as the rest of �em pushed their squawking young 
   toward the nuzzle of fitted dreams. 
Next day 
those of �em digging holes outdoors 
    rubbed at their eyeballs 
and marvelled at the muleshit piled up high. 
   Others of �em just stared straight ahead 
  in rocking-chairs 
 as pigeons misnavigated into the side of a mountain. 
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The Day the Devil Came to Town 
to Talk of Politics with the Youngsters ( A Play) 

 
(the audience has gone. A blackheaded giraffe gallops wildly out 

a sudden cleft in the stage 
[with lightning]. Saddled to it: a very small man with dark and 

pointy beard. They pull up together 
like the end of a bad conversation. He gnaws the heads off stale 

turnips. A ragged black feather 
sticks out his crooked wing. The giraffe mumbles in Latin as ho-

munculi chatter on golems 
trailing out the void. The man can see [adjusting thick glasses] 

that even the dust has packed up 
and left. There is an eye at every keyhole in the universe. The 

man pulls on a plaid suit and hums 
a threnody then waxes down his hair and deals a hand of soli-

taire. Everything pretends 
to sleep. This will go on for an exceedingly long time. Audiences 

may return when appropriate) 
 

 
 

University of Melbourne 
dan_disney@yahoo.com 
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Extract from Susanne Ayoub’s 

Engelsgift (Angel’s Venom) 

translation Victoria Kristoffersen 

Susanne Ayoub was born in Baghdad and moved to Vienna at the age of six. Af-
ter studying Drama and History of Art she worked for the Austrian national broad-
casting service as a producer, dramatic advisor and director on radio and television. 
She has written plays for the screen, radio and theatre. Engelsgift (Hamburg: Hoff-
mann und Campe Verlag, 2004) is her first novel. She lives as a freelance writer in 
Vienna. 

Engelsgift (Angel’s Venom) is the story of Marie Horvath, an author in present-
day Vienna, who plans to write a screenplay about the sixty year old case of Karo-
line Streicher, who was sentenced to death in 1938 for the poisoning of her new-
born daughter, aunt and a lodger. Karoline had previously been accused of insur-
ance fraud, along with her husband Ferdinand. She was not sentenced and was re-
leased due to lack of evidence. Marie interviews Karoline’s son, Hermann, who 
gives Marie a completely new version of the story and claims that Karoline was in-
nocent. His mother was a beautiful woman, who badly mistreated him; however, she 
was not a murderess. Marie becomes obsessed with listening to the old man tell his 
story, and realises too late that he has his own plans for her.  

The section presented here is towards the end of the book, when Karoline and 
Hermann contrive a coincidental meeting with her aunt, Sissy Gollner. They eventu-
ally move into her apartment and Sissy succumbs to a mysterious illness, leaving 
Karoline to do what she likes with the apartment and furniture. 

The story of Karoline Streicher is based on the real-life case of Martha Marek, 
who was accused of cutting off her husband’s leg with an axe in order to claim inva-
lid insurance. She was guillotined for poisoning her husband, baby daughter, great-
aunt and lady’s companion with rat poison. Like Karoline, the murders were commit-
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ted in order to claim insurance money. The son of her lady’s companion became 
suspicious and this resulted in the bodies being exhumed. At the time – 1938 – the 
Nazis brought the half-Jewish ancestry of Martha into play, suggesting that this was 
why she was so evil. She was sentenced and became the first woman to be exe-
cuted in thirty years. 

The main characters in the translated section are Karoline and her son 
Hermann. They move in with Sissy, Karoline’s long-lost aunt, as they have hardly 
any money to support themselves. Ferdinand, Karoline’s husband and Hermann’s 
father, who died of a mysterious illness, is also mentioned, as is Gudrun, his sister, 
who refused to let Karoline and Hermann continue to live with her. 

(This translation is published courtesy of Hoffmann und Campe Verlag.) 
 
 
Sissy Gollner was heavy-breasted and wide-hipped under her wrinkled 

black silk. She smelt of perfumed dust and peppermints, which she sucked 
on constantly in order to disguise her bad breath. Despite her considerable 
weight she had a swinging, youthful gait and lively, round eyes, which, like 
her hair, were chestnut brown. Even the freckles on her skin were of that 
unusual red-brown shade. 

What my mother expected from me, and which I put into practice, for 
better or worse, was a seemingly chance collision, through which one thing 
would lead to another, until the family relationship was fortuitously � and 
wholly unexpectedly � uncovered. I had been given the job of dribbling my 
ball in front of me over the gravel-scattered path: a beardless lad with his 
toy, running too fast. Enthusiastically and ambitiously trying to get hold of 
the ball, I was to slip and fall onto both knees, quite hard, so that I bled, 
and, frightened and in pain, start crying as loudly as I could. All this had to 
play itself out at the feet of the unknown woman, who would then have no 
other option but to help me up, allowing my mother to come running with 
many words of gratitude, and who would then turn out to be the long absent 
Karoline, whom the Loew family had lost track of many years ago. 

I did as she had beaten into me. I dribbled, threw the ball and ran after 
it. However, it did not go in the direction that I had intended, rolling instead 
under the clipped hedge and disappearing into the unusually high grass 
behind it. Karoline�s gaze bore through me and promised awful retribution, 
so I hastened on without the ball to the woman wearing a black silk dress 
under her Persian lamb coat and a mink hat she aired from time to time 
with the aid of a hair-dryer. Without much thought, I let myself fall down in 
front of her, face down, with such force that the worn out material of my 
trousers tore and both my shin bones and my palms were pricked by the 
needle-sharp gravel stones. I didn�t have to feign any pain and cried out at 
the top of my voice. 

Sissy�s hand went to the brim of her hat. With astonishment, she 
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looked at the whimpering child who had forced the squirrels she had been 
feeding back into the trees. She regarded me as one would take note of an 
irritating, albeit everyday misfortune: a torn button or a broken dish, or even 
a bothersome vermin. She made no move to help me to my feet. Rather, 
she wanted to make a quick escape but I prevented that. I let myself roll 
onto my back, a grotesque thing, bleeding, with raised and thrashing legs. 
This was brought to an end by the appearance of my mother. Like a flash, 
she swept down on me, grabbed my ear and shook me until I stood up on 
my own, tormented yet alert. This all happened incidentally, without a word 
or glance from her. It was to show a measure of upbringing to the woman 
who stood opposite her and whom Karoline now addressed, in order to pla-
cate her and to establish the conversation before she could escape. 

�I must apologise for him,� Karoline said very solicitously. She gave 
Sissy her most charming smile. �He�s the clumsiest in the family. He cer-
tainly hasn�t inherited it from the Loews. I don�t know what to do with this 
scoundrel.� In mock despair she shook her head above me, all the while 
watching Sissy�s expression out of the corner of her eye. 

Had she taken the bait? It didn�t look like it. Sissy rounded Karoline 
and me with hurried steps and aimed for the park exit, through which the 
first shadows of dusk were already falling. 

�Oh yes,� Karoline bravely continued, �it�s already quite late. The 
Schönbrunn Park closes at nightfall, doesn�t it?� 

Sissy nodded, still silent and Karoline strove to keep up with her, all 
the while holding me captive, as if I, like the squirrels, could escape in a 
single bound. 

�May I ask you something?� she began anew and I squirmed inwardly, 
embarrassed by her intrusive approach. 

Sissy sighed weakly instead of answering. She drew her fur coat 
tightly around her shoulders and set an even faster pace. But Karoline kept 
on her trail. 

�In my childhood I had an aunt. I haven�t seen her for many years, but 
I still remember her. You�re the spitting image of her. Her maiden name 
was Sissy Loew.� 

Now Sissy could do nothing else. She had to stop, whether out of 
amazement or defeated by Karoline�s obstinacy. Her chestnut brown gaze 
made an unhurried once-over of Karoline�s shabby appearance, the old-
fashioned grey winter coat and the clumsy shoes of crumbling leather, both 
paid for by the social security office for the needy, as were the clothes she 
was wearing. Finally, Sissy�s gaze fastened on Karoline�s mouth, the evad-
ing black eyes and her red hair, shining in the sunset. 

�You�re Karoline?� asked Sissy, a trace of astonishment in her voice, 
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like a summer breeze rippling over a calm expanse of water without caus-
ing further movement. 

�Aunt Sissy!� Karoline nodded radiantly, deeply relieved. �My God, isn�t 
this a coincidence!� 

�D�you think so?� Sissy asked sceptically. She turned towards me and 
cast me a short gaze which affected me unpleasantly. �I read about your 
case in the paper at the time. It was very embarrassing for the family. One 
can only hope that it blows over with time.� But a flicker of curiosity had 
crept into her eyes and didn�t go unnoticed. 

�He�s dead,� said Karoline. �I�m all alone with my boy.� 
Sissy didn�t turn round a second time. She surveyed the squirrels, 

which were darting back and forth on the deserted avenue, searching the 
ground for leftover nuts. �I suppose you could come and visit me, if you�d 
like,� she finally declared in a drawl. �It�s quite relaxed and there�s no stand-
ing on ceremony. I live a very secluded life. Not at lunchtime, as my house-
hold isn�t prepared for guests. But for coffee.� 

Karoline almost shouted with happiness. �Gladly!� The desperately 
longed-for invitation had been extended at just the right time, as we arrived 
at the Hietzinger gate. We were almost the last visitors. The gatekeeper 
gestured to us to hurry with impatient waves and jangled the great bunch of 
keys in his hand. �When would it suit you? Sunday? Or preferably on a 
weekday?� 

Karoline finally conjured a small smile in Sissy�s closed face. �That�s 
entirely up to you. I�m always available after five.� 

She passed Karoline her fingertips in a contrived manner. She nodded 
to me, undecided how and if she should address me. With that she left, 
with a lengthened, sprightly stride and we stared after her: hungry, dishev-
elled birds of prey, who have spotted their target but have by no means de-
feated it. 

 
Summoning up all her strength Karoline curbed her impatience. �Don�t 

worry, you�ll still get your money,� she barked at the friendly Mrs Seibold 
(our landlady in Radetzky Street) when she appeared on Sunday with the 
new weekly bill and, without a word of admonition � only commenting on 
how quickly time flies from one month to the next � placed it on the chest of 
drawers. The patient landlady�s expression changed; she was offended and 
astonished and retreated before Karoline could say something to hurt her. 

�I�m not grateful,� Karoline hissed after her once the latch had fallen in 
the lock. �I hate you, you whingeing old cow. Just drop dead!� 

We were hungry. There was nothing to eat in the room apart from a 
piece of bone-dry bread, which lay in a china dish and had to be sprinkled 
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with water to soften it once more. No other dinner awaited us. The next day 
was a Monday, payday at Auersheim Insurance. But Karoline would not 
risk another visit before she had at least a single business deal to show for 
her efforts. �Sunday is as good a day as any for a visit,� she said to her re-
flection in the mirror, with whom she had become used to holding dialogues 
since there was no other company except for me. We hardly spoke to one 
another. I only opened my mouth to answer her questions and she never 
wanted to hear anything else. She only took an interest in my school work. 

�The most important thing is peace,� she declared as I did my home-
work. �I would so like to have studied. Things would have turned out com-
pletely differently for me. But there was neither a penny for books nor 
enough time for an idea that went beyond everyday life. Back then educa-
tion was something for the rich, three crosses sufficed as a signature for 
the poor.� 

 
Number 7 Altgasse stood alone like a faded tooth in an old lady�s 

mouth. The houses to the left and right had recently been pulled down and 
the ground on which they had stood looked as though it had been set 
alight, covered with a layer of damp red clay. Karoline didn�t wait long. 
When the ringing on the door remained unheard by the concierge, she hur-
ried up the staircase, two steps at a time. �She can�t turn us away,� she 
said to me or to herself. She shuffled in her shoes. She ran her hand over 
my parting, not tenderly, but to smooth it out. Then she reached for the 
mighty doorknocker, which was held in the jaws of a lion, and put on an ex-
pression of familial affection. 

 
�I may be quite old, but I�m certainly not stupid,� said Sissy Gollner a 

quarter of an hour later to Karoline. �I don�t believe a word of the story you 
served me up. We didn�t meet by chance and you didn�t suddenly recog-
nise me again. I remember very well, Karoline, how old you were when I 
saw you for the first and last time in your childhood: a four week old baby in 
your parents� apartment in Inzersdorf. You lay in the bassinet and slept.� 

Sissy�s voice did not seem annoyed. It was a clear, rational comment 
and could hardly be denied. Even if Sissy had forgotten a later visit, Karo-
line could have been no more than three years old, since that was when 
she had left her parental home. 

Karoline did not attempt to make any excuses. A leather armchair 
stood opposite the sofa on which her aunt rested; half sitting, half lying, 
with a velvet pillow at her back. She sank down onto it, expelled a deep 
breath and covered her eyes with the back of her hand, as if she was on 
the verge of breaking into tears. I had been ordered to fall onto my knees in 
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front of Sissy and beg her for a bit of bread, but I pretended not to have no-
ticed Karoline�s hint. 

A mistreated child learns from an early age to recognise the signs of 
displeasure and disapproval. I knew long before Karoline that Sissy Gollner 
had a cold heart. She seemed good-natured because of her build and her 
mild, doe eyes but that was deceptive. She was completely indifferent to 
her surroundings and deeply bored by everything she encountered. Com-
posed and resting in the safety of her fortune, she lived out the monotony 
of her days. Those who provided her with change were welcome and those 
who appealed to her sympathy were shaken off with a bored shrug of her 
shoulders. 

�I�m at my wit�s end,� Karoline began with her complaint. �You�ve heard 
of my case from the newspapers, but what does that mean? You can�t 
imagine what we all had to endure. Those newspaper reporters have no 
conscience. Whether someone�s life is destroyed for a headline or not is all 
the same to them. They lie in order to buy their audience; they take delight 
in every dirty trick they can think up.� 

�Do you mean by that,� Sissy drawled and let a curious gaze run over 
Karoline�s face, �that you were all innocent? But who�� she had to swallow 
in her desire to learn more, ��then who chopped off Ferdinand�s leg?� 

There was no more talk of coffee. Her aunt also seemed to have al-
ready eaten her evening meal. She sipped at a glass filled with a dark liq-
uid; a liqueur which she didn�t offer to us. Our stomachs growled noticeably 
loudly whenever there was a break in the conversation. Karoline struggled 
to answer all Sissy�s questions satisfactorily. I stood behind her and held 
onto the headrest of the leather armchair with both hands as my knees 
could no longer carry me. 

The apartment smelt like Sissy herself, slightly sweet and dusty. Dust 
hung in the dark red velvet curtains at the windows; it rose from the uphol-
stered furniture and from the worn out Persian carpets. Every inch of the 
room was covered with decorative doilies in all shapes and sizes, on the 
mantelpiece as well as the windowsills, the seats of the chairs and even the 
walls, where they hung like framed pictures with embroidered epigrams. 
She didn�t seem to have any staff, or maybe they had been given Sunday 
afternoon off. Sissy herself had come to the door to receive us; though not 
exuberant, she made no attempt to get rid of us. The build-up of dirt in the 
corners of the room pointed to a neglected household. Perhaps she was 
not simply unwilling to help us, but was not even in a position to. 

�I had to start work as an insurance agent,� said Karoline. �But there 
isn�t anyone who wants to buy insurance from me. People have as little to 
eat as I do. I�ve walked my feet raw.� The despair in her voice was not 
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feigned. She opened her large, black eyes and looked at Sissy. �Shall I be 
honest with you, Aunt?� She was honest; she, the eternal and blessed liar. 
Candour was her last trump but I believe she was also too exhausted for 
any pretence. �I know that you�re well-situated financially. Buy an insurance 
package from me, Aunt, I�m not asking anything more of you. If you take 
the big combo, you can save a third off the premium. It�ll make no differ-
ence to you and I�ll be saved.� She didn�t ask for my sake. The glances that 
Sissy had cast me in Schönbrunn and now again in her apartment brushed 
icily against my brow like water droplets falling from the gutter. Karoline 
hadn�t failed to notice. 

Sissy remained totally silent for some time at that, and so too did Karo-
line. She only cleared her throat every now and then in order to drown out 
the noise of her empty stomach. 

�My dear child, unfortunately I can�t help you at all,� Sissy finally said. 
�In this respect, as in every other, I�ve been very spoilt by my husband. 
He�s really provided for everything and left all of his affairs in the best of or-
der. I don�t know the details, but I do remember that there�s a household 
and a burglary insurance, broken glass, fire, provision for old age and 
health care too of course. You�re welcome to cast a glance over it so you 
don�t think I�m trying to make excuses.� 

With the surprising momentum that was typical of her ungainly shape, 
she got up from the sofa. Karoline followed her to the bureau and stood 
next to it, gnawing at her lower lip, while Sissy collected together the insur-
ance policies. 

Without looking at the papers more closely, Karoline asked faintly: �But 
you don�t have life insurance though, do you Aunt?� 

Sissy straightened herself up with a small smile at the corner of her 
mouth. �That wouldn�t really make any sense,� she replied. �I have no one 
to whom I could leave anything. Or,� she paused and her smile thinned, �or 
had you perhaps thought of yourself?� 

Hot red flew to Karoline�s cheeks and told its own tale. The question of 
children didn�t help either. 

�I don�t have any.� Sissy returned to the sofa. �But you asked the care-
taker about me, so that certainly isn�t news to you.� 

Karoline stood where Sissy had left her, empty-handed and numb from 
embarrassed shock. She had lost. There was nothing more that she could 
say to convince Sissy Gollner to the contrary. �I�m sorry.� 

She went to the door, defeated. I made a servant�s bow before Sissy 
and went to follow but she held me back. 

�Stay where you are, brat. I want to talk with your mother some more.� 
Karoline turned towards her with disbelieving eyes, glistening grate-
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fully. 
�You�re the spitting image of my brother,� said Sissy. �I wonder 

whether you�ve also inherited his character. He was a ne�er-do-well and a 
dreamer. I�m certain he didn�t come to anything in America either.� 

�America � so that�s where he is?� asked Karoline. Once, many years 
ago, she had held the Burgenland people in contempt for wanting to leave 
the Lafnitz valley for an uncertain America. Today, her situation was so 
hopeless that she would have clutched at any straw. 

�Supposedly he bought a hotel in Massachusetts � in a Shaker Village. 
But don�t ask me what that is,� said Sissy and bedded herself down com-
fortably in her velvet pillow. �I can try and find the letter again. But it�s been 
twenty years since he wrote.� 

�I see.� Disappointed, Karoline shrugged her shoulders. �I�m certainly 
not like him. My life has been too hard for dreaming. And if I were useless I 
would have sunk long ago.� 

�Hmm.� Sissy scrutinised her with a lethargic gaze and I thought that if 
anyone, Karoline looked like her fossilised aunt. Then Sissy came out with 
her suggestion. She was looking for a lady�s companion, she said, some-
one who conversed with her, took care of small errands, read to her after 
her walk in the afternoons since her eyes were getting weaker by the day. 
Greta, the charwoman, only came once a week to clean the apartment and 
the rest of the time she spent alone. �Actually, it�s only right and proper to 
take a relation into one�s home instead of a stranger,� she said with her 
cold smile. 

Karoline nodded in agreement after each of Sissy�s remarks, eager 
and hardly comprehending what her aunt was suggesting and whether she 
could really be so lucky. She had no choice of course anyway. �But,� she 
finally said, after her aunt had finished, ��permanently in the apartment, 
how is that to be understood � that we should move in here with you?� 

And Sissy�s heavy body tensed on the sofa; she raised herself towards 
me with an extended index finger. �Not him,� she said decisively. �I abso-
lutely cannot tolerate children in my vicinity.� 

However much it hurt her, Karoline couldn�t move into the Altgasse 
without me. She had no one left onto whom I could be foisted. 

 
The tea is too bitter, I muttered into my pillow, in my tears, in my sleep. 

It was in my evening prayers, in my memories; and it gave me fresh 
strength to act. Ferdinand despaired: he knew what was happening to him 
but didn�t put up a fight. It was too much effort. Gudrun played fate, Ferdi-
nand played along. I was no longer enough of a child to submit myself to it. 
I had Karoline�s fighting spirit in my blood and, for as long as I could re-
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member, I had learned to hold Ferdinand�s weakness in contempt. The 
women had taught me: they were disparate, irreconcilable, my enemies. I 
didn�t dare put up a fight openly. If I wanted to survive, I had to be cleverer 
than them all, carrying out my plans in secret. I had a model to imitate � no 
� I had two. 

 
Sissy Gollner�s hands never kept still. Restlessly, she pulled at this 

and that, smoothing, pushing, opening and closing, picking up and putting 
down and only found peace in a single activity: embroidering doilies with 
colourful threads, one after another, one after another. She was plagued by 
a continuous disquiet which seemed to torment Karoline, since the disquiet 
of the old lady transferred itself to the younger like an infection. However, 
while Sissy could calm herself with her needlework, Karoline fell into a state 
similar to St Vitus� dance if she spent too much time in her vicinity. She be-
came more dangerous for me than ever before, unpredictable in her barely 
suppressed anger. If one looked at the objects with which she struck me, it 
seemed as though she almost had a desire to kill. She broke my right up-
per arm again as she had before my father�s death. 

I didn�t dare go to school with it. I knew that the teacher was only wait-
ing for an incident. Standing in front of the classroom door, I had eaves-
dropped as the class representative complained about me on behalf of all 
the other pupils. He said that I was dirty and my clothes stank: no one 
wanted to sit next to me. Sometimes I muttered to myself, strange things, 
and I had once claimed that I was the child of a fire-breathing mythical 
creature, a wicked dragon that could break the bones in the bodies of small 
children. What the teacher�s reply was, I didn�t hear. I ran away, all the way 
home. I was ashamed of myself and hated them all; even those who meant 
well by me, maybe them even more than the others. What else could I ex-
pect from my God-fearing, child-loving and lame-brained teacher than a 
concerned report which would land me in the children�s home without de-
lay? Even if he didn�t report it, he would have to take me to a doctor or the 
hospital. And who would pay for my treatment there? 

Even Sissy Gollner, who only bore my presence with many feigned 
sighs, noticed my pitiful condition. Karoline squeezed her eyes shut at the 
sight of my shoulders pulled painfully high. A crease, a thought or worry 
line, appeared between her eyes, where it gradually left behind a furrow 
and, together with the two fine lines which led from the sides of her nose to 
her mouth, created a new face. The soft cheeks of youth became narrower, 
the lower lip, on which so many worries gnawed, filled and pushed against 
life defiantly, the upper, in contrast, which had been charmingly curved, 
sometimes pinched itself to disappearance. But she was still so beautiful 
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that people had to stare after her, and those who didn�t know her were 
spellbound and later amazed that evil had come to the world in such a 
lovely shape. 

 
I avoided them both. If what she had created had become clear to 

Karoline, she could conceive the idea of cleaning up for good and wiping all 
trace of my existence from the earth. Nothing good had ever come my way 
from Sissy Gollner � if one ignored the fact that she had saved me from ter-
rible hunger and impending homelessness. 

I got out of her way whenever I could. I was useful in the household. 
The charwoman had been dismissed: instead, Karoline and I took care of 
any work which arose. I was not irreplaceable. On any day, I was certain 
Karoline could be of a different mind and prefer the warmth of the Altgasse 
to the sub-let room down by the canal where we still lived. Sissy tolerated 
me in her home because I scrubbed the floor in the early mornings before I 
went to school, chopped the wood for the kitchen and cleaned out the oven 
and filled it with briquettes. In the afternoons I washed the crockery and 
took care of the shopping, as well as all the other work she instructed me to 
do. She tolerated me, but she would never let me sleep under her roof. It 
wasn�t even a personal dislike. More like the strange whim of a person who 
was unhappy in her skin and needed a scapegoat for the discomfort from 
which she suffered. 

My position was only secure because Karoline hated her aunt almost 
as much as she hated me, however, in contrast to me, she had to hide her 
feelings conscientiously. I was her excuse for not moving into the Altgasse, 
though Sissy Gollner had assured her free bed and board if Karoline would 
at long last get rid of her tiresome child. 

 
Sissy Gollner�s second passion was sweets; an obsession for acid 

drops and sherbet, chocolate-coated dragées, coconut tarts and, her most 
favourite, confectionery filled with liqueur or with nougat, cracknel and mar-
zipan. On our first visit to her apartment, I immediately discovered the 
empty box of chocolates next to the sofa, the chocolate crumbs and the 
small colourful splinters of broken lollipops, and longed to dip a wet finger 
into the sweet leftovers. 

She never offered me any of her titbits. Nor Karoline, but she didn�t set 
any store by sweets anyway. My mother didn�t like to eat. She was afraid of 
getting fat, an unrealistic worry in the time of hunger we were enduring. 
Sissy had told Karoline that her mother, Lotte, now at an advanced age, 
had completely lost her shape, and Karoline, who had Lotte�s figure, firmly 
believed that the same would happen to her if she wasn�t careful. I, how-
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ever, hung on the unquenchable lips of Sissy and longed for the sweets 
with which she stuffed herself like a languid honeybee. 

The visit to the confectionery shop was part of my daily shopping 
rounds. I bought 200 grams of almond dessert and just as much of fruit, 
which had been candied and dipped in chocolate, as well as a bag of mar-
zipan potatoes and a box of liqueur confectionery to satisfy Sissy Gollner�s 
enormous appetite. I seldom dared to steal a piece, as she controlled the 
entire shopping by carrying out spot checks with the kitchen scales, weigh-
ing everything from the onions to the treats, because she didn�t trust me an 
inch. In this way, she immediately discovered my first theft. There were 50 
grams of candied fruit missing and as much as 70 grams of the almond 
dessert. She had squeezed her fat body into the cracked black silk dress 
and made her way to the confectioner. Only a quarter of a kilo of Hofbauer 
sweets as compensation brought an end to her irate, business-harming 
screeching across the counter. Despite this, the confectioner continued to 
protest his innocence and from that Sissy knew I had cheated her. She 
didn�t pursue the matter, but remained observant. Nevertheless, time and 
again, I took a morsel of the forbidden treats, but fear of the consequences 
spoiled all sweetness until I finally left them alone. Instead, I gave myself 
another pleasure. 

 
I woke up at night and raised myself from the pillow. �Mama!� I 

shouted into the ear of the sleeping woman. When she opened her eyes 
she immediately understood that there must be a good reason for this 
atrocity, as nothing else would have made me do it. �I heard something.� 
Fear made me shake, fear of Karoline. �A rat. Here in the bed. It ran over 
the cushion. It sniffed at my face. I�m sure I felt its whiskers on my skin. 
Can you hear it, Mama?� 

We listened with bated breaths. The room was full of noises in the first 
glow of morning. The creaking of the wooden boards, the old, torn down 
wallpaper which rustled in the draught and the bedbugs behind it, their 
cracked bodies concealed in the dust of the wall. In front of our window, the 
city awoke slowly, gently whispering. 

�Yes.� Karoline breathed. I felt her trembling at my side. Her hand 
groped for the matches. 

I straightened myself up and peered through the diffused, watery light 
which quickly illuminated the floor. �Is that it?� I asked and pointed to the 
dark corner of the room with an outstretched index finger. 

�For God�s sake � where?� Karoline sprang out of bed and jumped in 
huge leaps back and forth across the room in her bare feet, but all for noth-
ing. The rodent made itself invisible. No trace of mouse or rat droppings in-
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dicated its presence. Sometimes a noise could be heard, but it eluded her 
every time. 

On the very same day Karoline went to Isaak Kohn, our faithful chem-
ist. There were shops which were closer, but we had no cash, as Aunt 
Sissy only paid in kind. At Kohn�s one could buy things on credit, and, in 
addition (something which gave Karoline a mischievous pleasure) in 
Gudrun�s name. That was, she thought, only fair repayment for the hostile 
and selfish way Gudrun had behaved. The rat trap was put up as soon as 
Karoline came home, the Thallopaste spread onto a piece of bread, the 
contraption deposited in the corner where I had seen the rodent. The ani-
mal, however, was cunning; it didn�t allow itself to be caught. Karoline sus-
pected it was because we didn�t have any bacon fat to tempt it with. 

 
The soft caramel melted fast, the dark chocolate was held in a warm 

hand. A thin child�s finger drilled a small hole in the bottom of the chocolate, 
licked out the nougat filling, replaced what had been lost, and closed the 
hole with a gentle pressure, smoothing the chocolate quickly, before it once 
again solidified. No trace was left behind. 

 
Sissy liked to speak of �before.� The beautiful house in Mödling was 

described en detail. The furniture, the garden, the upper class guests who 
had entered and departed her house. Mr Gollner, a notary, lived with his 
wife in ever increasing harmony, childless, happy, and content. Until death 
came between them and the idyll came to an end. After only experiencing 
May breezes for fifty-five years, Sissy endured autumn storms for the first 
time. She wanted to die from it. But she lived. Her health was unshakeable, 
despite the pain gnawing in her breast and the grief which turned her inside 
out. He was gone. She had been left behind, alone. Only the needlework 
and the sweet supplies, which were never allowed to run dry, provided 
comfort.  

Yet gradually, subtly, a change appeared in her. It began soon after 
we arrived in the Altgasse. She complained that her hands were becoming 
heavy. Particularly in the mornings, after waking, she was affected by a 
numbness she had never experience before. Often she lay like that until it 
was time for lunch, on her back, looking at the dancing sunlight on her ceil-
ing reflected from the water glass onto the bedside table. She suffered from 
an unquenchable thirst, but hardly drank anything because swallowing was 
so difficult and water barely moistened her throat before she felt an aver-
sion to it. Food also nauseated her, and so she nourished herself increas-
ingly from the small chocolate pieces, which I faithfully piled in the confec-
tionery bowl on her bedside table without taking a single piece for my own 
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stash. 
I had finally won her trust. Maybe she even regretted that she had 

been so hard on me and had wanted to get rid of me. Now, at her sickbed, I 
showed myself as a patient and inventive conversationalist. I read to her 
from a book or a newspaper, reported a little on the gossip which I had 
picked up while shopping, or I remained quiet, depending on how the pa-
tient was feeling. My broken arm healed slowly and hurt with every exer-
tion, but I never complained. I filled Sissy�s water glass, emptied the bed-
pan and made sure there was a varied assortment of sweets. 

 
Karoline urged Sissy to consult a doctor. �If you want to get out of bed 

again this year, don�t wait any longer in doing so.� 
But Sissy didn�t hold doctors in high esteem. They only thought about 

their bills and consequently prescribed all sorts of nonsense. That was why 
they had so many optimists, who had done as medical advice ordered, on 
their conscience. As an example she gave her husband, who had lived well 
for twenty years with his feverish gall bladder, until he let himself be talked 
into having an operation by a surgeon and died under the knife. 

Only when Sissy�s stomach began to swell (despite the fact that she 
hadn�t partaken of anything and even a gulp of water came back up as 
frothy green juice), only when the smell of cooked food made her vomit, 
only then, out of a sudden fear of death, did she give in. 

We waited in the anteroom, Karoline and I, uncomfortable and silent 
as always when we were alone with one another. Karoline was hindered by 
the proximity of the doctor from behaving as roughly towards me as usual. 
This made her indignant. She also feared that Sissy would be admitted to a 
hospital and that then we, during her absence, would not be allowed into 
the apartment. Sissy�s familial feelings extended as far as having someone 
who was useful to her, no more, Karoline was convinced of that. 

The examination lasted a long time. At the end a thin whimpering 
came out of the bedroom that became louder after the doctor left her. He 
explained Mrs Gollner�s condition, all the while constantly shaking his head. 
It was, in short, an incurable cancer, in its last stages. The very next day an 
ambulance would come and take the patient to radium therapy. In some 
cases, he said, such a radium treatment could bring the desired effect, 
burning the tumour. In our aunt�s case, her whole stomach was infected 
with metastases, therefore a cure was all but impossible, but medicine had 
seen remarkable success. Therefore nothing was to be left untried and one 
should not let go of hope. 

�You mean she�ll die?� asked Karoline, after she had followed the doc-
tor�s twitches for some time with a sceptical expression, all the while strug-
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gling to grasp the sense of his roundabout explanation. 
He went to explain his diagnosis a second time, but she interrupted 

him. �Yes or no?� she asked urgently. Her voice sounded hoarse and 
choked, as if something had burst in her larynx. I saw the black fire in her 
eyes. The dragon had had a long sleep. Now it awoke at the smell of blood. 

The doctor swallowed, twitched, and shook his head even harder. He 
saw that which he did not want to see in the eyes of a close relative. He, 
who fought for life, could not bear Karoline�s joy at the bad news. �Until to-
morrow then. The ambulance will come at eight o�clock. I�ll check on her 
again in the afternoon.� 

Instead of keeping quiet after such a clear snub, Karoline pulled on his 
sleeve. �I want an answer,� she said shamelessly, though she didn�t realise 
it. 

�I�m not God,� the doctor barked at her. �And moderate your tone, or 
do you want Mrs Gollner to hear us?� With a furious tug, he freed his arm 
from her grip. 

She smiled after him, absent-minded, sunk in a mental exercise that 
she had not practiced for a long time. Velvet, strawberry-coloured and 
mauve, Reseda-green crêpe de Chine, a long top, reaching almost to her 
hips, the skirt knee-length in contrast, and shoes to match, and stockings 
with woven-in thread, sparkling like metal. That�s what one wears to tango. 
One, two, two-step, right and close. That�s what it said in the Bild der Frau 
women�s magazine, which Karoline devoured week after week; the mar-
riage counselling and particularly the fashion section, haute couture for the 
Viennese of today. Finally the fulfilment of her wishes was almost tangible. 
She smiled. The doctor never forgot it. 

 
After twenty-eight treatments, in which Sissy Gollner lost every hair on 

her head, the doctor ended the treatment. The invalid�s skin had turned a 
violent carrot colour from the radiotherapy, shrivelled and raised in blisters 
like roasted meat that has been left in the oven too long. She couldn�t move 
a muscle in her face, which surprised the doctor somewhat, as such symp-
toms were not normally attributed to the side effects of radiotherapy, but 
then human nature was just as inconsistent. Only a well-timed operation 
would have been able to save Sissy but this stage had long since passed, 
even before the first consultation. 

He held his lecture at the sick-bed. The patient, he said, could no 
longer understand anything; she had already fallen into a coma. I doubted 
it. Sissy lay flat on her back; the balloon-like swollen stomach bulging over 
her, high as a mountain, so one couldn�t see her head from the foot of the 
bed. However, if one approached from the side, one could see her wide-
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open, shocked eyes, two gleaming red-brown chestnuts in the crater-like 
landscape of her ruined face. A terrible realisation was present there. She 
couldn�t share it with anyone. 

Karoline spent the days restlessly pacing Sissy�s apartment. Nothing 
escaped her probing gaze, which allocated a price to every object: the 
modern Art Nouveau furniture, the Ming vases, the cashmere rugs, the Au-
garten Porcelain, which, unfortunately, was not fully preserved. She didn�t 
wait for Sissy to die but began to sell the household goods without delay, 
costing her the last sympathies of the neighbourhood. Behind her back, the 
old, well-known song rang out. They asked themselves whether Mrs Goll-
ner�s sudden sickness was natural or not. Sympathetic glances swept over 
me on the daily walk to school. What could poor Mrs Gollner expect from 
such a beast of a woman, who treated her child like that, gave him punches 
which broke the skin, kicked him and slapped him in the face, until they 
could hear his cries from miles away?  

When I returned from school I hurried to Sissy�s bed. I was tireless in 
my attentiveness and, if there had been witnesses to my charitable nursing 
care, no one would have presumed that two fantasies consumed me con-
tinually and made the long hours pass in an instant: the hell-fire raging in 
the stomach of the old witch bringing her nearer to death with every breath 
without releasing her and the thought that Karoline would have to atone for 
all this suffering. One fantasy brought me more comfort than the other. 

 
Only one thing cut through my ugly thoughts and wishes: a meeting I 

never forgot. In the school breaks we were sent into the yard where we ran 
around under supervision and could let off a little steam. I never took part in 
the break time amusements, since none of the other pupils wanted to have 
anything to do with me. My outward appearance was too repulsive; my af-
fectation too strange. Set apart from the others, I waited for the school bell 
to call us back to lessons. I loved the hours at school, no matter what the 
subject was. The other pupils ran happily from school every day; I could 
have listened to the teacher until nightfall. The single exception, as surpris-
ing as snow on a warm June day, was a girl I got to know at school. 

The primary school for boys in Maxing Street lay side-by-side with the 
girls� school. The school yard was used by all the classes together; the right 
half belonged to the boys, the left to the girls. Mutual games did not take 
place, or any conversations. The school management did not wish for it 
and it was not missed by the children. At this age, the sexes didn�t try to 
mingle. It didn�t make any difference to me. I stood at the edge of the yard 
and waited for the break to finish. I no longer know whether I wanted to be-
long. I don�t think that I was particularly upset by it, as I had nothing in 
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common with the others. They didn�t share my experiences, I didn�t share 
theirs. I had not learnt to play. I was a child without a childhood. 

One day I noticed a pair of eyes staring at me through the wire fence, 
which separated the boys from the girls. This happened often, as my un-
kempt outward appearance awakened astonishment. This gaze, however, I 
noticed immediately, was not horrified or disgusted. The girl on the other 
side of the fence looked at me sadly and with sympathy. She stood alone, 
an outcast like me, a deathly-pale small angel with skin like glass and weak 
violet eyes. When she smiled, the sorrowful expression disappeared from 
her face. The moon appeared in place of the sun and was allowed to shine. 
I never learned her name; I never spoke with her. I don�t even know if her 
soft otherworldly smile ever returned. 

Our silent meetings continued for some weeks, then she was gone 
and never came back, and I though to myself that death had come for her, 
and that now she no longer had to suffer in the school yard with children 
who were made of such different material, but could now travel through the 
night on a moonbeam. But this vision was not meant to bring tears. An ach-
ing sweetness pulled at my heart, a feeling that I liked to recall. 

 
Aunt Sissy took her time in dying. She had lost all her motor skills and 

could neither take nor expel food. Nonetheless, even if the doctor (who 
confused my perseverance in nursing with affection) called it a coma and 
comforted me by saying that in her condition, she was no longer suffering, I 
was convinced of the opposite. I saw the suffering in the reddish pupils. I 
saw the accusation on her dumb lips and in her hands, curved like claws, 
which she couldn�t fold to pray, wishing for relief. 

For three months she lay hidden behind the balloon of her stomach, 
which swelled higher and higher, defying and braving all medical explana-
tion by her existence, which did not want to cease. The windows in the 
apartment stood open day and night, and still the smell of putrefaction hung 
thick enough to cut the air, so that even people who went past outside in 
the street, pressed handkerchiefs to their mouths. 

Karoline was on her feet and out and about all day converting Aunt 
Sissy�s movable possessions into money. She could not remain in the 
apartment, not only because of the disgusting smells of the invalid, but also 
because the bright future, which had unexpectedly opened for her, was so 
close and yet unreachable, while Death neglected to come for his over-ripe 
prey. The earlier restlessness now gripped her twice as much and forced 
her limbs to move like windmill sails. Whether she wanted to or not, she 
had to get out of the house and convert her energy into some kind of activ-
ity, and if in the evenings there was nothing with which she could occupy 
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herself, she reached in desperation to Sissy�s left-over needlework and 
embroidered her impatience into flowers and diamonds with colourful 
thread. 

 
When Sissy Gollner finally closed her chestnut eyes for good, the 

apartment in Altgasse was almost cleared out. Karoline had only spared 
her bedroom, all the other furniture had been sold or given to the commis-
sion and the un-saleable items had been given away. Karoline and I slept 
on a mattress in a warm corner next to the kitchen stove, as I had done 
previously in the Streichers� house on the allotment. 

After the swollen body had been dumped (with difficulty) into the coffin 
and taken away in the undertaker�s car, the last interested people appeared 
and bought Sissy�s white lacquer bedroom furniture. Karoline had just 
enough time to remove the stained mattress on which her aunt had 
breathed her last. The infernal stench of decay which had come from the 
living corpse still polluted the apartment; therefore she quickly brought an 
end to the business transaction. Two hours after her passing, even the bed 
in which she had suffered for so long had been removed. Immediately af-
terward we left the apartment. 

There was no will. Apart from her father who had disappeared and re-
mained so, Karoline was Sissy�s only blood relation and therefore the sole 
heir to her great fortune. Karoline didn�t fulfil Sissy�s last wish to be buried 
next to her husband. Without hesitating, she sold off the Loews� family 
tomb. Sissy Gollner was buried in the central cemetery, in a pine coffin and 
with a plain gravestone made of sandstone, dully polished. She was given 
a third-class funeral. 
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